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Abstract
Ultrahard materials utilized in tooling are currently a very active research field in a multitude of manufacturing techniques such as drilling, turning, milling, grinding and laser
processing. New application fields such as the processing of carbon fiber reinforced plastics for automotive and aerospace industries have led to a large demand on new machining
processes due to the highly abrasive nature of the carbon fibers. Diamond as the hardest
material is ideal in terms of its durability and hence ideally suited as cutting edge material. This study is concerned with the generation of cutting edges on diamond for defined
and undefined (stochastic) geometries, such as turning and milling cutting inserts or on
dressing wheels. Various aspects of ablation using ultrashort laser pulses such as ablation
threshold determination on amorphous and dielectric materials, laser treated diamond
characterization and laser beam specific properties due to picosecond pulse duration are
presented. Regarding cutting edge geometries on geometrically undefined cutting edges, a
new process named ”Laser Touch Dressing” is introduced which can, by using a combined
CNC-controlled 3-axis system with a fourth polygon scanner based system, generate threedimensional structures on diamond plated dressing wheels. This is achieved by generating
a homogeneous diamond grain protrusion height in a way that an envelope with a given
final diameter over the circumference of the wheel is generated. Validation experiments
are carried out by dressing of silicon carbide (SiC) wheels and it is shown that tangential
and normal dressing forces can be reduced compared to conventionally processed (ground)
diamond wheels. Furthermore a strategy is presented which turns the initially stochastic
diamond grain distribution on the wheel with undefined cutting edges, into a wheel with
defined rake and clearance angles by introducing a two-step approach of radial- followed by
a tangential process over the entire circumference of the wheel. Cutting edge geometries
are generated with a distance corresponding to average grain size from cutting edge to
cutting edge. With respect to defined cutting edges, a strategy for optimized beam path
control using a two-dimensional scanhead based on a user defined spiral geometry is derived. Main characteristics of this strategy are sinusoidal-like control patterns for X- and
Y -deflection with a continously varying amplitude. This approach is ideal for galvanome-
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ter mirrors which typically oscillate in a range of ± 12 ◦ . Alternative hatch patterns, in
the range of linear-, meander- and arc-figures as well as mathematical functions such as
spirograph, Lissajous and Archimedes spiral figures and a homogeneous spacing Hilbert
curve scheme are evaluated. Target values for optimization include the cutting edge radius, material removal rate and surface roughness values. The archimedes spiral figure
exhibits most favorable characteristics with respect to these target values. The spiral figure is defined via an outer radius value, a variable exponent value which can be used to
modify the ablation profile characteristics in combination with an outer spiral line spacing
of the two outermost spiral lines. This allows for precise definition of energy input on the
effective laser material interaction on the final cutting edge geometry. In order to validate the ablation characteristics of the developed spiral figure, a comparison study against
ground cutting tool inserts using fine (2 to 4 µm) and coarse grain (25 µm) cutting tool
inserts is carried out. Achieved cutting edge radii of laser treated cutting edges are slightly
better than ground cutting edges. Cutting and feed forces are compared by turning highly
abrasive CFRP material. Laser treated cutting edges perform slightly better, depending
on the orientation of the unidirectional carbon fibers relative to the cutting direction.
Processing times are about 20% lower for laser prepared cutting edges. In a last step, a
plausibility study of laser-material interaction is presented in form of a comparison study
of the classical heat conduction model and the two-temperature model for pulse durations
between 100 fs and 20 ns. Hereby, the transition from thermal to athermal material response behavior with respect to electron-phonon equilibrium can be studied on copper as
sample material. A good fit between simulation and the experimental data is achieved. In
a further step, the two-temperature model is extended to a dielectric, specifically diamond,
by introducing another energy loss term by a free electron generation mechanism based on
multiphoton absorption and kinetic energy transfer mechanism of conduction band electrons when colliding with valence band electrons. Again, experimental data is compared
with simulation results in various fluence and scan velocity ranges.
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Zusammenfassung
Ultraharte Werkstoffe und die dazugehörigen Bearbeitungsverfahren wie z.B. Bohren, Drehen, Fräsen, Schleifen und Laserbearbeitung im Rahmen der Werkzeugfertigung sind in
den letzten Jahren ein häufig frequentiertes Forschungsgebiet. Neue Anwendungsfelder, wie
z.B. die Bearbeitung von Verbundwerkstoffen im Rahmen kohlenfaserverstärkter Kunststoffe in den Bereichen Automobilindustrie und Luft- und Raumfahrt fördern die Nachfrage
nach neuen Bearbeitungsverfahren, welche den hochabrasiven Eigenschaften der Kohlefaserstrukturen möglichst lange widerstehen können. Diamant, als das härteste bekannte
Material und seiner sehr hohen Widerstandsfähigkeit gegenüber Verschleisserscheinungen,
eignet sich ideal als Material für die Schneidkantenerzeugung. Diese Arbeit befasst sich mit
der Erzeugung von Schneidkanten in Diamant, sowohl für geometrisch definierte, wie z.B.
Dreh- und Fräswerkzeuge, als auch für geometrisch undefinierte (stochastische) Schneidkantengeometrien, z.B. für Abricht- und Schleifwerkzeuge. In einem ersten Schritt werden
verschiedene Aspekte der Ablation mit ultrakurzen Laserpulsen, wie z.B. die Betrachtung der Ablationsschwelle auf amorphen, als auch auf dielektrischen Materialien, sowie
die Eigenschaften laserbearbeiteter Diamanteigenschaften, als auch Laserstrahl-spezifische
Einflüsse bei Pikosekunden-Pulsdauern erläutert. Im Bezug auf Schneidkantengeometrien
auf geometrisch undefinierten Schneiden wird ein neues Abrichtverfahren, welches ”Laser Touch Dressing” genannt wird, vorgestellt. Dieses basiert auf einer 4-achsigen, CNCgesteuerten Vorrichtung, welche aus 4 Linear- und Rotationsachsen und einem Polygonspiegel besteht. Hiermit können dreidimensionale Strukturen auf rotationssymmetrischen Bauteilen, wie z.B. Abricht- oder Schleifscheiben in deren superabrasiven Belag
eingebracht werden. Im Bereich des Abrichtens werden hierbei definierte Kornüberstände
der einzelnen Diamantkörner auf der Abrichtscheibe erzeugt und somit eine einhüllende
Umfangsfläche um den Aussendurchmesser der Scheibe generiert. Bestätigungsexperimente, welche geschliffene mit laserbearbeiteten Abrichträdern bei einer Bearbeitung einer
Siliziumkarbid-Scheibe vergleichen, zeigen, dass die Abrichtkräfte, bestehend aus Normalund Tangentialkräften, bei Laserbearbeitung deutlich gesenkt werden können. Im weiteren kann aus der stochastischen Verteilung der Schneidkörper einer Abrichtscheibe auch
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eine geometrisch definierte Schneidenanordnung erzeugt werden. Hierbei wird eine radiale
und danach eine tangentiale Laserbearbeitung der Abrichtscheibe durchgeführt, was zur
Entstehung von Span- und Freiflächen im Abrasivbelag führt. Der entstehende Schneidenabstand ist hierbei im mittleren Kornabstand der Abrasivkörner ausgeführt, sodass
lediglich definierte Schneidgeometrien nach der Bearbeitung auf dem Abrasivbelag der
Scheibe vorzufinden sind. Im Bereich der definierten Schneidkanten wird ein Verfahren
für eine optimierte Strahlablenkbewegung auf Basis eines 2D-Scankopfes und einer, vom
Benutzer definierbaren, Spiralgeometrie vorgestellt. Das Augenmerk bei der vorgestellten
Strategie sind sinusform-ähnliche Bewegungen in der X- und der Y -Richtung der Strahlablenkung, welche mit einer kontinuierlichen Änderung der Amplitude in beiden Raumachsen ausgeführt wird. Dieses Vorgehen erweist sich als ideal für bestehende 2D-Scanköpfe
mit einem typischen Auslenkwinkel von ± 12 ◦ . In einem ersten Schritt werden diverse Ansteuervarianten, insbesondere diverse Schraffurformen wie beispielsweise Linear-, Mäanderund Bogenkonturen, aber auch mathematisch basierte Geometrien wie z.B. Spirograph-,
Lissajous- und Archimedesspiral-Figuren und einer weiteren ideal raumfüllenden Kurve,
nämlich der Hilbert-Kurve, miteinander verglichen. Zielgrössen bei diesen Versuchen sind
der Einfluss verschiedener Eigenschaften der entstehenden Kontur, nämlich Schneidkantenradius, Materialabtragsrate und Oberflächenrauhheitseigenschaften. Hierbei zeigt die
Archimedesspirale äusserst vorteilhafte Eigenschaften. Um nun die gewünschten Abtragseigenschaften präzise einstellen zu können wird die Spiralgeometrie nicht als Archimedes Spirale, sondern als zusammengesetzte Spirale aus Halbkreissegmenten erzeugt. Über
Steuerparameter wie den gewünschten Aussenradius, einen Exponenten, mit welchem der
aktuelle Radiuswert potenziert wird, sowie mit dem Linienabstand zwischen den beiden
äussersten Spiralbahnsegmenten kann ein ideales Abtragsprofil und eine Schneidkantenverrundung erzeugt werden. Laserseitig kann der Energieeintrag präzise für die ideale LaserMaterial Interaktion in der Schnittfuge und an der endgültigen Schneidkante eingestellt
werden. Die somit erzeugte Spiralgeometrie wird in einer weiteren Vergleichsstudie mit
konventionell geschliffenen Wendeschneidplatten mit feiner (2 − 4 µm) und grober Diamantkörnung (25µm) verglichen. Die erzeugten Schneidkantenradien der laserbearbeiteten
Schneidwerkzeuge sind im Vergleich zu den geschliffenen Werkzeugen leicht besser. Auch
bei den Schnitt- und Vorschubkräften können zum teil bessere Werte beim zerspanen von
kohlefaservestärkten Kunststoffen bei einer um 20% kürzeren Bearbeitungszeit erreicht
werden. Die Resultate sind stark von der Faserorientierung relativ zur Schnittrichtung
abhängig. Im letzten Kapitel wird eine Plausibilitätsbetrachtung zur Interaktion kurzer
und ultrakurzer Laserpulse und deren Strahl-Material Interaktion vorgestellt. In einem
ersten Schritt wird ein auf dem Zwei-Temperatur-Modell basierender Ansatz, bestehend
aus zwei gekoppelten Wärmeleitungsgleichungen mit der einer klassischen Fourier’schen
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Wärmeleitungsgleichung für Laserpulsdauern im Bereich von 100 fs und 20 ns aufgestellt.
Anhand dieses Beispiels kann der Übergang vom thermischen Gleich- ins Ungleichgewicht
zwischen der Elektronen- und Photonentemperatur im Falle kurzer zu ultrakurzer Laserpulse auf Basis von Kupfer gezeigt werden. Ein Vergleich mit experimentellen Daten zeigt
eine gute Übereinstimmung mit den simulierten Daten. In einem weiteren Schritt wird das
Zwei-Temperatur-Modell zur Beschreibung der Laser-Material Interaktion mit Dielektrika, hier im Bezug auf Diamant, angepasst. Hierzu wird ein weiterer Energieterm, welcher
die Erzeugung freier Elektronen im Dielektrikum aufgrund von Multiphotonenabsorption
und auch kintetischem Energieübertrag durch beschleunigte, zuvor bereits erzeugte oder
bereits vorhandene freie Elektronen im Leitungsband auf Elektronen im Valenzband, in
die Wärmeleitungsgleichung des Elektronensystems berücksichtigt. Auch hier werden die
simulierten mit experimentellen Daten diskutiert.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Laser processing using ultrashort laser pulses has been heavily developed during the last
fifteen years. In order to produce laser pulses in the range of femtoseconds up to a few
picoseconds, mode-locking as pulse generation principle is necessary. A broad range of
axial modes are hereby locked in phase, which leads to a superposition of these modes,
with the result that very high peak powers are achievable. Due to the nature of such
ultrashort pulses, material interaction with minimal thermal load is possible and thus
highly interesting for processing applications such as heat sensitive diamond structures.
Nevertheless, the complexity of such a system is much higher than the layout of continous
wave to short pulsed lasers. The development of semiconductor based saturable absorber
mirrors by Keller et al. [1] has led to an evolution of available laser systems that provide
stable and flexible operation outside of laboratory environments. Due to the inherent
properties of such a system, high repetition rates of multiple MHz are available. Current
beam guiding systems, especially galvanometer driven systems are not designed for the
necessary processing speed under the condition that high accuracy demands over long
term operation is needed. Therefore, novel beam guiding strategies, which generate precise
microstructures with feature sizes in the range of a few micrometers needs to be developed
as a complete secondary processing technique.

1.1

Motivation

Ultrahard materials, such as diamond, cubic boron nitride, sapphire and others, are used
for many applications in industry. With respect to tool characteristics such as material
specific properties combined with superior tool lifetime make these materials interesting.
Laser processing of diamond is rendered possible using ultrashort pulse lasers, in spite of
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its metastable phase condition at room temperature. When diamond reaches a temperature of about TO ∼
= 923 K in ambient air oxidation sets in [2] and graphitization occurs
for temperatures between 1073 K < TG < 1475 K in ambient air [3, 4]. In the latter
case the cubic crystal system of diamond is converted into the hexagonal crystal system of
graphite, therefore this process is called graphitization. The large range of graphitization
temperature onset is due to the different diamond structures available, e.g. single crystal
to chemical vapor deposited to nano crystalline diamonds as well as bound to impurity
levels, such as nitrogen, cobalt, and so on. With the development of ultrafast lasers with
pulse durations in the range of τP ≤ 10 ps, a material removal mechanism is available that
can process diamond materials without significant heat input. Diamond tools are widely
used with defined cutting geometries, e.g. in turning, milling or drilling, or with undefined
cutting geometries, e.g. stochastic grain layers on grinding or dressing wheels. Conventional machining processes for such ultrahard tools are grinding [5], erosive processes [6],
waterjet cutting [7] or hybrid processes such as laser-in-waterjet hybrid cutting [8]. In the
case of grinding and erosion processes, a tool needs to be in contact with the area that
is to be machined. Tool geometries today are limited to the available machining possibilities, which pose geometrical limitations to the creation of small, intricate geometries.
Very complex three-dimensional geometries and shapes are common in this application
field, e.g. a diamond plated gear wheel topography that could be used for dressing. Ultrashort pulse duration laser sources with beam qualities close to perfect Gaussian can be
focused to very fine spots in the range of a few micrometers and the Rayleigh range can
be as low as a few microns, dependent on the used focusing optics. Furthermore complex
geometries can be realized by through-cutting or surface ablation of small geometrical
features, such as chip guiding geometries. Ultrashort pulse duration laser sources recently
became available to a broader market without the background of processing parameter
bases or developed processing strategies. Beam sources with pulse durations in the range
of τP = 10 ps are especially becoming widely established, delivering high pulse energies
with repetition rates in the megahertz regime. Shorter pulse durations down to a few femtoseconds are also established but pulse energy levels are typically lower and the resonator
becomes significantly more complex due to necessary pulse stretching, amplification and
recompression. This dissertation is concerned with the development of ultrashort pulsed
laser material processing in diamond structures for the generation of defined and undefined
cutting edges.

1.2 Outline of the thesis

1.2
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Chapter two deals with the current state of the art in laser processing of ultrahard materials. Initially, diamond materials and conventional processing techniques are described.
Pulsed laser material processing such as ablation processes in pulse duration ranges from
nano- to femtoseconds, diamond processing in particular and graphitization effects are discussed. Another topic, which has drawn some recent attention, is burst mode processing
and its effect in material removal rates. Burst modes are sequences of pulses of typically
one to a maximum of ten pulses, generally with an interpulse separation of a few tens
of nanoseconds, which are repeated with the adjusted repetition rate of the laser system.
Tool generation in the fields of undefined and defined cutting edges as well as modeling
and simulation aspects are discussed. Chapter three deals with the objectives of this thesis. Diamond ablation using ultrashort laser pulses is discussed in chapter four. Topics
include diamond property modification due the laser-matter interactions, angular beam
influence on cutting edge properties of stochastic diamond layers, parameter studies on
flat samples and material removal rate behavior when burst pulse trains are employed.
Another very important topic is polarization dependency. Ultrashort pulsed lasers offer
linear polarization by design in the given experimental setups. Therefore, variation of the
polarization direction is analyzed in detail. In chapter five, two cutting edge generation
strategies are presented. For geometrically undefined cutting edges, a new process is developed which can be used to alter grain protrusion heights on a stochastic diamond layered
workpiece by using a tangential laser beam. This is therefore named Laser Touch Dressing (LTD). First influence parameters that define cutting edge properties in general are
discussed by analyzing conventional processing techniques. Then the experimental setup
of a LTD-system and its control strategy for the creation of dressing wheel geometries is
explained. Experimental results of the processed diamond layers after LTD are shown as
well as validation experiment results that are obtained by grinding with the laser manufactured wheels and comparing these against conventionally processed wheels. This process
also involves combinations of tangential and radial processing for the case of a cylindrical
workpiece. It is possible to generate cutting edge geometries with rake- and flank faces
and to create a semi-defined cutting geometry on an originally stochastic workpiece. The
second main topic of this thesis is generation of defined cutting edge geometries, which
is shown here on polycrystalline diamond structures on turning tools as an application
example. This is based on a novel beam guiding strategy based on a user-defined spiral
hatch geometry that can be adapted to the intended cut geometry behavior, such as modification of cutting edge radius, whilst maintaining a given flank angle on the workpiece.
Again the experimental setup which differs considerably from the LTD setup is explained.

4

1. Introduction

Parameter studies are presented, which deal with the geometrical boundaries when processing PCD on carbide structures. Furthermore three-dimensional processing of cutting
tool inserts, burst-mode and polarization dependent influences and fluence dependency
aspects are explained. In order to validate results, a comparison study using fine and
coarse grain cutting tool insert geometries are conventionally manufactured by grinding
and laser manufactured, and then used for turning CFRP materials. Chapter six deals
with modeling the material removal mechanism of diamond using ultrashort laser pulses.
Particularly a model to determine the material removal rate on diamond using a pulse
duration of τP = 10 ps is presented. The generation of cutting edge geometries in tooling
applications is the key element in providing long lasting tools with variable cutting edge
geometry properties, e.g. cutting edge radii or flank and rake angle geometries. Laser processing of such tools in form of single grain or planar structures represent the multitude of
available geometries. Therefore, laser processing of both types of geometries is presented
within this thesis.
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Chapter 2

State of the art
Ultrahard materials are ideal in many tooling applications due to superior properties, such
as cubic boron nitride, sapphire or diamond as hardest available materials. Also, thermal
conductivity properties and superior wear resistance characteristics make them excellent
tooling surface structures. A lot of research has been carried out in the field of diamond
processing both conventional in terms of grinding, waterjet cutting, etching and unconventional in terms of laser processing. One of the biggest disadvantages of diamond with
respect to manufacturing capabilities are thermal degradation properties at higher temperatures. Ultrashort laser pulses with pulse durations of τP ≤ 10 ps with negligible thermal
heat input, are promising beam sources for such applications. A time step of τP = 10 ps
defines the threshold from thermal to athermal processing. On the one hand, a long pulse
is beneficial with respect to larger pulse energy, on the other hand, a very short pulse
provides higher peak powers which can be used to decompose high bandgap dielectric materials without significant heat accumulation. In tooling and in general, industrial applications, processing speed and simple resonator layouts are better suited. Therefore complex
resonator designs such as pulse stretching and compressing units, needed in shorter pulse
duration regimes, are counterproductive. Processing strategies, laser and beam source
properties and exemplary laser based cutting tool manufacturing approaches on undefined
and on defined cutting edges are discussed. At the end of the main subsections within this
chapter a short summary and a conclusion is given.

2.1

Diamond materials and conventional processing

Diamond, as hardest available material, is interesting for tooling applications due to superior hardness, which is based on a covalent bonding structure, very high thermal con-
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ductivity and chemical resistance properties. In table 2.1 the properties of diamond and
some other substitute materials are given. With regard to diamond, each carbon (C) atom
can bind themselves to four other C-atoms, which is shown in figure 2.1(a), arranged in a
tetrahedral atomic system. In figure 2.1(b) the p,T-phase diagram of carbon shows, that
at room temperature, graphite is the stable allotrope for carbon. Since a phase change
from diamond to graphite is kinetically blocked, diamond remains in a metastable state
at room temperature [10]. In figure 2.1(c) temperature dependent thermal conductivity
properties of natural and synthetic diamond and also silver and copper as reference materials are plotted. Synthetic diamond exhibits highest thermal conductivity values at low
temperatures in the range of T = 293 to 423 K. In comparison with natural diamond the
conductivity triples at high values. Creation of synthetic diamond can be done using high
pressure, high temperature (HPHT) or via chemical vapor deposition (CVD) techniques.
Applying the HPHT approach often leads to imperfections in the material, such as impurities, e.g. N2 , or inclusions, which affect diamond material properties. The dispersion
curve for HPHT synthesized diamond, linking the index of refraction with the incident
wavelength, which is presented by Kurdumov et al. [12] and Voronkova et al. [13], is given
Table 2.1: Diamond properties and substitutes [9]

Diamond

Cubic
circonia

Sapphire

Silicon
carbide

Composition
Crystal system

C
cubic

ZrO2
cubic

Al2 O3
trigonal

Hardness
(Mohs)
Cleavage
Density
[g/cm3 ]
Refractive
index
Dispersion
Thermal conductivity
[W/(cm · ◦ C)]

10

8 14

9

SiC
hexagonal or
cubic
9 to 9 12

excellent (111)
3.515

none
6.0

none
4.0

none
3.2

2.42

2.15 to 2.18

1.77

2.65

0.044
5 to 25

0.058 to 0.066
0.1

0.018
0.4

> 0.08
0.9
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Figure 2.1: (a) Atomic bonding structure of diamond [11]; (b,c) p,T -phase diagram of carbon and thermal
conductivity diagram of different diamond types, digitized from [10].

by:
n2

0.002678
1
= 0.21413 −
−1
λ2

(2.1)

The CVD technique is disussed by Linares et al. [14] and can lead to production of high
purity single crystal diamond, with high consistency in serial production. Furthermore,
Linares describes a comparison study of CVD with industry type IIa synthetic diamond.
Absorption spectra of four diamond types are plotted in figure 2.2. These show absorption
levels in the ultraviolet and the visible range. Here HPHT diamonds show practically
no transmittance in the ultraviolet regime, transmittance levels are found at 60 % at a
wavelength of λ = 532 nm. Diamond as tooling material is often used as single grain
layer used in stochastic surface patterns, e.g. grinding tools with undefined cutting edges.
With respect to defined cutting edges, CVD or polycrystalline diamond (PCD) is a suitable material. Within these structures, diamond grains are embedded in a metal matrix
substrate, e.g. cobalt or nickel. Diamond concentration levels within such materials are
typically larger than 90 %. One of the main advantages using PCD is flexibility in size,

Figure 2.2: Wavelength dependent transmission characteristics of various diamond types [14].
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as well as isotropic behavior. Single grain diamond structures and their load carrying behavior depends on crystal orientation characteristics and therefore on the cleavage plane
direction of the diamond grain. Conventional diamond processing strategies can be grinding or polishing, electrical discharge machining (EDM) or waterjet cutting. An overview
of these conventional methods with respect to grinding is found by Wegener et al. [5].
Achievable accuracy levels using undefined cutting edges are shown in figure 2.3. With
respect to economical processing times for single cutting tools, mainly grinding is of interest. In terms of erosive processes, die-erosion or wire-erosion strategies can be applied.
Die-erosion processes in terms of microcutting PCD are presented by Zhang et al. [16],
three-dimensional feature sizes can be accurately achieved down to feature sizes of one
micron. The material is ablated as a thermal process via graphitization. In order to
reach these accuracy levels, extremely low discharge energy conditions need to be fulfilled.
Larger workpieces, such as metal bonded diamond plated grinding wheels can be dressed
or profiled using a wire based EDM technique. Weingärtner et al. [6] presented a method
which incorporates a wire based EDM unit into an existing grinding machine, therefore inprocess dressing can be achieved with high accuracy. However this technique is not based
on diamond processing, but still dressing of diamond layers on a metal bond is possible.
In terms of waterjet machining, Axinte et al. [7] reports fast PCD processing times and
relatively coarse roughness values of around Ra = 1.6 µm. One of the main problems
stated is the rapid degradation of the waterjet nozzle geometry.
In conclusion diamond provides superior material properties which are highly suitable for
tooling applications, especially hardness, chemical resistivity and thermal conductivity

Figure 2.3: Conventional processing techniques - achievable accuracy; digitized from [15].
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properties are primary advantages. With respect to conventional manufacturing a range
of alternative methods are already developed, but the material properties of diamond render processing techniques to be time consuming and cannot necessarily provide the final
geometry in one processing cycle but rather require many repeated steps.

2.2

Laser material processing using pulsed lasers

Laser material processing techniques can be applied in all main groups of the taxonomy of
manufacturing processes in DIN 8580. A multitude of laser material processing techniques
are present, e.g. cutting, ablating and welding. At short and ultrashort pulse durations,
all of the aforementioned strategies are still applicable within certain boundaries, e.g.
material thickness and feature size generation is mostly in the micro- to nanometer range.
In terms of precision, a much higher level of detail, due to smaller achievable spot sizes in
the range of dfoc > 0.5 µm and much higher peak intensities in the range of GW/cm2 , is
achievable. Therefore, intricate geometrical features down to the minimum achievable spot
size, dependent on beam quality, wavelength and focusing optics, as well as fine surface
roughness values in the range of a few hundred nanometers can be achieved.

2.2.1

Material removal mechanisms from nano- to femtoseconds

Using short and ultrashort laser pulses in pulse duration regimes between 100 fs < τP <
100 ns ablative processes are predominant in material processing applications. Material
removal rates are therefore low, but peak power levels can be extremely high in the megato terrawatt range (figure 2.4). This leads to a change in ablation properties from the thermal to the athermal regime, which is attributed to a change in absorption characteristics
of the incident laser pulse. In figure 2.5, temporal absorption timescales are illustrated,
based on an illustration of Poprawe [17]. and Kautek et al. [18]. Here the temporal
evolution of physical effects on metals and dielectrics for an ultrashort laser pulse are
discussed. After approximately one femtosecond of laser irradiation, electron heating is
initiated, followed by electron relaxation at around 100 femtoseconds. Heat conduction
between electrons takes place up to a timescale of ten picoseconds, which corresponds to
the definition of the ultrashort laser pulse regime. After ten picoseconds, electron-lattice
interactions will set in and lead to a rapid increase in thermal load on the material. When
using ultrashort laser pulses material response characteristics change due to nonlinear multiphoton absorption, which makes the material opaque, even if it would be transparent
for the incident wavelength at longer laser pulse widths, this is described by Sugioka et
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Figure 2.4: Pulse power dependency on pulse duration regime for typical laser resonator designs [18].

Figure 2.5: Energy absorption timescales inside the bulk material when a laser pulse strikes a material.

al. [18], shown in figure 2.6. On transparent materials, especially dielectrics, such as glass
or diamond structures, no free electrons for direct excitation are available. Therefore valence band electrons must overcome a band gap in order to reach the conduction band.
If the incident photon provides enough energy to shift an electron from the valence into
the conduction band, then the absorption process is linear and the photon energy can be
absorbed, i.e. each incoming photon can elevate at least one electron from the valence
to the conduction band. If the incoming photon energy level is lower than the bandgap,
no direct absorption can take place, but if there is a very large volumetric density of
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Figure 2.6: Single- and multiphoton absorption mechanisms [18].

incoming photons, the energy of multiple photons can be absorbed by a single conduction band electron and therefore reach the necessary energy level to cross the bandgap
into the lower conduction band [18–22]. This is a non-linear process and very high peak
power and therefore intensity level in the range of I > 1014 W/(m3 ) is required. This
is the case for ultrashort laser pulses, therefore dielectrics can be processed by such laser
beams. Shirk et al. present in [23] a broad introduction into short and ultrashort pulse
ablation regimes with respect to optical breakdown mechanisms, electron avalanche ionization and multiphoton absorption. Also, laser system setups to generate ultrashort laser
pulses by means of pulse compressor techniques are discussed. Within these systems, the
laser pulse would provide higher beam intensities than the optical components can sustain.
Therefore, the beam is broadened, amplified and then recompressed, in order to obtain an
ultrashort laser pulse. This applies for solid state and excimer dye-laser systems. Material
ablation studies, such as on polymers, metals and ceramics are discussed. Laser material
interactions are described in terms of photon absorption processes, thermal conduction in
solids and material removal mechanisms. Corresponding theoretical models are discussed.
Chichkov et al. [24] report laser ablation of solids, especially on metal structures using
nano-, pico- and femtosecond pulse durations using a Ti-Sapphire laser system. A theoretical model for all three pulse durations is also presented. Ablation qualities on 60 µm
thick stainless steel foil clearly demonstrate pulse duration influence on ablation quality.
While edge deterioration is inexistent at femtosecond pulse durations, picosecond pulses
lead to some deviations and nanosecond shows very strong thermal load on the ablated
hole geometry. A study by Liu et al. [25] describes a laser oscillator setup, delivering
ultrashort laser pulses using the chirped pulse amplification (CPA) strategy. Furthermore,
laser ablation characteristics on fused silica, stainless steel, graphite and PET, in terms
of ablation quality and heat affected zone analysis at different pulse durations from short
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to long pulses are discussed. Weikert presents in [26] the influences of surface structuring properties when ultrashort laser pulses are used. Melt free ablation can be shown at
a pulse duration of τP = 10 ps when fluence values are slightly above ablation threshold. If fluence values are much higher than the threshold fluence, thermal processing
occurs even at very short femtosecond pulse durations. Studied pulse durations range
from 120 fs < τP < 150 ns at wavelengths of λ = 800 and 1064 nm. Further studies by
the author investigate absorption characteristics at the kerf and different polarization orientations (s- and p-polarization) by varying pulse duration, energy density, pulse to pulse
overlap, multipass ablation, focal position and repetition rate. Krüger et al. [27] present
theoretical and experimental insights into femtosecond laser processing at a pulse duration
of τP = 300 fs, a wavelength of 610 nm < λ < 620 nm and a repetion rate of a few Hz.
Ablation characteristics on metals, semiconductors, dielectrics and composites are shown.
Typical femtosecond multipulse ablation crater surfaces, which consist of ripple structures
at a nanometer length scale are shown. Ablation threshold analysis Furthermore, shows
a drastic decrease in threshold fluence if the pulse duration is shortened from nano- to
femtosecond laser pulses. Martin [28] presents damage mechanisms in optical materials
when irradiated by ultrashort laser pulses with pulse durations of 30 fs < τP < 500 fs.
A damage threshold calculation algorithm based on relating fluence to squared diameter values is presented. Furthermore, incubation mechanisms, such as the effect of lower
threshold fluence values are observed when multiple pulses hit the material instead of
single pulse ablation. With increasing number of incident pulses, tensile stress inside the
material builds up, which can lead to a change in optical properties, which in turn can lead
to a decreased damage threshold of the target material. Also pulse duration dependency
on dielectrics is discussed. Ablation with features smaller than spot sizes and the setup
procedure to measure and execute such a task with ultrashort pulses is presented. Chien
et al. [29] performs a systematic study of pulse duration influence on ultrafast laser micromachining in silicon and stainless steel. Pulse durations range from 110 fs < τP < 10 ps
and wavelengths from λ = 400 and 800 nm. Ablation crater analysis, as well as thermal
load analysis is executed on various pulse durations in the stated range. Furthermore,
melting characteristics, dependent on laser pulse duration in ambient air and polarization
effects are shown. Nanosecond to femtosecond laser induced damage to dielectrics in a
broad study at pulse durations between 0.1 ps < τP < 1000 ps is shown by Stuart et
al. [21]. Damage morphology is presented based on a diffusion dominated damage scaling
1
law τ 2 . The boundary between ultrashort pulsed laser processing (τP < 10 ps) and thermal ablation characteristics (melting, boiling, fracture) when τP > 50 ps are presented.
Furthermore, theoretical models on electron production via multiphoton ionization, Joule
heating mechanism and avalanche ionization are shown. In summary ultrashort pulses in
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a pulsewidth up to τP = 10 ps can be used to achieve highly accurate holes and grooves in
metals, transparent materials and dielectrics such as diamond without introducing larger
amounts of heat into the surrounding structure. The stated literature in this chapter
gives an overview over such absorption characteristics, used laser systems to achieve the
pulsewidths necessary and an overview of material removal mechanisms. This thesis is
using these characteristics in order to introduce not only holes and grooves into a bulk
material, but ablation process strategies to generate three-dimensional geometries out of
both, bulk diamond and metallic substrate materials.

2.2.2

Diamond processing and graphitization

Shirk et al. [30] review laser polishing and ablation process characteristics followed by a
discussion of ultrashort pulsed processing of diamond at λ = 248 nm and τP = 500 fs. Raman spectroscopy and scanning electron microscopy is used as evaluation methods. Laser
pulse duration dependency on material removal from nano- to femtoseconds along with
collateral effects such as plasma heating (nanosecond pulses), phase transition mechanisms
on diamond materials are shown. A mechanism for photographitization of a free diamond
surface is proposed by Strekalov et al. [31] in form of a theoretical quantum-kinetic rate
model. Also laser-induced graphitization processes in diamond bulk material is considered, e.g. nucleation of a tiny graphite drop induces tensile stress forces into the structure.
This initial drop is caused by locally reaching the graphitization temperature of the bulk
material. Calculations evaluate the maximum volumetric extent of a graphite drop. If
a given damage threshold value is exceeded, mechanical damage occurs. Ablation at the
fundamental wavelength and at 2nd and 3rd harmonics as well as pump probe experiments
at pulse durations of τP = 10 ns and 40 ps are executed by Jandeleit et al. [32]. Interaction of intense ultrashort laser beams with matter are photographed within the pulse
duration timescale to analyze material removal properties. Therefore, melting, vaporization and fast resolidification as well as feedback from the surrounding atmosphere can be
analyzed. A practical approach in terms of a processing strategy, which is closely related
in its description to a conventional milling process, called laser milling is proposed by
Henry et al. [33] using diode pumped solid state lasers (DPSSL). Multiple beam sources
and industrial aspects of these laser systems are discussed. Using ultrashort laser pulses
in the femtosecond pulse duration regime and multiple pulses, a ripple formation at the
ablation crater can be observed. This has been analyzed in depth by Miotello et al. and
Banks et al. [34, 35] for different materials and for metals respectively. Nanoripple formation when using femtosecond laser pulses for surface modification of materials, periodic
ripple structures, instability and self-organization based on a Cahn-Hilliard/Kuramoto-
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Sivashinsky differential equation describing film thickness and surface corrugation levels,
as well as polarization dependence on the generated structures are shown.

2.2.3

Burst mode processing

A pulsed laser system operates at a given repetition rate, this leads to a fixed interpulse
separation time constant. Burst pulses will add to each pulse at the given repetition rate an
integer number of additional pulses. An optical setup for such a system is depicted in figure
2.7. A pulsed laser beam is directed into a first beam splitter and therefore subdivided into
two half intensity beams. One laser pulse is directed directly into a secondary beam splitter
without any detour in the optical path. The secondary laser pulse is delayed by travelling a
longer distance than the first laser pulse, before it also enters the secondary beam splitter
and merges with the original beam path of the first laser pulse. Since the secondary
beam needs to travel a longer distance, the secondary pulse will be delayed relative to
the first pulse by the time needed to travel the given extra distance before merging with
the first pulse path. Another approach to establish burst pulses is to electronically trigger
burst pulses directly within the resonator by picking more pulses out of the seed laser
repetion rate. This burst mode generation technique has been established in a few laser
laser systems. Here acousto- (AOM) or electro-optical (EOM) modulators are used to to
pick pulses out of a given pulse train, e.g. in a master oscillator power amplifier (MOPA)
setup. In the configuration of an actual picosecond laser system in the range of τP = 10 ps
the seed laser provides a constant repetition rate, e.g. at fP = 82 M Hz. Initially the
AOM selects every tenth pulse emitted by the seed laser. The interspacing between two

Figure 2.7: Experimental setup to generate double pulses by dividing one laser beam into two and recombining them after one laser pulse has travelled a larger distance than the other. Hereby, a temporal delay
between the pulses is achieved; (1) laser source; (2) beam splitter; (3) Glass plate; (4) photo diode; (5)
beam diameter reduction unit; (6) bending mirrors; (7) movable bending mirror.
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pulses at the given repetition rate is now ∆t = 12.2 ns. Given that the AOM triggers,
for instance the 1st and 2nd pulse of the seed laser pulse train instead of just the 1st
pulse, then a double pulse with the given interpulse separation of the seed laser pulse train
is emitted. Burst mode processing can lead to higher volume removal rates and better
surface roughness characteristics. Hu et al. [36] investigate multi-burst phenomena on
metals both theoretically and experimentally on copper. The burst scheme is compared
between single-pulse and multi-pulse ablation using 5 burst pulses, this is shown in figure
2.8. Material removal rates improved significantly when using 5 burst pulses compared
to single pulses given a total laser fluence of F = 1 J/cm2 . Deladurantaye et al. [37]
analyzed multi-burst pulses at pulse duration regimes of 60 ps ≤ τP ≤ 20 ns. Material
removal rate and surface roughness are 25 % better in the picosecond case, given that the
total energy per pulse is held constant. An experimental investigation into burst pulses
is conducted by Emmelmann et al. [38] using a Taguchi / Shainin approach. The varied
parameters include laser power, repetition rate, burst mode, focal position, scan speed and
hatch strategy. Material removal rate and surface roughness are chosen to be the target
values. Results show that a maximum available number of burst pulses together at high
laser powers will increase material removal rates but at the same time decrease surface
roughness values. Therefore, a trade-off between quality and speed needs to be considered.
In conclusion with respect to laser material processing using pulsed lasers practically any
material can be processed, given the right choice of laser system with respect to pulse
width, wavelength and desired ablation properties. With respect to lasers with pulse
durations below τP = 10 ps otherwise transparent materials can be processed due to nonlinear
light absorption mechanism. Using burst pulses material removal rates can be increased
and surface roughness values decreased, typically in metals.

Figure 2.8: Single pulse and multi burst setup using 5 pulses [36]; (a) pulse train without burst pulses,
pulse duration shown is τP = 10 ps and the pulse pause duration is f1P = 10 µs; (b) pulse train with
5 burst pulses, each pulse of the previously described pulse train is followed by four burst pulses with a
1
burst pulse spacing of fP,seed
= 20 ns, based on the seed laser repetition rate.
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Tool Generation

Tools generated with undefined cutting edges, e.g. grinding or dressing tools can be
achieved by multiple techniques, such as grinding, EDM or waterjet cutting. Grinding
is done by simultaneous contact between two opposing diamonds, one on the tool, the
other on the workpiece. Material removal is achieved by either removing a grain or by
continously introducing cracks to the diamond grain (splintering attrition wear) as shown
in figure 2.10. Erosion processes, as well as waterjet cutting techniques are based on grain
removal mechanisms. Laser processing is a fundamentally different approach because cutting through the diamond grains is possible, instead of cracking or mechanically removing
the grain.

2.3.1

Tools with undefined cutting edges

An overview of current conditioning techniques for grinding wheels is given by Wegener et
al. [5] with respect to technical aspects. This is shown in figure 2.9. Growing application
fields are found to be in the area of superabrasives (ultrahard materials) as well as new
demands for binding layer structures. Surface topographies in terms of surface roughness
values down to a few nanometers are achieved via electrolytic in-process dressing (ELID) or
other electrolytic processes. For consistent grinding wheel topography, in-process dressing
approaches are discussed, e.g. wire guided EDM or ELID processes. Jackson et al. [39]
exploits grinding of aerospace materials, such as composites, Ni-based and exotic Al-Li
alloys, by using vitrified grinding wheels. Grinding of extremely porous wheel topographies
with strong bonding systems is very challenging because maintaining surface integrity is
difficult. These are to be dressed in a non-contact manner. Laser processing is viewed as
the ideal alternative to achieve the dressing requirements in the future. Khangar et al. [40]
present such a non-contact dressing process on alumina grinding wheels using a continouswave Nd:YAG laser with power levels of P = 500, 750 and 1000 W, shown in figure 2.11.
Microcutting edges are generated on the individual grains and particles. X-ray diffraction,
scanning electron microscope (SEM) and pole figure analysis were conducted. An extensive
overview of dressing procedures are presented by Linke in [41], as well as a model based
on a tribological approach. Evaluated processes and properties are crushing mechanisms,
dressing-forces and -temperatures. Due to high process temperatures in grinding, cooling of
the diamond based wheel is required to prevent graphitization. Microscopic wear analysis
on single form wheel diamonds shows that the major grain degradation mechanism is
attributed to adhesions and grain flattening by graphitization processes. Another approach
on the design of the grain structure on grinding wheels is given by Pinto [42], here a
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Figure 2.9: Classification of grinding wheel conditioning methods [5].

Figure 2.10: Conventional diamond grinding grain removal mechanism [5].

process to manufacture engineered grinding tools is developed. This technique places
the grinding grains onto the tool body in a defined manner and therefore transforms
a conventionally stochastic grinding wheel surface into a defined grain pattern. Grain
wear mechanisms are studied in detail and a model for grain wear is developed. Another
approach to pattern generation by placing the individual grains is presented in this work
by creating a defined cutting geometry out of a stochastic grinding wheel topography
using a laser beam. A study into precision manufacturing using CVD diamond-coated
grinding tools is presented by Gaebler et al. [43]. Experimental results reveal achievable
surface roughness values of Ra = 5 nm on glass workpieces. Micro tool geometries with
diameters down to d = 50 µm are manufactured and successfully tested. Laser based
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Figure 2.11: Radial laser dressing scheme [40].

fabrication and machining of materials, especially processing of geometrically undefined
and defined cutting edges has been a much reviewed topic in research in the past two
decades. Laser beam sources from pulsed to continous wave in the milli- and microsecond
time regime are mainly used in some of the early experiments. One of the problems when
processing dielectrics such as diamond with respect to accurate microgeometries is strong
thermal input and therefore strong thermal degradation of the diamond structure. With
the advent of shorter pulsed laser systems in the range of nanosecond, and later picosecond
and femtosecond pulses providing minimal to no thermal input is a very up to date research
field in terms of tooling surfaces. A thorough introduction to the concept of laser dressing
of grinding wheels is given by Dahotre et al. [44]. Laser assisted and direct laser dressing
techniques are discussed. Radial irradiation is applied and continous wave laser radiation
from a Nd:YAG laser is used up to a maximum power of P = 1000 W. Tangential- and
ultrashort pulse laser dressing methods are not adressed. Another overview paper on recent
grinding activities on brittle materials, grinding of silicon, dressing and truing of grinding
wheels and grinding of mirrors using a vibration assisted grinding and monitoring technique
is presented by [45]. Westkämper [46] investigates laser assisted grinding processes using a
slab laser with a pulse duration of τP = 2 ms and a power density of I = 1500 W/cm2 . The
laser radiation is used to pre-heat the workpiece surface before the actual grinding wheel
comes into contact with the workpiece. An elevated material removal rate due to a reduced
temperature gradient and resulting lower surface layer damage is observed. Timmer applies
a Nd:YAG laser to various diamond and CBN grinding wheels with different bond materials
[47]. Radiation is emitted in a radial and a tangential configuration onto the workpiece
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surface. Furthermore, a theoretical model is proposed, based on the optical and thermal
characteristics of the system. Laser dressing of metal bonded diamond wheels using a
pulsed Nd:YAG laser with pulse durations in the range of 0.1 < τP < ms, a power of
Pavg = 50 W and a pulse energy of eP = 50 J is used by Hosokawa et al. [48]. Xie
et al. [49] study laser dressing of resin bonded superabrasive grinding wheels using a Qswitched pulsed Nd:YAG laser which operates at a wavelength of λ = 1064 nm, a maximum
output power of P = 30 W, a repetition rate of 1 < fP < 10 kHz and a pulse duration of
150 ns < τP < 500 ns. Beam configuration is directed radially to perform an orthogonal
cut to the surface. Resetting the bond structure and changing grain protrusion are achieved
by choosing suitable power density levels. Tangential laser dressing of a diamond wheel
is presented using a Nd:YAG laser by Wang et al. [50] (τP = 0.2, 0.5, 2 and 5 ms,
λ = 1064 nm, fP = 2 to 20 Hz, Pavg = 0 to 100 W). The bond is decomposed by
melting or vaporizing the bronze bond and therefore diamond grains can be removed from
the bond material. One pass truing leads to a decrease in roundness values. Resin bonded
CBN grinding wheels are dressed by Yung et al. [51] using a Nd:YAG laser system (acoustooptic Q-switched tP = 150 to 500 ns, fP = 1 to 10 kHz, λ = 1064 nm, Pavg = 0 to 15 W,
dfoc = 200 to 260 µm). Experiments are single pulse on resin bond with different dressing
parameters. Grinding force comparisons with conventionally dressed and laser dressed
wheels are shown. Superior dressing results in pulsed ablation compared to continous
wave based beam sources, as well as conventional dressing procedures are found. Walter
et al. [52] present a novel dressing method of hybrid bonded CBN grinding tools by use
of a short pulsed Nd:YAG fiber laser (τP < 200 ns, λ = 1064 nm, Pavg = 30 to 48 W,
fP = 50 kHz). Truing of complex contours with minimum edge radii of less than 20
microns on the ground workpiece could be achieved. It is shown that laser processing
can lead to similar surface topographies as in conventionally produced SiC and or Al2 O3
sharpening tools. Laser ablation tests with a newly developed acousto-optic Q-switched
Nd:YAG laser is carried out by Chen et al. [53] (τP = 170 to 560 ns, fP = 0.2 to 50 kHz,
λ = 1064 nm, f = 60 mm). The beam configuration is radial to the workpiece surface.
Truing and dressing is merged into one processing step. Investigations on wheel topography
and the behaviour on a high speed grinding test are carried out. Numerical simulations
of the laser ablation process and the resulting temperature distribution of the workpiece
surface are carried out. The bronze bond can be selectively removed and defined diamond
grain protrusions can be achieved. An optical triangulation system for online closed-loop
control of the laser truing and dressing process is developed. A two-dimensional thermal
simulation model is developed and ablation crater depth and temperature distribution
is calculated for single-pulse laser ablation of bronze. Another study on metal bonded
grinding wheels is carried out by Wang et al. [54] by applying a thermal model to calculate
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the binder layer setback distance and therefore expose more of the previously covered
diamond grains or by uncovering of new grains. Validation experiments are carried out
such that calculated and experimental prove to be consistent. The beam source is a
τP = .5 to 20 ms, Pavg = 275 W, fP = 20 to 35 Hz, whereby processing is done in
radial direction. Parameters include focal spot offset, incident power and power density.
Grinding force measurements show a decrease in normal forces by 20% and tangential
forces are reduced by 7%. With respect to smaller grain sizes Kunieda et al. [55] discuss
resin bonded micro wheels with ultra fine grain diamonds with an average size of 8µm.
Laser parameters are τP = 3 to 4 ns, λ = 355 nm, eP = .6 mJ and a focal diameter of
df oc = 1 to 50µm. Many effective edges are produced (much more than using conventional
processing techniques) with surface roughness values in the range of Ra ∼
= 16 nm. Another
study of a theoretical approach to laser processing of small vitrified CBN grinding wheels
is presented by Wang et al. [56]. An energy balance model to calculate absorption values
is presented including spatial distribution of the laser energy. Predicted are optimal laser
parameters for incident position, focal offset and incident irradiation angle. The used
laser system and applied laser is an a pulsed Nd:YAG laser and the chosen parameters
are Pavg = 400 W, fP = 100 to 400 Hz. Studying micro- and submicromachining
characteristics using ultrashort laser pulses in the nano- to femtosecond pulse duration
regime is shown by Ramanathan et al. [57] on Type IIa single crystal diamond. The laser
source is a Ti-Sapphire laser at λ = 775 nm, eP = 550 µ J, tP = 200 fs, fP = 0.25 kHz
and linear polarization. Effects of pulse energy and irradiation times are analyzed. Blind
and through holes (trepanning and percussion method) and trenches (direct writing mode)
are analyzed. SEM and atomic force microscopy show taper free holes in a diameter range
of d = 0.65 to 100 µm. Little recast around the kerf surface, such as resolidified material,
could be found. Through the application of a two-temperature model, the ablation depth
was predicted with high precision in the case of femtosecond pulses.

2.3.2

Tools with defined cutting edges

Tools with defined cutting edges, e.g. turning or milling tools can be manufactured in
case of diamond into single diamond structures or into a compound material such as polycrystalline diamond, which involves the use of a binder material between the individual
diamond grains. Siebert describes the synthesis process of polycrystalline diamond in [58],
which is explained accordingly in the following text. Cobalt can be used advantageously in
diamond synthesis because it acts as a catalyst and helps the kinetic phase transformation
from carbon to diamond. Pressure and temperatures in the synthesis process can be reduced to about 6 GPa and temperatures of around 2000 ◦ C are sufficient. Carbon is soluble
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in a certain temperature range in cobalt, this is used when carbon enters the metastable
phase region and is then transformed in form of diamond. Through this process, different
monocrystalline grain sizes are created. Following high pressure and high temperature
synthesis, the monocrystalline diamonds are connected to a polycrystalline matrix. The
singular diamond grains build up a covalent binding structure, empty spaces are filled up
with cobalt. Carbide as a stabilizing element is connected to the polycrystalline- by an
interface-layer which exhibits large amounts of the catalytic element cobalt. The main
advantage of PCD is very high hardness combined with high ductility and an isotropic
structure. Tikal et al. [59] study the influences of conventional cutting edge preparation
techniques. Figure 2.12 gives an overview of the effect chain of cutting edge optimization procedures. Hu et al. [60] investigate nanocrystalline diamond (NCD) coated tools
against conventional monocrystalline diamond (MCD) and PCD tools in surface topography, grain sizes, carbon bonds and mechanical properties when machining Al-matrix
composites and high-strength Al alloys. In comparison, NCD tools are close to PCD tools
and more effective than MCD tools. The major failure mechanism for NCD tools is found
to occur due to coating delamination which leads to catastrophic tool failure. Cutting
edge geometry analysis with respect to tool wear and mechanical loads on the cutting
edge is presented by Denkena et al. [61]. A design tool for a specific microgeometry on the
cutting edge of cutting tool inserts, based on tool life maps which are used to determine a
suitable form and size of the cutting edge, are presented. Wyen et al. [62] study the influence of cutting edge radius degradation with respect to machining forces when machining

Figure 2.12: Effect chain for optimization of precision cutting tool performance [59].
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titanium. The impact on ploughing forces and tool face fricition is shown. Presented
are experimental results of orthogonal turning tests of Ti-6Al-4V material with different
cutting edge radii, different cutting speeds and feed rates and a new edge roundness characterization method is used to eliminate measurement errors due to improper circle fitting
within the cutting edge radius geometry. This method is implemented in several of the
cutting edge radius measurements throughout this thesis. Denkena et al. [63] present an
in-depth study of laser manufacturing of cutting edges from nano- to femtoseconds with
an integrated highly sophisticated measurement system, which is capable of in-process
measurements of the laser processed cutting edge. A comparison with conventional processing in terms of grinding is made (figure 2.13), in which many manufacturing steps
are necessary for the generation of cutting tools. Here, laser processing can help reduce
the number of processing steps. The characteristics of multilayer tools, properties and
possible influences on tool quality characteristics is given in figure 2.14. Within laser
processing, beam sources include solid state and excimer lasers operating in the following
wavelengths λ = 780, 532, 355, 266, 248, 193 nm with pulse durations in the range of
150 fs < τP < 30 ns. In the end, a picosecond laser with τP = 9 ps, fP < 60 kHz,
eP = 200 µ J, Pavg < 10 W is integrated into a lab setup. Problematic at publication
time were cost evaluations, based on time considerations a cost increase of 1200% due to
measurement- and processing times. Only very complex cutting tool inserts out of ceramics, PCD or cubic boron nitride c-BN would be potentially interesting. Further evaluations
are deemed necessary to be made on these materials. Measurement processes and path
calculation times have proven too slow for real time application on an economical scale.
Weikert [64] presents laser cutting of MCD, CVD and PCD. Pulse duration recommendations are given for MCD below τP < 1 ps. PCD and CVD can be effectively laser
cut even with short nanosecond pulses. An effect that surface roughness is a function of
kerf depth, such that when the kerf gets deeper, average surface roughness is increased.

Figure 2.13: Process chain of conventional cutting tool processing, based on [63].
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Figure 2.14: Characteristics of multilayer tools such as PCD on carbide, based on [63].

Parameter optimization can be done, but bad surface characteristics cannot be avoided
completely. In comparison to conventional processing techniques like EDM and grinding,
the process speed is thickness dependent. At time of publication, equivalent process speeds
were impossible to reach. In terms of process gases, ambient air and helium are compared,
the latter shows only slight advantages compared to ambient air, due to to lowering the
onset temperature of graphitization, and is therefore not recommended. Everson et al. [65]
use a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser with a pulse duration of τP = 100 ns at a wavelength
of λ = 1064 nm to generate PCD microtools. A systematic study of repetition rate,
feed rate, number of laser passes, material removal rate, recast layer, surface morphology
and surface roughness is presented. Best results are found at a material removal rate of
M RR = 0.02 mm3 /min, a kerf width of 27 microns, a cutting edge radius of rK = 6 µm
and an average clearance face surface roughness of Ra = 0.625 µm. Recast layer, undulations and striations are observed. It is concluded that this appears due to a molten layer
of cobalt binder, amorphous carbon and graphitization. PCD milling and cutting as well
as tungsten carbide processing is done by Harrison et al. [66]. Beam sources are based on
DPSS laser systems with pulse durations of 20 < τP < 200 ns and laser parameters of
λ = 1064 nm, Pavg ≤ 220 W, 3 < fP < 50 kHz and with a f = 80 mm scanhead. Focal
spot size is df oc = 160 µm. A theoretical model is developed based on the assumption that
in the nanosecond pulse duration regime the removal process is achieved in two steps, a
melting and a material removal stage in which vaporization occurs. Overall, seven cutting
regimes, dependent on the applied laser source and material removal strategy, are categorized. These are vaporization cutting, fusion cutting, reactive fusion cutting, thermal
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stress cracking, scribing, cold cutting and laser assisted oxygen cutting. Three of these
seven strategies are studied (vaporization, fusion and reactive fusion cutting). As a result,
reactive fusion cutting is identified as the ideal processing strategy to process PCD on
carbide layers. Another study by Harrison et al. [67] dealing with a comparison to other
manufacturing technologies such as mechanical milling, EDM, stamping and ultrasonic
machining. It is concluded that the relatively large milling bit when compared to the laser
focal spot is the limiting factor in geometrical feature generation. EDM processes are
highly precise but operate with low material removal rates. Stamping has limited flexibility and ultrasonic machining provides high quality but is slow in terms of process efficiency.
Ultrashort laser processing of PCD is also presented by Li et al. [68] by processing a cone
inside a void of 400 micron diameter and 120 micron height. The geometry is processed
with high precision using a Nd:YAG femtosecond laser system. Raman spectroscopy shows
no graphitization and that the original PCD composition is intact. Low fluence values are
used at F = 0.28 J/cm2 and a traverse speed of vf = 300 mm/s [69] is applied. Bandgap
analysis is carried out with a direct bandgap of diamond as Egdir = 7.3 eV, an indirect
bandgap of Egin = 5.49 eV and a photon energy of Eph = 1.17 eV at a wavelength of
λ = 1064 nm. Therefore, absorption only takes place when avalanche ionization and multiphoton absorption takes place. A combinatorial approach of laser and waterjet cutting
is presented by Melaibari et al. [8]. 2D cutting of polycrystalline c-BN (PCBN) using a
hybrid laser and waterjet cutting technique is presented. Contour cutting is possible on
thin carbide substrates. For thicker materials problems occur in terms of cracks, taper and
waviness in the processed area. As laser source, a CO2 continous wave laser with a power
of Pavg = 400 W is used. The waterjet follows the laser beam in 2 to 6 mm distance due to
absorption characteristics of this wavelength in water. A cutting tool performance study
with PCD, laser coated diamond coatings, diamond facing and C2 carbide inserts under
identical conditions are carried out by Gu et al. [70]. Failure mode of a diamond coated
insert is microattrition wear (coating on cutting edge gradually wears out), coating flakes
off and the tool looses the original cutting conditions. Good processing results throughout
the compared materials is given, but PCD characteristics are not fully met and a future
substitution of PCD is not recognized.
In conclusion to laser based tool generation techniques a lot of literature is found with
respect to application of Nd:YAG laser based systems regarding pulse width regimes of
micro- to nanoseconds on defined and undefined cutting edge geometries. Ultrashort pulse
widths in tool generation is also found but by far not in the extent than short pulsed laser
sources are represented. With respect to stochastic grain layers, radial profiling and dressing schemes are reported, but with respect to tangential processing, especially grain tip
cutting is not found. Furthermore, transformation of a stochastic grain layer into a rather
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defined geometry, with repetitive individual cutting wedges are not found. With respect
to defined cutting edges and a wide application of 2D-scanheads as beam deflection units
no optimization of galvanometer movement with respect to long term processing strategies
is found.

2.4

Modelling of short and ultrashort laser pulses

Simulation by short and ultrashort laser pulses has attracted a lot of attention recently. Ablation characteristics differ strongly between these two time regimes. As noted before, the
threshold between thermal and athermal processing is around τP ≤ 10 ps [1,17,71,72]. In
the case of continous wave to nanosecond laser pulses, laser matter interaction is based on
a thermal interaction including lattice excitation. In the case for femtosecond laser pulses,
electron excitation and the interaction between the electron- and the phonon-system are
predominant. Since a pulse duration of τP = 10 ps is at the threshold between the thermal
and athermal ablation regimes and stable laser sources are available in a variety of laser
designs, e.g. master oscillator power amplifier (MOPA), thin-disk and fiber based systems,
analysis of the ablation characteristics is of interest. An overview of involved time regimes
and the corresponding ablation mechanisms is shown in figure 2.15. Thermal ablation
modeling has been widely studied, e.g. by Bulgakov et al. [74] and Meiners [75] and is
still a common research field for pulse durations in a time regime from nanoseconds to
longer pulse durations. These models include plasma shielding effects, liquid- and vapor-

Figure 2.15: Ablation time regimes from short to ultrashort laser pulses [73].
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dynamics. The main component of these models is the Fourier heat conduction equation.
Material removal is achieved by heating, melting and evaporation of the material. Especially electron-lattice interactions are of interest when modeling laser pulses from nanoto femtosecond time regimes. Another study in nanosecond laser-matter interactions is
presented by Xu et al. [76]. Phase explosion and its time lag are studied by analyzing the
kinetics of the interface layer between material and its surroundings during pulsed laser
processing. A critical temperature with respect to a metastable phase consisting of melt
and vapor is reached and the necessary nucleation time for the buildup of the vapor phase
is determined. Furthermore, it is shown that the calculated surface temperature and pressure values differ from equilibrium. Rethfeld [77] analyzed microscopic and temperature
dependent collision processes when sub-picosecond laser pulses interact with solids. Using
Boltzmann collision integrals, electron cooling and thermalization times as well as energy
absorption processes within the electron system are calculated. Photon absorption by
free electrons via phonon collisions are determined. The two-temperature model is used
for calculations on metals and further extensions are presented for energy absorption in
isolators. Here, multi-photon ionization processes are found to be the dominant mechanism. Kaiser et al. [78] describe microscopic processes in dielectrics when irradiated using
sub-picosecond laser pulses. Free electron generation via ionization processes leading to
a behavior similar to metals is described, see figure 2.16 whereby pulse durations up to
τP < 200 fs are employed. It is found that these pulse durations are too short for the generation of an electron avalanche, therefore, free electron density calculations do not show
realistic values. Mingareev [73] investigates the dynamics of melting and ablation at high

Figure 2.16: Free electron gas generation in dielectrics [78].
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intensities on metals. Fundamental research is carried out on laser induced mechanisms
using ultrashort laser pulses. Laser matter interaction, plasma generation, vaporization
and melt dynamics are studied. Using shadow photography, characteristic time domains
for different ablation regimes are defined. Dense vapor- and plasma-, nucleation- and
vaporization-effects are analyzed. A qualitative ablation model for high intensity ablation
is developed, especially superheated material considerations and phase explosion mechanisms. A study in a pulse duration regime between 150 fs < τP < 30 ps is executed by
Nolte et al. [79]. Material removal mechanisms and ablation depths for fluence values in
the range of 0.1 < F < 10 J/cm2 are determined and the logarithmic relation (eq. 2.2)
between fluence and ablation depth is suitable for low fluence values of F < 0.5 J/cm2 .
Within the equation, ∆zpp is ablation depth per pulse, α1 is the optical penetration depth,
F is fluence and Fth is the ablation threshold fluence for the given material.


F
1
· ln
(2.2)
∆zpp =
α
Fth
Yoo et al. [80] investigate high power single pulse nanosecond laser ablation of silicon and
explosive changes in ablation crater properties by use of white light interferometry. Intensities are in the range of 1 × 109 W/cm2 < I < 1 × 1011 W/cm2 . A critical intensity
at which a nonlinear change in form and material removal rate is found and theroetically
modeled. Below an irradiance with intensity of I = 2.2 × 1010 W/cm2 a hemispherical
ablation crater shape is found. At larger intensities than the given threshold deeper hole
shaped craters are generated. Using this model, the depth, which has reached the critical
temperature can be calculated. Theoretical and experimental results are in good agreement. Volume removal and its timescale behavior is visualized in the range from a few
nano- to microseconds using time-sequenced images of ejected mass. Nedialkov et al. [81]
present an analytical approach to ultrashort pulsed laser ablation of metals, particularly
iron. Variation parameters are pulse duration τP = 100 fs, 1 ps, 5 ps and fluence values
of F < 100 J/cm2 . Ablation rates are maximized when pulse duration is reduced. Furthermore, higher ablation rate leads to an overheated state in the material up to a critical
temperature, which corresponds to a fluence of about F = 1 J/cm2 . Higher fluences leads
to an abrupt rise in pressure within the ablation crater. A molecular dynamics (MD)
simulation to visualze the observed phenomena is carried out and it is found that two
ablation models must exist. At low fluence values only a moderate increase of material
removal can be observed, whereas higher fluences and material temperatures above the
critical temperature lead to a sudden increase in ablation rate. It is found that formation of a molten phase due to electron heat diffusion as energy dissipation mechanism
leads to a lower ablation rate. Another study on the thermodynamic critical temperature in a condensed phase with accompanying phase explosion is presented by Miotello et
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al. [82]. Three main material removal mechanisms in ablation are identified. These include
evaporation, boiling and explosive boiling, also known as phase explosion. It is further
found that the type of removal mechanism is defined by pulse duration and beam intensity and that for pulse durations below τP < 1 ns, evaporation and boiling do not play
a significant role in the ablation process. Phase explosion is therefore the most efficient
mechanism for thermal ablation. Thermophysical effects in laser processing of materials
using pico- and femtosecond laser pulses are analyzed by Pronko et al. [83]. For comparability, pulse durations between 10 ns < τP < 100 fs are used in the laser ablation of
gold using experimental and simulation data. The simulation is based on the Fourier heat
equation and it is explained that heat conduction has a major influence on the ablation
threshold. Furthermore, it is observed that pulse durations below 1 ps leads to a higher
importance of electron-phonon coupling mechanisms. Phase boundary dynamics are studied in detail, especially the vapor-surface interface is of importance for influencing surface
temperature. Cheng et al. [84] explain details of decomposition mechanisms on metallic
structures under femtosecond laser irradiation of nickel. Using an MD simulation and
low fluence values, the critical temperature is not reached and the predominant ablation
mechanism is phase explosion. As the spinodal point is approached (just below the critical temperature), bubble nucleation inside the metastable liquid accompanying built-up
tensile stresses are present due to laser heating. If fluence values are further increased, critical point phase separation (CPPS) occurs due to an initial temperature, which is higher
than the critical temperature, which leads to phase separation. Lorazo et al. [85] analyze
thermodynamic pathways in melting, ablation and solidification in absorbing solids using
laser pulses in the range of 500 fs < τP < 100 ps on silicon. A combined Monte-Carlo
and MD simulation is devised to show the development of thermodynamic process values,
such as density, temperature and pressure. It is found that for near-threshold irradiation
with femtosecond pulses, the subcritical material undergoes rapid adiabatic cooling and
the liquid-gas interface is described by a phase-explosion like process. According to the
authors, the beginning of the nucleation process is not given by large localized thermal
fluctuations but by direct conversion of kinetic into surface energy. If fluences are high,
then a nonequilibrium transition from a homogenous fluid to a heterogenous clustered
phase undergoing a rapid expansion in vacuum is determined during early stages of ablation. For the case of picosecond pulse durations, slower expansion and a liquid-vapor
equilibrium is achieved by nonadiabatic cooling of the subcritical liquid material towards
the binodal point, therefore no metastable phase and phase explosion mechanisms are
activated and ablation is based on a fragmentation process. For the case of nanosecond
pulse durations, a heating process along the binodal line follows when the metallic liquid
and its vapor undergo equilibrium. A delayed material ejection-behavior and -structure
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between near-threshold femtosecond and picosecond irradiation is described, although the
mechanisms are explained to be very different. The former is in a nonequilibrium-, the
latter in an equilibrium-state at the liquid-vapor interface. Vidal et al. [86] present CPPS
in laser ablation of conductors, based on aluminium ablation tests using ultrashort laser
pulses and a 1D fluid dynamic simulation. Material decomposition at the spinodal due
to thermodynamic instabilities close to the critical temperature leads to a clear interface
between ablated and non-ablated material such that the ablated material is ejected in bubble formations. Lee et al. [87] present an electron conductivity model for dense plasmas
which can be used for numerical studies in order to calculate material parameters, such
as thermal- and heat conductivity among other parameters of the electron gas. According
to the authors, the calculated properties are valid for a range of temperatures and density values when strong magnetic fields are present. Electron cooling times are calculated
based on the phase state of the material, such as solid, gaseous or plasma state. A model
to calculate thermodynamic properties of a material based on free Helmholtz energy levels is presented by More et al. [88]. The model is referred to as the ”quotidian equation
of state” (QEOS) and represents a self-contained theoretical model without the need for
external database data. Inputs are material composition and cold solid properties, such
as density, bulk modulus or the speed of sound). Outputs are pressure, energy, entropy,
Helmholtz free energy and corresponding derivatives. Calculations are based on a modified Thomas-Fermi statistical model and thermal ion motion is described by a multiphase
equation by a combined application of thermodynamical formulas by Debye, Grüneisen,
Lindemann and other fluid-scaling laws. The main advantage of the output of this model
is smooth curve behavior and therefore the absence of discontinuities which lead to problems in the calculation of subsequent derivatives. Wu et al. [89] present a model for high
fluence metal ablation for a pulse duration range below τP ≤ 10 ps. The model is based
on the two-temperature model (TTM) and is supposedly easier to use than hydrodynamic
and molecular dynamics models. The authors do not recommend use of this model for
fluence values below F ≤ 1 J/cm2 , because here, the dominant physical mechanisms are
not CPPS, but rather phase explosion or other mechanisms. Experimental and simulation
data were in good agreement for all other cases. The main aim of this approach is to give
a numerically inexpensive way to evaluate ablation depths for practical considerations
such as micromachining applications. Hu et al. [36] present a study of multi-burst mode
picosecond laser ablation model for improved material removal rate. Especially ablation
depth dependency on mutliple pulses are presented. Experimental studies on pico- and
femtosecond pulses on metals, semiconductors and dielectrics are shown by Ashkenasi et
al. [90]. Electron and lattice dynamics are specifically studied. It is stated that high charging of dielectric surfaces can lead to a macroscopic Coulomb explosion of the top surface
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layers. Wang et al. [91] present a theoretical approach on electron dynamics in processing
of diamond using femtosecond laser pulses. A real-time and space-time dependent densityfunctional theory is presented to simulate nonlinear electron-photon interactions during
femtosecond laser processing. It is assumed that tunnel ionization dominates the process.
Transient localized electron dynamics such as electron excitation, energy absorption and
electron density evolution are described.
In conclusion a broad variety of simulation models and modeling approaches exist, starting
from continous wave to short pulsed laser-material interaction simulations by modeling
melting, evaporation, plasma-behavior. Also liquid- and vapor-dynamics, based on the
Fourier heat conduction equation and fluid- and thermodynamic-models are discussed by
numerous authors. Within the femtosecond time regime, modeling is mainly based on the
two-temperature model for metals, but also more sophisticated molecular dynamics for
both low- and high-fluence regimes are found. Here mainly electron-lattice interactions,
such as electron-/electron- or electron-/lattice-collisions based on Boltzmann collision integrals are studied. Different ablation time regimes and a low- and a high-fluence regime
with a change into high volume removal rates and different melting- and ablation-dynamics
is often discussed. Furthermore, free electron generation in dielectrics is found in some
cases. With respect to thermodynamic property derivation a model, which is based on
Helmholtz free energy and is not dependent on other external database data is found.
With respect to a pulse width of τP = 10 ps some application of the two-temperature model
on metals is found, but with regards to laser processing of diamond using that particular
pulse width no literature is found.
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Chapter 3

Objectives
The strategic approach to laser processing using ultrashort pulses at a pulse duration of
τP = 10 ps and the conditions for beam guiding systems on diamond plated workpieces
are presented within this thesis. Especially material modifications on ultrahard materials,
such as polycrystalline and type Ib and type IIa diamond, which are widely used for
precision tools with long lifetime and superior cutting properties are analyzed.

3.1

Cutting edge generation strategies on diamond
structures

The given studies are shown on two functional surface geometries. Type Ib industrial
diamond grained superabrasive dressing wheels and PCD cutting tool insert geometries are
studied. In both cases, diamond shape considerations in order to generate defined cutting
edge conditions, such as generation of rake and flank faces or strategies for controlling
grain protrusion levels are under discussion.

3.1.1

Geometrically undefined cutting edges - Laser Touch Dressing (LTD)

A new laser dressing method using ultrashort laser pulses in a pulse duration range of
tP = 10 ps operating under tangential irradiation relative to the workpiece surface normal
at the location of light matter interaction is presented. At this configuration the laser beam
tangentially touches the workpiece either orthogonal to the workpiece normal or under
a slight angle in order to produce different clearance angle conditions on the processed
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diamond grains. Therefore, the process name is chosen to be Laser Touch Dressing (LTD)
derived from its conventional processing alternative, touch dressing. If the incidence angle
between the beam and the workpiece is not orthogonal but at an angle, then a defined
cutting edge pattern can be generated on a grinding wheel surface with arbitrary grain
positions. Grain protrusion values can be controlled in the range of a few micrometers,
dependent on the positional accuracy of the employed CNC system and of the beam guiding
system. Processing parameter sets, accuracy studies and validation experiments together
with conventionally processed dressing wheels are shown.

3.1.2

Geometrically defined cutting edges - Beam guiding control strategies

The use of ultrahard materials has recently attracted a lot of attention due to their superior machining capabilities. In combination with laser processing of diamond tools,
especially in pulse duration ranges of short and ultrashort laser pulses, these materials
are highly interesting due to low manufacturing process related heat input into the workpiece. Thermal manufacturing processes as in continous wave or pulsed lasers down to the
nanosecond time scale lead to extensive damage to the diamond crystal lattice structure.
At higher temperatures diamond will turn into graphite without a melting process. A
graphitization temperature of 1073K < TG = 1475 K (see chapter 1.1) in ambient air is
the critical temperature for diamond materials for the necessary crystal structure change.
Another process limiting factor in precision diamond processing is the dynamic and longterm accuracy of the beam guiding system. A very effective and widespread technology is
by using galvanometer based scanning units. These devices operate vector-based through
the use of two tilt mirrors for the case of a two-dimensional scan system. Optionally,
there can be a third galvanometer or linear drive, such as a direct drive, which controls
a moving lens in order to shift the focal plane in the third spatial direction. These units
were originally designed, and are still today mainly used, for marking applications. Due
to this background, these systems perform poorly when high precision levels in terms of
positional accuracy and thermal drift aspects need to be considered. Within the discussed
topics, feature sizes of a few micrometers and exceptional roughness values are necessary,
Therefore, a new control strategy based on a modified Archimedes spiral is presented.
The main objective is a reduction of thermal drift values and Therefore, maintenance in
positional accuracy by limiting galvanometer motion to only sinusoidal-like motion patterns. Experimental studies regarding various hatch patterns are analyzed and the spiral
generation strategy is presented. Target values for evaluation and design of the proposed
strategies are formulated in the following listing.
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• Maintaining positional accuracy through innovative hatch generation strategies
• Processing of cutting edge radii in the range of 2 to 25 µm
• Reducing surface roughness values on the clearance face to Ra < 0.2 µm

3.1.3

Considerations on material removal modeling using picosecond lasers

A model for metals based on the two-temperature model (TTM) is developed in order to
study some aspects about laser-material interactions. A first series describes single pulse
ablation with respect to different pulse widths and compares analytically the results of
the built model and a standard heat equation. Furthermore, a laser scanned line is modeled and analyzed using a 2D-axisymmetric approach. The results are evaluated against
experiments on copper. A second series describes an extension to dielectrics, diamond
in particular, by introducing a term for free electron generation by shifting valence band
electrons into the conduction band of the dielectric. In metals these are already present
at the beginning. Since the threshold to a process called ”cold ablation” starts at pulswidths at around tP = 10 ps and below, this threshold value is of interest. Experiments
on copper, diamond and on bulk metallic glass are analyzed. The latter is of special
interest, due to a low crystallization temperature. Therefore, thermal input into the material when using different pulse widths form short to ultrashort pulse widths can be studied.
In conclusion the main characteristic properties, to be achieved within this thesis, with
respect to laser processing of diamond are minimal thermal damage to the diamond grains
throughout the laser process, high dimensional accuracy with respect to generated geometrical features such as cutting edges on diamond and also controllable and small cutting
edge radii.
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Chapter 4

Ablation characteristics using
ultrashort pulses
In this chapter, experimental ablation characteristics of ultrashort laser pulses on materials, especially on diamond are under discussion. Ablation threshold determination and
its characteristics in a pulse width range of τP = 100 fs to 5 ps as well as stochastic
diamond layer grid evaluation of angular beam influence and laser material interaction
characteristics are shown. Furthermore, laser parameter variation aspects such as defocusing, polarization and burst mode influence is evaluated.

4.1

Ablation threshold evaluation

A first fundamental value to characterize laser induced damage to a material is by determination of the material damage and ablation threshold fluence for a given pulse duration
and wavelength. A distinction between damage and ablation threshold is defined in the
first case by introducing an irreversible change to the material, the second is defined by
removing material from the target. Since no experimental ablation threshold values for
diamond are available, literature values are used. In order to demonstrate the pulsewidth
dependency on the ablation threshold range experiments are carried out on a bulk metallic
glass, based on a common technique for ablation threshold determination. It is shown,
that below a pulse width of τP = 10 ps, a similar ablation threshold for the entire pulse
width range can be assumed. Ablation threshold determination with respect to pulse width
dependency on diamond is discussed by Komlenok et al. [92] and by Jeschke et al. [93].
Both found an ablation behavior for pulse widths in the range of τP = 100 fs to 5 ps a
nearly constant ablation threshold value. Therefore, an ablation threshold determination
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strategy is presented, the similarity of ablation threshold behavior for ultrashort pulses
is experimentally shown and the found literature values for diamond are discussed. Experiments are carried out on polished samples using a Ti-Sapphire laser system (Coherent
Libra) at a center wavelength of λ = 808 nm at a repetition rate of fP = 1 kHz and at
variable pulse widths of τP = 100 fs, 500 fs, 1 ps and 5 ps. The laser beam is focused onto
the sample by using a lens with a focal length of f = 50 mm. The sample is mounted on
a movable stage in X-, Y- and Z-direction with a µm-driven double goniometer for precise
alignment. For each pulse width a series of individual single laser shots per location with
increasing fluence are performed and then the diameter of the generated ablation crater
is determined. In a second set of experiments the identical experiment but with 100 laser
pulses per location is executed. This is depicted in figure 4.1. Evaluation of the generated
crater diameters is done using SEM and white-light interferometery. In order to determine
ablation threshold values, the measured ablation crater diameters Di are put into relation
to incident fluence values. The used model for calculation of the squared diameter values
is presented by Bonse et al. [94], based on works by Jandeleit et al. [95]:


F0
2
2
(4.1)
Di = 2 ω0 ln
Fth
Here Fth is the ablation threshold fluence value and the measured ablation crater diameter values are squared and plotted against the logarithm of each applied fluence. The
Gaussian beam radius ω0 can be found by measuring ablation crater diameters and plotting them versus the applied pulse energies. The linear correlation between energy and

Figure 4.1: SEM image of a part of the ablation threshold experiment craters for the determination of
ablation threshold values for different pulse widths with 100 pulses per location. An increase in fluence
leads to larger ablation craters, an increase in pulse duration in the given case does not change crater
diameters significantly.
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maximum laser fluence allows a linear fit on each series using the least squares method
and by extrapolation onto the abscissa (fluence axis). With the found beam radius ω0
the maximum fluence F0 can be computed. Using a Gaussian spatial beam profile with a
1/e2 beam radius ω0 and an incident pulse energy of eP , the maximum laser fluence F0 is
calculated by:
2 eP
(4.2)
F0 =
π ω02
The value for the focal spot diameter after the focusing lens, with respect to the incident
beam quality factor M 2 , which relates the focusability of a real, to an ideal Gaussian beam
(M 2 = 1), is calculated by (see Hügel et al. [96]):
dfoc = M 2 ·

4·λ
f
·
π
dfoc,L

(4.3)

Here, f denotes the focal length of the focusing lens and dfoc,L is the laser beam diameter
before the focusing lens. Additionally, the value for a single pulse ablation threshold can
be scaled to the multipulse ablation threshold value, based on a given number of laser
pulses N . Such an incubation model for multipulse ablation is used by Jee et al. [97],
which relates the number of pulses to the ablation threshold of a single pulse. This is
calculated by:
Fth (N ) = Fth (1) N ξ−1
(4.4)
This value is dependent on the laser pulse energy, which itself is dependent on average
power and repetition rate, and the focal spot area value. Here, ξ is an incubation factor
and can be determined by a double logarithmic plot of the product N · Fth (N ) against the
number of pulses N . Hence, ξ is the slope of the interpolated linear curve of the scaled
measured ablation thresholds for multipulse ablation. If ξ = 1, then no incubation effects
are present, therefore, single and multipulse ablation threshold properties are identical.
The applicability of this scaling function to ultrashort pulses is shown by Guedde et al. [98]
and scattering effects due to morphological changes in ablation crater surface, which reduce
reflectivity and ablation threshold can be found by Preuss et al. [99]. The experiments are
performed on a Zr-based bulk metallic glass, with a material composition of Zr (74.23), Cu
(18.61), Fe (3.65) and Al (3.51), given in mass percent. Here, a study of ablation threshold
for single pulse and multipulse ablation is carried out for the four, in the experimental setup
given, pulse widths. Typical ablation crater geometries are shown in figure 4.2(a) for single
and in figure 4.2(b) for multipulse ablation. Via an ablation crater diameter evaluation, the
ablation threshold is determined. The found diameter values are plotted against fluence,
depicted in figure 4.3. After interpolation, the ablation threshold value range for all four
stated pulse widths (τP = 100 fs, 500 fs, 1 ps and 5 ps) by single pulses are calculated
to be Fth,sp = 0.281 to 0.316 J/cm2 and for multipulse Fth,mp = 83 to 94 J/cm2 . The
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Figure 4.2: Ablation threshold experiments on an amorphous alloy of bulk metallic glass, SEM images (a)
single pulse ablation Pavg = 0.35 mW, eP = 0.35 µ J, F = 0.779 J/cm2 , #pulses = 1 and (b) multipulse
ablation Pavg = 0.11 mW, eP = 0.11 µ J, F = 0.286 J/cm2 , #pulses = 100.

Figure 4.3: Ablation threshold experiment results for different pulsewidths (τP = 100 fs, 500 fs, 1 ps, 5 ps),
for single and for multipulse experiments. For each pulse width the measured ablation crater diameter is
squared and plotted against the logarithm of the fluence value.

individual values are not given because the intention is to show the narrow range of found
ablation threshold value within the analyzed pulse width range. This is asssumed to be
due to a similar energy transfer mechanism for laser pulses between τP = 100 fs to 5 ps.
The former value is close to the electron relaxation time and the latter value is close to, but
still below the time regime of heat transfer between the electron and the phonon system
within the material. This is explained in detail in chapter 2.2.1, based on Poprawe [17].
The found values on BMG are used for a validation study for a proof of thermal heat
input dependency on the applied pulse width regime within this thesis. With respect
to diamond such a study into the ablation behavior is not executed by the author, but
a similar narrow range between the applied pulse width in this thesis with respect to
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ablation behavior is assumed. In the case of diamond, this narrow range is also shown
numerically by Jeschke et al. [93] and experimentally by Komlenok et al. [92]. Reported
fluence values for diamond are reported by Dumitru et al. [100], using a pulse duration
of τP = 100 fs, at a center wavelength of λ = 800 nm and a Gaussian profile. Values
are given for two cases, one for damage threshold Fth,d = 0.4 J/cm2 and one for ablation
threshold Fth = 1.6 J/cm2 . This is dependent on the applied method to determine the
spot diameter. Damage threshold observations are based on optical microscopy and SEM
measurements, while ablation threshold measurements are carried out using an atomic
force microscope (AFM). The latter is evaluated if a net amount of material is ablated,
then the current diameter is considered. Another effect visible but not discussed here in
detail, is generation of periodic nano-ripple formations in the ablation crater for multipulse
ablation using ultrashort laser pulses. Such a typical surface ripple structure within the
ablation crater is shown in figure 4.2(b) as a top view in bulk metallic glass and is also
observed and explained in the stated paper and the topic is also discussed in detail by
Jia et al. [101] and references therein. A side section of such a nanoripple structure in
bulk metallic glass, with a depth range of 1 to 2 µm and in diamond, with a depth range
in the nanometer scale, is shown in figures 4.4 (a-c). Both show the characteristic ripple
formation, one on an amorphous metal, the other on diamond, after irradiation with
femtosecond pulses. According to Dumitru et al. [100], Jia et al. [101], Zalloum et al. [102]
and references within these works, ripple formation is reported to be found on many
materials, including diamond, in a certain parameter range using ultra short laser pulses
and the mechanisms of ripple formation are explained. To give a short explanation, ripple
formation is found to originate from an interference effect, based on surface plasmons,
between the incident and the reflected radiation from the material surface with scattered
surface waves. This interference leads to an inhomogeneous energy distribution, which
can cause periodic surface instabilities dependent on wavelength, angle of incidence, pulse
width and polarization direction. If pulse duration is increased into the longer pico- into the
nanosecond range, this effect diminishes and finally vanishes completely due to a molten
material phase within the ablation crater.
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Figure 4.4: SEM images of nano ripple structure formation using ultra short laser pulses; (a) BMG
processed sample, laser parameters are τP = 410 fs, λ = 1064 nm and linear polarization; (b) PCD
sample processed with an inclination angle of 20 ◦ and laser parameters of τP = 10 ps, λ = 1064 nm and
linear polarization and (c) as enlargement of the bottom area of (b). Nano ripple formation is especially
dependent on polarization direction.

4.2

4.2.1

Laser processing of stochastically distributed diamond grains in a metallic bond
Angle of incidence evaluation

In order to evaluate the influence of varying the angle of incidence of the laser beam relative
to a workpiece with a stochastic diamond grain layer, for laser processing of cylindrical
dressing wheels. A preliminary study on flat sample geometries is carried out and presented. The experimental setup consists of a laser system with a pulse width of τP = 10 ps,
a repetition rate of fP = 400 kHz and a fluence of F = 22.82 J/cm2 and circular polarization. The sample is mounted to a rotary, and two linear CNC-axes. Therefore each
irradiation angle and the focus position adjustment can be achieved. The laser beam is
scanned by a 2D-scanhead and focused by an f = 100 mm F-theta lens and a processing
speed of vf = 400 mm/s. The samples consist of flat stainless steel plates with a sample
size of 50 × 30 mm2 , a nickel binding layer and embedded single crystal diamond grains
with a grain size of 181µm over the entire surface of one sample side. The angular variation
between the laser beam and the sample is carried out over a range of 0 to 48 degrees, the
former denotes the radial position in figure 4.5. This figure also depicts schematically the
laser beam orientation to the workpiece surface. Evaluation criteria are material removal
rate (MRR) and cutting edge radius (CeR) at the kerf within the diamond grains and overall damage to surrounding structures such as binder material removal. Each experimental
set is carried out three times and within each evaluation zone five diamond grains are
measured using a 3D optical microscope (Alicona IFM). The mean value for MRR and
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Figure 4.5: Angular beam irradiation on single crystal diamond layers, irradiation properties on stochastic
layers are random depending on the current spatial location of the laser beam.

CeR is then calculated and plotted for each evaluation criteria. this is shown in figure
4.6(a) for MRR and in figure 4.6(b) for CeR. Both graphs show a random distribution
of the found values. This is due to the fact that the facets of the diamond grains on the
sample surface are oriented in a random distribution. Although the sample orientation
relative to the laser beam is defined, the inclination angle to each grain facet is completely
random. This only applies to the diamond ablation properties, but if the binder material
is hit by the laser beam, which is the case when the scanned beam passes between the diamond grains, the surface is planar and under a constant angle relative to the incident laser
beam. Additionally, the binder material is not in the focal plane, which leads to thermal
ablation of binder material. This leads to resolidified material on the surroundings of the
kerf. The damage to the binder is clearly reduced when the inclination angle is not radial,
but is increased towards the tangential direction. When the laser beam is directed in such
a way that the binder material is not directly hit by the laser beam, which is the case for
tangential proces cuts are possible.

Figure 4.6: Irradiation angle dependency results, (a) material removal rate (MRR) and (b) cutting edge
radius (CeR) study; laser parameters are τP = 10 ps, λ = 1030 nm, eP = 99 µ J, fP = 400 kHz,
vf = 400 mm/s, 120 repetitions.
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Laser processed diamond grain properties

In order to evaluate graphitization effects on the individual diamond grains of a cylindrical
dressing wheel, 10 flat sample geometries are laser processed and the resulting kerf geometries are analyzed. This is done by means of Raman spectroscopy and energy dispersive
x-ray spectroscopy (EDX). The experimental setup, especially the laser- and the opticalsystem are identical to the described setup in the previous section (see subsection 4.2.1).
A line geometry is scanned with 300 repetitions over the identical location on the sample
surface. The diamond layer on the sample geometry is 181 µm in grain size, the binding
layer consists of nickel and the substrate is stainless steel. The diamond grains are of type
Ib (contains up to 0.05% nitrogen impurities) single crystal diamond. Raman spectroscopy
is carried out at a wavelength of 532 nm, average power used is Pavg = 0.5 to 2 mW. Due
to the high transmittance of diamond in the given visible wavelength, the depth resolution
is large. Nonetheless if graphite is present, the absorption behavior changes dramatically,
due to a much higher absorption coefficient of graphite for that wavelength. Typical values
for optical penetration depths of a Raman spectrometer are within a range of submicrometers to a few micrometers, this is also experimentally evaluated by Adar et al. [103] in
terms of 633 nm laser radiation on Si wafer geometries. After irradiation of the same
target location with 10 repetitions and a large pulse to pulse overlap, a clear Raman peak
at 1332.49 cm−1 , which is in good agreement with the expected value of 1332.5 cm−1 for
natural or high pressure high temperature (HPHT) synthetic diamond [14, 104], this is
depicted in figure 4.7. The typical peak for graphitic carbon in the Raman plot (see [106])
at 1580 cm−1 is not existent. Therefore, the diamond integrity in terms of graphite layer

Figure 4.7: Raman spectroscopy results on type Ib single crystalline diamond before and after laser
processing of the diamond grain, shown in Dold et al. [105]. Laser parameters are τP = 10 ps, λ = 1030 nm,
F = 22.82 J/cm2 , fP = 400 kHz, vf = 700 mm/s, 10 repetitions.
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formation at the surface is unaltered. Scanning electron microscopy and energy dispersive
X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) measurements are carried out. The laser scanned line on a diamond grain is depicted in figure 4.8 (a). The cut is referred to as a through cut since the
diamond grain is cut into two separate pieces by applying this many repetitions. Due to
radial irradiation, both the grain and the binder material is processed, therefore residual
material of the binder and the substrate material is redeposited on the grain surface. This
is analyzed by evaluating a sample area next to the kerf, shown by a red circle in figure 4.8
(b), where residual material is present. The EDX analysis results with respect to the origin
of each individual found element on the kerf border are given in table 4.1 and the origin
of each element with respect to the sample materials is given. There is no visible damage
or crack formation within the grain itself. Within the EDX graph there are clear peaks
for carbon, which is expected for diamond, as well as further lines for nickel, chromium,
oxygen and iron. The bond material consists of nickel and the base plate of stainless steel,
corresponding to the found peaks for iron, due to the cut through the grain and the binder
into the substrate material. The experiment is carried out in an environment of ambient
air, therefore an oxygen peak can also be detected. In order to eliminate this effect, an
inert gas, such as nitrogen or argon could be used. In preliminary experiments, it is found
that all detected elements in this study are independently found for each material before
laser irradiation.

Figure 4.8: Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy of radial diamond laser irradiation, shown in Dold et
al. [105]; (a) SEM image of a radially irradiated diamond grain, resolidified binder and substrate material is
found on the individual diamond grain surfaces after cut; (b) EDX analysis of diamond surface next to the
ablation crater, diamond, binder and substrate elements are observed. Laser parameters are τP = 10 ps,
λ = 1030 nm, eP = 99 µ J, fP = 400 kHz, 300 repetitions.
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Table 4.1: EDX analysis, found element and its origin material within the used sample

element

origin (relevant elements)

C
O
Cr
Ni
P
Fe

diamond
oxidation stainless steel substrate / ambient air
stainless steel
binder layer
binder layer and stainless steel
stainless steel

4.3

Laser processing of isotropic polycrystalline diamond on a carbide substrate

In the following section general laser ablation properties using picosecond laser pulses in
order to manufacture diamond cutting edges on tool geometries are studied and used in
subsequent chapters. The paramters are analyzed with respect to their influence towards
the resulting cutting edge radius, clearance angle and material removal rates. In terms of
studied parameters this concerns firstly the focal plane location relative to the workpiece
and the effects of defocusing. Secondly, polarization effects with respect to linear and
circular polarization states and resulting kerf geometry characteristics. Thirdly, burst
pulse application for increased material removal rates are under consideration. The latter
is of interest because of good availability on current laser systems in the range of τP = 10 ps.

4.3.1

Defocusing influence on cutting edge generation

Within this experiment, an inclined workpiece relative to the incoming laser beam is laser
processed and a linear cut is carried out. Laser and processing parameters are kept constant
and the only variable parameter is the focal plane position relative to the workpiece surface.
A negative value shifts the focal plane inside the workpiece, a positive value shifts the focal
plane outside the workpiece. The cutting edge radius is extremely sensitive to the focal
plane position relative to the workpiece, shown in figure 4.9. However, defocusing can be
used as an alternative to beam path motion control, as in scanning hatch patterns, to define
the desired cutting edge radius value. Especially outside of the depth of focus region there
is a large increase in observed cutting edge radius value. Altogether a parabolic behavior
around the focal plane location is found.
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Figure 4.9: Defocusing influence on cutting edge generation. Laser parameters are τP = 10 ps, λ =
1064 nm, F = 5.87 J/cm2 , fP = 1000 kHz, vf = 2000 mm/s.

4.3.2

Polarization influence on cutting edge generation

An experiment with regards to polarization relative to cutting direction and its influence
on the main process parameters cutting edge radius and flank angle are described in the
following section. In order to generate a cutting edge, PCD sample is in an inclined
position of 20 ◦ , relative to the incoming laser beam. This will be further explained in
the following chapter when cutting edge geometry generation is described. Within the
experiment, all parameters are kept constant except for the polarization direction of the
beam. A drawing of the executed experiment is depicted in figure 4.10 (a). Four different
cases are under observation, linear horizontal (p), linear vertical (s), linear 45 ◦ rotated and
circular (c). The results of the experiment are depicted in figure 4.10 (b). The polarization
direction has an influence on kerf width, which is minimal, if the polarization direction

Figure 4.10: Polarization influence on cutting edge radius and flank angle; (a) Top view of kerf while laser
spot is moving in cutting direction with feed rate vf and symbols for vertical (V), horizontal (H), 45 ◦
linear and circular polarization direction relative to the cutting direction; (b) Cutting edge radii and flank
face angle measurements when applying these four polarization states on PCD.
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and the cutting direction are identical which is the case for vertical polarization in the
given experiment. The results are based on achievable cutting edge radii and created flank
face angles on the workpiece. The goal is to achieve a minimal cutting edge radius. This
is achieved for the vertical polarization setting (see figure figure 4.10 (a)), and therefore
ideal when linear geometries are to be processed. The given values are average values out
of 3 experiments for each polarization setting. If multidirectional cuts are to be carried
out, circular polarization leads to homogeneous cutting conditions in all cutting directions.
Within this thesis all further experiments are executed with vertical polarization, so that
the polarization is parallel to the feed direction. The depicted flank face angles are also
dependent on polarization direction, here it can be seen, that when the cutting edge radius
is decreased by a given polarization setting the flank face angle is increasing. Therefore,
it is assumed that a higher material removal rate occurs, if the polarization direction is
completely or partially, in the case for 45 ◦ linear polarization, in the cutting direction.
This leads to larger flank face angles.

4.3.3

Burst pulse influence

Burst pulses distribute the energy of a single laser pulse over a series of individual pulses
in a burst pulse train (see also figure 2.8). Laser processing using burst pulses can have
beneficial effects by improving the material removal rate, as well as by reducing surface
roughness values. The latter effect is mainly present on metallic structures due to remelting
effects on the surface. With respect to diamond and its graphitization behavior when
heated above the graphitization threshold temperature, an increase in material removal
rate without destroying the diamond structure is of interest. The experimental setup
for the following observations uses a laser system, which is based on a master oscillator
power amplifier layout (Time-Bandwidth Products ”Fuego”) with a seed repetition rate
of fP,seed = 82 MHz. This results in a minimum pulse spacing ∆tburst,min = 12.2 ns.
The maximum output repetition rate that the system can emit is set by the manufacturer
to fP = 8.2 MHz, therefore every tenth pulse is picked. When activating burst mode a
maximum of eight burst pulses can be selected. The samples used for this study are PCD
layers of 0.6 mm thickness on a 1 mm thick carbide substrate layer, these are mounted on a
3-axis translation stage and a double goniometer for tilt correction in two axis. Evaluation
in terms of ablated volume evaluation is performed using a 3D optical microscope (Alicona
IFM). The presented studies are separated in two series, the first is interested in material
removal rate characteristics at different repetition rates and by increasing the number
of burst pulses from 1 to 8. This is executed by using single, double, triple and so on
burst pulses with a burst to burst separation time of ∆tburst = 12.2 ns. The results of
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two experimental series on PCD (figure 4.11(a)) and on carbide (figure 4.11(b)), at four
repetition rates of fP = 200, 500, 804 and 1519 kHz, are shown. The corresponding
linearly fitted lines display the trend in material removal behavior. PCD and carbide
exhibit the same trend for all four repetition rates. At the highest available pulse energy,
i.e. for a burst train at fP = 200 kHz with an increasing number of burst pulses, an
increase in ablated volume up to about twice the amount of a single pulse can be achieved.
When the repetition rate is raised to fP = 500 kHz, an increase in ablated volume is less
apparent and at fP = 804 and 1519 kHz a decrease in ablated volume can be observed.
By increasing the repetition rate, the pulse energy for the individual pulse decreases and
therefore all burst pulses exhibit a proportional reduction in pulse energy. In the case of
decreasing ablated volume observations for higher repetition rates, this leads to inefficient
material removal rates. The second experimental series is concerned with double pulses
and the material response on different interpulse spacings. Therefore, the burst pulse
train only consists of two pulses and the temporal spacing is raised from experiment to
experiment by ∆ t = 12.2 to 85.4 ns in 12.2 ns steps. The system provides adjustment
for each burst pulse with respect to individual energy amplitude settings, which is used in
order to equalize the pulse energy between the two pulses. This is achieved by monitoring
the pulse train on an oscilloscope and adjusting the pulse energy distribution on the laser
system until the amplitude of both burst pulses is equal. The results of this series, again
for PCD and carbide, are depicted in figure 4.12. All other parameter settings are kept
constant throughout this series. On carbide, the ablated volume for one pulse is about
the same as if a double pulse is used. With increasing interpulse space between the first
and second pulse, the ablated volume increases leading to higher efficiency. The maximum
observed increase in process efficiency within this series is a 12% increase in ablated volume.

Figure 4.11: Burst mode experiments at different repetition rates and increasing number of burst pulses,
(a) on a PCD layer and (b) on carbide; laser parameters are τP = 10 ps, λ = 1064 nm, Pavg ∼
= 26 W,
fP = 804 kHz, vf = 2000 mm/s, df oc = 35 µm, 2 repetitions.
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Figure 4.12: Single and double pulse comparison. Denoted are the applied burst pulses, e.g. ’1,3’ implies
the first and the third laser pulse in the seed laser pulse train, therefore an increasing temporal interpulse
separation time from ∆tburst = 12.2, 24.4...85.4 ns is applied, (a) on a PCD layer and (b) on carbide; laser
parameters are τP = 10 ps, λ = 1064 nm, P ∼
= 26 W, fP = 804 kHz, vf = 2000 mm/s, dfoc = 35 µm,
2 repetitions.

Energy accumulation between the individual burst pulses leads to a more efficient electronphonon coupling between the two-systems, which is also shown in numerical calculations
and reported by Hu et al. [36] in the case of copper. Shadowgraphy analysis of ablation
behavior by Yoo et al. [80] on silicon and by Mingareev [73] on aluminium show the
formation and expansion of a shock wave and vapor-/plasma-emission from the target
surface within the time regime in which the burst pulses are emitted onto the surface.
Therefore the second pulse will interact with the expanding shockwave of the plasma
plume of the materials reaction to the first laser pulse. With respect to PCD a different
situation is presented when using identical laser and burst mode parameters. A maximum
increase of about 15 % can be achieved when two pulses instead of one laser pulse is used
and the temporal spacing is set to ∆ t = 12.2 ns. If the interpulse spacing is further
increased, the total ablated volume starts to decrease. Even though the ablated volume
removed with a single pulse remains the lowest value within all burst mode experiments.
Here, the laser ablation regime is not identical to the metallic case. Preheating of the
target material by the first laser pulse leads to a higher ablation rate when two laser
pulses with a temporal distance of ∆ t = 12.2 ns are used. But this effect is diminishing
when the burst pulse separation time is increased. This is assumed to be due to the fact
that diamond has a much higher thermal conductivity than any metal. Therefore, the
remaining energy within the material is absorbed quicker leading to a diminished ablation
rate.
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Chapter 5

Cutting edge generation strategies
on diamond structures
Cutting edge generation on an ultrahard material like diamond can be split into two main
processing categories. One topic is processing of stochastic diamond grain layers, as used
on grinding or dressing wheels. Grain protrusion, as well as rake and flank face geometry
modifications, can lead to surface morphologies with less process forces, homogeneous
cutting properties and a reduction in stresses on the grain binding structure, compared to
conventional processes. Another topic is processing of planar structures, which are sintered
diamond grains and a binding material, e.g. cobalt. A typical compound material of this
type is polycrystalline diamond (PCD) or nanocrystalline- or CVD-diamond layers. Laser
processing of such structures differs from processing single grain structures in terms of
flank and rake angle generation, as well as material thickness considerations. In addition,
multi-component structures such as carbide substrates, where PCD layers are brazed on
a substrate of tungsten carbide. Both topics are discussed in the following chapter.

5.1

Accuracy requirements for ablative processing of
diamond tools

Ultrahard cutting materials are mostly used in high precision applications in grinding,
milling or turning. These processes require tool accuracies in the range of a few micrometers. Especially with respect to large processing areas such as grinding or dressing wheel
surfaces, processing times can be in the range of several hours and even days for processing
one dressing wheel. This leads to accuracy requirements on the CNC- and laser beam deployment system with an overall positional accuracy below 2µm, especially with respect to
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thermal and vibrational perturbances. In addition, beam configuration, workpiece motion
and laser pulse emission are synchronized in order to support these accuracy requirements.
Further details are given in section 5.2.1.

5.2

Geometrically undefined cutting edges - Laser
Touch Dressing (LTD)

A typical process chain with all manufacturing steps, until the final workpiece can be
manufactured, consists of multiple steps. These are touch dressing of a dressing wheel,
dressing of a SiC wheel and finally grinding of the workpiece, depicted in figure 5.1. Here,
the conventional touch dressing wheel is replaced by a laser beam in order to process the
diamond grains on the dressing wheel. The stochastic diamond grain abrasive layer used in
these experiments is embedded in an electroplated nickel binder material on a cylindrical
steel substrate. Since the diamond grains are embedded in a bonding layer structure,
individual diamond grain protrusion levels are also stochastic and a topography envelope
is not defined. Within a dressing operation only a percentage of the diamond grains with
the largest grain protrusion levels will be in contact and therefore involved in the process
as active grains. Throughout a conventional touch dressing process the diamond grains on
the touch dresser and on the diamond dressing wheel will both wear off during the dressing
operation, which leads to grain flattening on the grain surface. This leads to an increase
in active grains, because more and more grains will reach the maximum grain protrusion
on the tool with progressive wear. The touch dress wheel or the laser beam is used for
dressing another electroplated diamond wheel, which will be used as the dresser tool for
dressing the actual grinding wheel. In the presented study, the grinding wheel is made of
sintered silicon carbide. This grinding wheel is then used for the actual grinding of the
workpiece. With respect to the first process step, mechanical touch dressing is difficult,
because both, the touch dress wheel and the dressing wheel exhibit a diamond layer on

Figure 5.1: Processing order of dressing and grinding.
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the surface, i.e. possess almost the same hardness. Therefore, compensation algorithms
must be applied which consider tool wear and compensation apply movements of the tool
in a way that precise surface topographies with profile accuracies in the range of 1 − 2 µm
at the workpiece can be reached. These three properties which are wear, compensation
motion and induced tensile stress on the binder layer render the mechanical touch dressing
approach highly dependent on the amount of workpiece material to be removed (i.e. on the
SiC dressing wheel), because of necessary small infeed steps. In this case, microprocessing
of the diamond grains by introducing microcracks into the surface is leading to many
infeed steps before the final geometry is generated. This microcrack surface within the
diamond grains is depicted in figure 5.2 (a)). Laser Touch Dressing, in contrast, enables
the generation of an adjustable initial grain protrusion level. This results in a higher ratio
of diamond grains that are in contact with the grinding wheel, leading to an increase in
lifetime of the active geometry of the dressing wheel. The laser as a tool does not exhibit
any wear and if the beam is positioned tangentially (see figure 5.2 (b)) to the dressing
wheel, then only diamond grains and no binder or substrate material is processed. During
laser processing of the dressing wheel no mechanical forces on the diamond grain and the
binder layer is present. Another advantage is that the diamond grain can be cut directly at
the defined grain protrusion level. The subsequent processing steps, dressing and grinding
as shown in figure 5.1, are easier in terms of wear characteristics, because the tool and the
workpiece in contact exhibit different hardness levels, i.e. hardness of the tool is larger
than that of the workpiece, which reduces wear.

Figure 5.2: Dressing strategy based on Dold et al. [107]; material removal by touch dressing wheel /
dressing wheel- or by laser / dressing- wheel interaction; (a) conventional using an electroplated diamond
touch dressing wheel introdrucing microcracks into the grain surface and (b) by using a laser beam,
generating a flat grain top geometry.
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Experimental setup

As previously mentioned, the dressing wheel geometries, which are to be processed by laser,
require processing times in the range of at least several hours in order to process an entire
wheel, where accuracies below 2 µm are necessary. In order to achieve these requirements,
a beam deflection setup using a polygon mirror based scanning system is used, as a scheme
and as a photograph, depicted in figure 5.3 and 5.4. The polygon mirror is rotated by
means of a precise rotary CNC-axis in order to reach the required long term accuracy. The
remaining CNC-system consists of two stacked linear and another rotary CNC-axes. The
entire system operates in a temperature and humidity controlled environment. The used
laser system operates at a center wavelength of λ = 1030 nm with a repetition rate up
to fP ≤ 400 kHz and a pulse duration of τP = 10 ps. The CNC- and the laser systems
operate synchronized, therefore beam position control, relative to the workpiece point of
contact, is achieved in real time. The beam path consists furthermore of an integrated
power measurement system and a λ/2 and a λ/4 wave retardation plate in order to be
able to freely adjust the polarization direction in any desired state such as veritcal (s),
parallel (p) or circular polarization modes, dependent on the desired kerf behavior. A
variable beam expander and a telecentric F-theta lens are also employed in order to be
able to freely define the focal spot diameter and to ensure that the focal spot strikes the
focal plane orthogonally along the scanned length. The coordinate system orientation is
based on a positive z-vector in laser beam propagation direction. As the workpiece, a steel
cylinder wheel is precision ground to a diameter of 80 mm and an abrasive layer width of
20 mm. The sample surface consists of an average grain size of 181 µm type Ib synthetic
diamond grains in a single layer. Grain protrusion heights in the unprocessed wheel are
about 40 to 60 % out of the binding layer. This results in grain protrusion levels between
about 70 to 110 µm outside of the nickel binder layer. In order to evaluate the processed
cylinder wheels, four rectangles, 2 by 2 mm in size, are marked on the abrasive layer

Figure 5.3: Experimental setup of the laser touch dressing setup; machine layout: (1) laser system, (2)
power measurement, (3) bending and flip-in mirrors, (4,5) wave retardation plate set, (6) beam expander,
(7) polygon mirror, (8) F-theta objective lens, (9) 3-axis CNC translation stage, (10) workpiece, (11)
online camera.
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Figure 5.4: Experimental setup used for laser touch dressing.

at 12 evaluation positions evenly distributed over the cylinder circumference, depicted in
figure 5.5(a). A singular evaluation area with unprocessed diamond grains is depicted
in figure 5.5(b). After the plating process and after each experimental step, diamond
plating, laser dressing and dressing of a SiC-wheel, evaluation of grain protrusion, surface
roughness and bearing area fraction on all 12 marked evaluation positions is executed. For
each evaluation step, five diamond grains per rectangle are identified and recorded. This
allows for evaluation of identical grains after each processing step and the impact on the
individual grain can be studied. There are two fundamental options in laser processing

Figure 5.5: Cylinder wheel evaluation positions [105]; (a) evaluation positions on the circumference of the
wheel; (b) unprocessed stochastic type Ib diamond layer with an average grain size of 181 µm.
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of such touch dressing wheel surfaces, radial (see figure 5.6 (a)) and tangential (see figure
5.6 (b)) irradation direction relative to the abrasive layer normal at the point of incidence
on the workpiece. Multiple steps in tangential laser processing are necessary in order to
fully cut the diamond grain due to small ablation depths per scanning paths. Any angle
between the radial and the tangential case can be applied, this is shown in figure 4.5.

5.2.2

Conventional dressing

Conventional dressing methods are based on mechanical interaction between the diamond
grains on the tool and the diamond grains on the workpiece. Since diamond is the hardest
available material with a hardness value of 10000HV on the Vickers scale, therefore at
a given location, two diamond grains interact with each other. Material removal of the
diamond is achieved by introducing microcracks into the workpiece diamond surface, this is
depicted in figure 5.2 (a). In order to manufacture the diamond surface with the required
accuracy below 2 µm, only small infeed steps can be executed due to almost identical
hardness of the touch dressing and the dressing wheel, this leads to a time consuming
and expensive process. Compensation strategies estimating the current wear of the tool
must be employed in order to be able to process the workpiece and reach the defined grain
protrusion level. Furthermore, cut characteristics of the touch dressing wheel changes
within processing of dressing wheel, due to wear on the former diamond grains. In order
to be able to achieve an accurate profile on the dressing wheel, compensation algorithms
must be applied. In additon, tool dressing and sharpening of the wheel need to be employed
at regular intervals in order to achieve constant cutting conditions.

Figure 5.6: Radial versus tangential dressing and grain tip cutting strategy; irradiation direction relative
to the workpiece is (a) radial and (b) tangential direction with respect to the workpiece surface normal;
(b.1) beam hits new grain; (b.2 to b.4) diamond grain is stepwise processed and finally fully cut. Different
angles inbetween radial and tangential can also be cut.
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Laser Touch Dressing

In order to reach a predefined grain protrusion level, a circumferential envelope is defined
over the workpiece surface. The material is then cut at that envelope by directing the
laser beam along the hull surface, shown in figure 5.2 (b). The laser beam is held at a
constant location and the wheel rotates around its center axis, therefore a circular envelope is established. As long as the beam path is protected from dust and dirt from the
laser processing area and other negative process influences, such as laser power fluctuations or thermal drifts of the beam deployment system, the laser beam exhibits no wear
throughout the manufacturing cycle. In terms of geometrical flexibility not only defined
grain protrusion patterns can be achieved, but also grain shaping is possible. By directing
the laser beam in a variable angle relative to the workpiece surface normal, flank- and
rake-faces can be manufactured. This enables generation of a tool close to a tool with
defined cutting edges, although the initial diamond distribution on the dressing wheel is
entirely stochastic. The resulting dressing wheel topography can be used for cutting only
if the rotation direction is chosen in the cutting direction of the cutting wedge. If the cutting direction is reversed, the cutting wedge points away from the cutting direction, which
leads to much higher cutting forces. Depending on the workpiece geometry that is to be
manufactured, different beam guiding strategies must be employed. The first method is to
control grain protrusion distribution over the abrasive layer, this is shown in figure 5.7 (a).
This leads to a homogeneous circumferential envelope of diamond grain protrusion levels
on the dressing wheel. Negative clearance angles are removed from the workpiece which
is expected to lead to lower dressing forces. This process leads to a ”flat top” grain area,
which will be in contact with the workpiece in the following use as a dressing wheel. The
second method is to not only remove negative, but to introduce a positive clearance angle
value onto the grains, depicted in figure 5.7 (b). Therefore, the laser beam is used not
only to cut back the grain to ”a flat top” profile, but introduces a positive clearance angle.
The third method is to generate an even more defined cutting edge geometry pattern by
introducing an additional rake face into the diamond grain and therefore generating a
fully developed cutting wedge, with a wedge angle smaller than 90 ◦ . By this approach a
rather defined grain protrusion, rake and clearance angle are generated. Grain protrusion
levels can be cut with high accuracy, whereas the generation of the two angle geometries
do show deviations of the set inclination angle. This is due to the fact that the diamond
grain facet orientation is random for each grain which leads to a change in absorption levels for each grain. Hence, a fully developed cutting edge geometry is produced, depicted
in figure 5.7 (c). Hereby a transformation on the cutting edge geometry from a dressing
wheel with stochastic grain distribution into a tool with rather defined clearance and rake
angles is achieved. This approach is executed in two steps, firstly the abrasive wheel is
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Figure 5.7: Cutting edge generation scheme on diamond grain structures (a) dressing with respect to grain
protrusion adjustment by cutting of the diamond grain tips; (b) clearance face generation; (c) clearance
and rake face formation due to sequential radial and tangential laser beam inclination onto the workpiece.
αL and γL are laser beam inclination angle for cutting of the clearance and the rake face respectively and
α and γ is clearance and rake face angle of the tool respectively.

processed in a radial-, and secondly a tangential laser beam inclination relative to the
workpiece is applied. The first step will generate the rake face. This leads to a precise cut
of the diamond grain but will also damage the binder material around the grains, which
leads to processing out of focus on the binder material. Therefore, the binder material is
also removed in a defocused manner and a portion of the previously ablated material will
resolidify on the workpiece surface (grains and binder structure). Even a strong suction
unit could not inhibit this effect, but a process improvement could possibly achieved by
using compressed air around the laser- / material interaction zone, which is limited by the
scan length of the laser beam on the workpiece (currently 20 mm). Due to the secondary
tangential laser beam processing the resolidified binder material on top of the clearance
faces will be cleaned of the previously deposited resolidified binder material. Instead of a
stochastic dressing wheel, rather a milling tool with rather defined cutting characteristics
is generated.

5.2.4

Experimental evaluation

This part describes laser touch dressing results on cylindrical dressing wheel geometries.
The first steps of laser processing of electroplated nickel bonded diamond grain layers are
explained in chapter 4. Such data is fundamental for evaluating processing conditions
and parameter settings to the explained experiments, in terms of achieving the desired
geometries without thermal or stress related damage to the diamond grains. Study results
are in the areas of ablation threshold, angular beam inclination effects on stochastically
oriented grains and damage characterization of diamond and the binder substrate mate-
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rial, such as graphitization and EDX analysis. These experiments are carried out before
actual dressing wheel geometries are processed.
Abrasive layer and single grain analysis on dressing wheel
In figure 5.8 (a) touch dressing is done selectively only on a portion of the total dressing
wheel area. Here the left area is cleanly cut to the predefined envelope and the diamond
grains exhibit identical grain protrusion levels and a ”flat top” diamond grain structure
without a clearance angle over all diamond grains that exhibit a high enough grain protrusion prior to the laser process. The right section is unprocessed and the grains exhibit
the original grain protrusion distribution. With respect to touch dressing with generating
a clearance face on the diamond grains, an individual grain analysis when new, after laser
touch dressing and after dressing of a SiC-wheel is shown in figure 5.8 (b). Here, grain
protrusion and the clearance face are manufactured within the same processing step and
the grain exhibits a positive clearance angle when completed. In this example also a separating radial cut is carried out which can be seen by the groove, which is cut into the
right side of the grain. Therefore an artificial chip pocket, but not a rake angle geometry,
is generated. With respect to clearance and rake angle geometry generation, a laser processed example of a single grain is depicted in figure 5.9 (a). The red lines depict the rake
and clearance face angle in a perspective and not a section view, therefore a quantitative
angle measurement is not possible. In figure 5.9 (b) a set of laser processed cutting edges
are depicted, which shows the repeatability of cutting clearance and rake faces into the
diamond grains on the entire circumference of the dressing wheel. Within this study all
grains are intended for being laser processed, therefore the average distance between the

Figure 5.8: Laser Touch Dressing, (a) selective profile cut on diamond layer shown by Dold et al. [105,107];
(b) different manufacturing steps are shown, before BTD is before laser processing, ATD is after laser
touch dressing and clearance angle generation and AD is after laser dressing.
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Figure 5.9: Radial- and tangential laser touch dressing in tangential-direction is carried out and a rake
and a clearance face is generated, (a) SEM image as side view of a grain showing the clearance and the
rake angle. This is neither a cross-section nor a cross-sectional view, therefore angles do not represent the
true angles; (b) SEM image as side view of multiple grains. The rake and clearance angle cuts can clearly
be seen; (c) 3D optical microscope image of a top view grain topography.

rake angle cuts on the circumference is set average grain size. This is shown in an optical
3D microscopy image of the wheel topography in figure 5.9 (c). In terms of clearance and
rake angle geometries different geometries, dependent on the adjusted inclination angles
for each side, can be processed. Therefore cutting wedge geometries can be adapted to
the requirments of the application of the diamond wheel. Within this thesis laser based
manufacturing for these geometries is shown but experimental validation with respect to
application of such geometries is not further studied. Further experimental validation is
based on laser touch dressing. In a next step entire dressing wheels are evaluated in a
comparison study between laser- and conventionally manufactured dressing wheels. The
dressing setup for dressing of SiC wheels is depicted in figure 5.10. The grinding ma-

Figure 5.10: Experimental setup, validation of conventional and laser dressed cylinder wheels; the manufactured electroplated diamond dressing wheel is used to process a SiC wheel which is mounted to a
rotating force dynamometer (RCD), shown in its initial position.
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chine used for validation experiments is a Studer S31 machine, which incorporates a high
speed spindle (Fischer - MFM-1224/42, HSK-C40) with high stiffness in radial direction
(k = 140 N/µm).The wheel in the background is the dressing wheel, the blue wheel
in front is a vitrified bonded silicon carbide wheel (Cerfine C 120/3), which is mounted
to a rotating cutting force dynamometer (RCD - Kistler, Winterthur-Switzerland, type
Z15168), which is also mounted on a secondary electrically driven workpiece spindle. The
two wheels are turning in a counter rotation direction with a speed ratio of q = 0.75.
Force and wear progression analysis is carried out. Measured forces are Fx and Fy , these
can be used to calculate the normal force Fn and also a torque measurement is executed,
which can be used to calculate the tangential force Ft .

Laser processed dressing wheel behavior in a conventional dressing process
For performance evaluation of laser processed electroplated diamond dressing wheel preparation, a comparative study against conventionally touch dressed dressing wheels is carried
out. Identical dressing wheel geometries, such as substrate, binder and grain size are used.
Used dressing parameters are shown in table 5.1. The laser and conventionally processed
electroplated diamond dressing wheel is brought in contact with a SiC-grinding wheel.
Interval force measurements corresponding to wear progression are carried out such that
the measurement signals are detected via the RCD and transmitted to a charge amplifier.
The sample rate is set to fsample = 6 kHz, this corresponds to the low cutting speed
of vc = 2 m/s. Oil (Blaser grinding oil HC 5) is used as cooling lubricant throughout
the study. Workpiece analysis is conducted in previously engraved squares with a size
of 2 mm2 on the workpiece circumference (see figure 5.5). Topography analysis per field
is carried out by use of an evaluation line which is defined by distinctive points within
the rectangle on the bonding matrix in a way that repetitive measurements on the identical location can be carried out. The topography is evaluated before touch dressing
(BTD), after laser touch dressing (ATD) and after dressing (AD). Shown measurement
Table 5.1: Dressing parameters for wear analysis study

parameter

symbol

unit

value

radial feed rate
SiC wheel speed
diamond wheel speed
speed ratio
spec. material removal rate

vf r
vw
vd
q
Q0w

[mm/min]
[m/s]
[m/s]
[−]
[mm3 /mm · s]

0.14, 0.15, 0.2, 0.27, 0.34
1.5
17.5
0.75
1.4, 1.5, 2.1, 2.8, 3.5
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data is recorded over 12 such circumferential areas of the abrasive layer and arithmetically averaged. For wear progression analysis the topography of the indivdual evaluation
areas of the dressing wheel is analyzed using an optical 3D microscope (Alicona IFM
G4). Measurement data is gathered using the Alicona evaluation software and AbbottFirestone-Curves, based on averaged bearing are fraction curve data, are generated. This
is shown in figure 5.11 (a). The top set of curves (BTD) shows the bearing fraction after electroplating and before processing, the middle set of curves (ATD) represents the
state after touch dressing and the bottom set of curves (AD) the state after dressing of
the SiC-wheel. Topography values before touch dressing are nearly identical. After touch
dressing, wear characteristics of the mechanical dressing wheel exhibit a lower wear progression rate than laser touch dressed tools. Grinding forces are recorded after defined
removed material volumes, depicted in figure 5.11 (b). Tangential and normal force values
for mechanical and laser touch dressed wheels differ significantly. Laser touch dressed
wheels generate lower process forces throughout the entire dressing cycle of the SiC wheel.
While fores on mechanical touch dressed wheels decrease up to a material removal rate of
about Vw0 = 5000 mm3 /min and then remain relatively constant. The laser touch dressed
wheel starts out with very low normal force values which are nearly four times smaller than
those of the mechanically touch dressed wheel. Throughout the experiment, the normal
force slowly increases, but never reaches the values of the mechanically dressed wheel. A
similar behavior is seen for the tangential forces, although a nearly constant value after
run-in of about Vw0 = 2500 mm3 /min is detected. Figure 5.12 shows surface roughness
values, measured at the same three steps as the previous graphs, before and after touch
dressing and after dressing. Within the evaluation rectangles Ra and Rz surface roughness

Figure 5.11: Dressing of laser and mechanical dressed diamond wheels against SiC wheel, shown in Dold
et al. [105] (a) Abbott-Firestone curves for both dresser wheels are similar throughout the experiment; (b)
force evaluation showing a significant process force reduction both in normal and tangential force behavior
of laser touch dressed compared to mechanically touch dressed wheels.
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Figure 5.12: Surface roughness values, based on Dold et al. [105].

values are measured along a defined measurement line, which is repeated for each step
at the same location for all 12 evaluation areas and then averaged. The found roughness
values are plotted for the laser touch dressed and the mechanically touch dressed dressing
wheel. In terms of Ra , about identical values are reached by both wheel categories and
with respect to Rz values, mechanically touch dressed wheels exhibit slightly better values.
In conclusion, laser touch dressing using pulsed laser sources at a pulse duration regime
of τP = 10 ps, opens up a great potential as an alternative method to conventional
touch dressing. For the intended purpose, significant damage to the diamond grain or
binder material in terms of thermal effects such as graphitization or melting and with
respect to mechanical damage cannot be detected. Grain tip cutting or clearance and rake
angles can be manufactured with high precision at an arbitrary defined position on the
wheel. In a comparison study between mechanically and laser touch dressed tools, similar
Abbott-Firestone curves and roughness values (Ra and Rz ) are found. Dressing forces are
significantly lower for laser touch dressed wheels compared to conventional dressing wheels,
when dressing SiC grinding wheels. Therefore, higher dressing efficiency with respect to
dressing forces leading to a reduction in specific energy is achieved.
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5.3

Geometrically defined cutting edges - Development of a novel user defined spiral path or movement strategy

Galvanometer based scanning units are mainly used in marking applications. Therefore,
currently achieved accuracies are not identical with those required for the generation of
tooling geometries. Conventional machining accuracy depends highly on the axes design
and the combinatorial effects of employing multiple axes at synchronous movement and
robust control algorithms. Current scanning unit control schemes are based on timing
intervals in the range of 10 µs; current CNC-control schemes operate with timing intervals
in the range of 1 to 2µs. Fully synchronized motion of a five axis CNC setup combined with
2D or 3D scanheads are not available from the main producers of CNC-control systems.
Hence, one approach is to separate the motion of the CNC- and of the scanning system.
With respect to laser beam guiding systems, galvanometer based scanning units offer
a few advantages over other existing beam guiding strategies. Most important is the
ability to redirect the laser beam using a vector based approach. Apart from positioning,
acceleration or deceleration motions, the effective scanning time and the laser-on-time are
identical, leading to very efficient beam delivery. Most other approaches are either not as
accurate as galvanometers, as far as positioning accuracy on a short time scale, or they
are line or pixel based such as polygon scanning units. These offer superior speeds up
to multiple hundreds of meters per second while maintaining full CNC-controllability but
the ratio between effective scanning length and laser-on-time is minimal. One approach
to achieve increased accuracy levels using galvanometer based systems is presented here
in form of a novel beam guiding strategy which consists of a user defined spiral that
leads to sinusoidal-like movements of both galvanometer axes and a minimized deflection
field. Conventional vector based galvanometer movements perform rapid changes in terms
of beam path direction, therefore sudden acceleration and deceleration movements are
required.

5.3.1

Beam guiding strategies and hatch influence

When a laser beam is deflected over a material in such a way, that high enough laser
fluence to ablate material within the Gaussian intensity distribution is reached, a kerf
is generated. When multiple passes over an identical line geometry are made, the kerf
will become deeper until an aspect ratio in the range of 1 : 10 between established kerf
width and ablation depth is achieved. Upon reaching that depth, the incoming beam is
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partially absorbed at the initial material surface height and the remaining energy which
still reaches the kerf is not sufficient to effectively remove material. If the kerf is widened,
e.g. by generating multiple overlapping lines side by side, the aspect ratio can be enlarged. In case of a combined approach of a multi-axis workpiece translation system and
a multi-axis scanning system, the latter can produce a stationary hatch pattern, while
the former translates the workpiece in the necessary direction in space to generate the
final geometry, as shown in figure 5.13. One of the main advantages of decoupling these
two systems is the fact that laser beam deflection speeds at high repetition rates in the
MHz-regime must be in the range of multiple meters per second, whilst maintaining accurate positioning over relatively long time intervals is achieved by the accuracy of the
CNC-system. Scanning units can deliver such necessary speeds. The actual cut geometry
often requires a 5-axis motion approach in order to generate all necessary features which
involves handling of the workpiece in a highly dynamic manner. This can be reduced
to much lower CNC-speeds if beam delivery and its ablation characteristics are superim-

Figure 5.13: Workpiece translation and hatch execution scheme.
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posed; the scanning system performs rapid motion in form of a defined, repetitive, hatch
pattern and the CNC-system performs the layering and the effective cutting path motion
on the workpiece. Ideal galvanometer motions at effective deflection lengths in the range of
about dhatch = 500 µm at the workpiece surface in the range of multiple meters per second
can be achieved, while the CNC-motion can be comparatively slow with feed rates in the
range of 0 to 200 mm/min. A pseudo synchronous motion combining the advantages of
both systems is the result of such an approach. Applied galvanometer geometries range
from the often used meander (figure 5.14(a-d)), arc based (figure 5.14(e)) and linear cross
pattern shapes (figure 5.14(f)), mathematical functions such as Lissajous, spirograph and
Archimedes spiral figures, to a geometry based on the Hilbert-scheme, (figure 5.14(g-j)).
The individual variants are denoted v1-v10 as given in the figure for further evaluation
steps.

5.3.1.1

Hatch geometry evaluation and their influence on cutting edge generation properties

In order to produce a hatch pattern that can be used as an ideal tooltip algorithm throughout the planned process, a few requirements towards the resulting ablation crater can be
identified. The goal of no sudden accelerations of the mechanical galvanometer system
as well as low thermal drift throughout the process cycle are expected to be achieved by
operating both mirrors with their oscillating motion in a uniform sinusoidal pattern. In
order to achieve a controllable ablation crater, line density and distribution throughout
the hatch pattern needs to be adjustable. With respect to controlling resulting cutting

Figure 5.14: Ablation studies using various hatch geometries; Geometrical variants are depicted in: (a)
meander horizontal, variant v1; (b) meander vertical, variant v2; (c) meander horizontal closed, variant
v3; (d) meander vertical closed, variant v4; (e) arc segment hatch, variant v5; (f) cross hatch pattern,
variant v6; mathematical variants are depicted in: (g) Lissajous, variant v7; (h) spirograph, variant v8;
(i) Archimedes spiral, variant v9; (j) Hilbert curve, variant v10.
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edge radii, the spacing of the outermost set of hatch lines, needs to be adjustable. A set
of mathematical functions can be employed to define sinusoidal or sinusoidal-like motion.
These are explained in the following list.
• Parametric form of a Lissajous geometry (v7, figure 5.14(g))

x(t) = Ax · sin(ω1 · t + Φ1 )

(5.1a)

y(t) = Ay · sin(ω2 · t + Φ2 )

(5.1b)

• Parametric form of a spirograph geometry (v8, figure 5.14(h))
r
r
· t) + a · cos((1 − ) · t)
R
R
r
r
y(t) = (R − r) · sin( · t) − a · sin((1 − ) · t)
R
R

x(t) = (R − r) · cos(

(5.2a)
(5.2b)

• Parametric form of a Archimedes spiral geometry (v9, figure 5.14(i))

x(t) = k · t · cos(t)

(5.3a)

y(t) = k · t · sin(t)

(5.3b)

Lissajous figures (v7, figure 5.14(g)) are well studied. By modulating the amplitude values
for each axis, as well as the angular frequency, sinusoidal movements of both axes can be
achieved. However, control of line spacing throughout the hatch is not easily achieved.
Spirographs (v8, figure 5.14(h)) are figures based on a large and a small circle geometry, the
latter revolves a rolling motion on the contour of the large circle. Highly complex yet very
smooth figures with respect to path motion, such as mathematical consistency properties
are achievable. The Archimedes spiral (v9, figure 5.14(i)) is a basic spiral based on a motion
pattern in which the radius increases proportional the angular velocity. Increasing values
for radius and linear distance are linearly dependent. The Hilbert geometry (v10, figure
5.14(j)) is not based on sinusoidal-like galvanometer movements, but rather generates a
continous fractal space-filling curve. Homogenous surface fill patterns can be achieved. In
a first step, the hatch patterns shown in figure 5.14 are analyzed by ablating material on
a stainless steel plate in order to analyze ablative properties, such as cutting edge radius
at the kerf edges, material removal rate and roughness values at the flank face below the
cutting edge figure. The results in kerf quality using the presented hatch patterns are
shown in figure 5.15. Material removal rate properties of studied variants, except for the
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Hilbert geometry are of similar value. The Hilbert geometry leads to a much lower removal
rate. In terms of minimizing cutting edge radius shown in figure 5.15(a), variants v2,v7 and
v9 exhibit good values. If low average surface roughness values are focused upon, variants
v5 and v9 exhibit the optimum parameters. Variants v1-v4 and v6 are standard linear
hatch geometries used by a wide variety of scanning software. Fine surface geometries
can be achieved by choosing a line overlap value that is below about 5 % of the current
focal spot diameter in use. Therefore, linear hatch patterns can easily be controlled and
a homogeneous ablation profile can be achieved. Recursive algorithm generation, e.g. for
the Hilbert pattern, are not described in detail. Experimental studies are based on a field
size of 1 × 1 mm2 ablation crater, a laser power of Pavg = 4.5 W, a repetition rate of
fP = 800 kHz, a focal spot size of df oc ∼
= 34 µm, a laser fluence of F ∼
= 0.63 J/cm2
and a z-layering strategy consisting of 25 layers with a step size of ∆z = 2 µm. Resulting
material removal rate, cutting edge radii (figure 5.15(a)) and surface roughness values
(figure 5.15(b)), are shown in figure 5.15. A promising variant is the Archimedes spiral
v9. This approach leads to low cutting edge radii, relatively good material removal rates
and lowest surface roughness values within this series. Another important aspect is the
aforementioned requirement of sinusoidal-like motion. In figure 5.16, the positioning values
of each galvanometer are plotted against time. In the following paragraph the different
variants v1-v10 shown in figure 5.16(a-f) are discussed. Variant v1 is representative for
parallel line layouts of the scanning hatch pattern, irrespective of the hatch orientation,
therefore variants v1-v4 and v6, in terms of typical galvanometer movements, are shown.
In the shown example, the Y-scanning mirror is used to generate the linear motion along
the long side of the hatch pattern, the X-scanning mirror is executing short feed motion

Figure 5.15: Evaluation of ablation studies of various hatch geometries are denoted as variants v1-v10 in
figure 5.14; (a) Hatch evaluation, ”CeR” is cutting edge radius and ”MRR” is material removal rate; (b)
Average roughness analysis
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between two adjacent lines. The motion pattern for this setup is fast transversal movement,
abrupt stopping, inverting feed direction and immediately fast transversal movement in
the opposite direction for the long axis. Variant v5, the arc-based pattern exhibits a similar
motion pattern except that here the long axis motion has a sinusoidal movement which
can be executed smoothly but the X-axis motion has an even more distinguished stopping
and inverting motion. Variant v7, the Lissajous scheme, operates on both axes with pure
sinusoidal movements, but in order to achieve high line density throughout the hatch,
many lines are necessary which leads to long path lengths and hence to long scanning
time per execution for one unit hatch. Variant v8, the spirograph pattern, also exhibits
immediate inverting feed direction motion for both axes. Variant v9, the Archimedes
spiral, exhibits homogeneous sinusoidal motion with a slowly increasing amplitude and
a minimal number of necessary motion paths to achieve a homogeneous line distribution
throughout the hatch. Variant v10, the Hilbert curve approach, leads to small but also
abrupt motion direction changes due to the given rectangular line pattern on both axes.
If ablation rate properties such as material removal rate, surface roughness, cutting edge
radius, as well as sinusoidal motion and short path lengths are required, the Archimedes
spiral v9 is clearly the most well-suited approach.

Figure 5.16: Axis deviation measurements on various hatch design patterns; Plotted are variants corresponding to figure 5.14: (a) parallel lines v1; (b) arc pattern v5; (c) Lissajous pattern v7; (d) spirograph
pattern v8; (e) Archimedes spiral pattern v9; (f) Hilbert curve pattern v10.
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5.3.1.2

Development of a new spiral hatch pattern

The Archimedes spiral approach is promising, yet an implementation strategy to fulfill
certain requirements necessary to control the hatch and ablation properties must be developed. Workpiece quality characteristics as well as material ablation properties are
dependent on the hatch strategy and its line distribution throughout the hatch area. Especially line density properties and spatial distribution aspects define the ablation crater
geometry. In order to produce high aspect ratio kerfs, an ablation crater close to a square
cross section shape is well suited. In doing so, the subsequently ablated layer operates on
similar absorption characteristics as the previous layer. Vertical ablation crater walls are
ideal, however in reality is unachievable. Therefore, the kerf exhibits inward tapered walls
which limit the total reachable ablation depth. In order to achieve a homogeneous kerf,
the distribution of spiral line segments must be controllable. Furthermore, the outermost
lines will generate the final cutting edge and therefore define the resulting cutting edge
radius. This will be used as control parameter to control cutting edge radius development
by variation of line distribution. In order to generate a spiral hatch with these features,
it is subdivided into half circle segments. As line distribution function, a simple power
function is chosen, whereby the equation is given in figure 5.4 and is depicted in figure
5.17. Other line distribution functions could be applied, such as logarithmic, exponential,
piece-wise, etc.
f (r) = b · rc

(5.4)

f(r) is the spiral segment distribution function, b is a scaling factor, r is the function
variable and c is the density distribution parameter. If the density distribution parameter
is 0 < c < 1 the spiral lines will become less dense towards the outside of the spiral. If
0 < c < 1, line density will decrease from f (0) to f(R), if c = 1, line density is uniform
throughout the hatch and if 1 < c < ∞, line spacing will become denser going from
the origin towards the outside of the spiral geometry, this is shown in figure 5.18. For the
presented experiments this has not been necessary in order to achieve the desired ablation
profiles. Parameter sets and the calculation routine steps are given in the following list.
• Definition of constants, these are the scaling factor b, the outer spiral radius R and
the desired ablation characteristic by setting the line spacing distribution factor c.
• Calculation of the required number of spiral loops. Introducing a variable n for the
number of loops and subsectioning the total distance f(R) for i = 1 to n.
f (ri ) =

n−i
· f (R)
n

for i = 1 to n

(5.5)
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Figure 5.17: Spiral layout and hatch line distribution function; R is the spiral diameter, Pi are the
calculated r-axis intersection points of the spiral, ai are the line spacing distances between the calculated
intersection points, d = f (R)
n is the equidistant line segmentation based on the number of spiral segments.
The dashed circles within the spiral geometry show the effective spiral hatch diameter and its overlap
from pulse to pulse in the center and between spiral lines around the P-points

• r-axis intersection points are defined by solving equation 5.4 for r using equidistant
r-axis values of equation 5.5:

ri =

f (ri )
b

 1c

 n−i
=

n

· f (R)
b

 1c
(5.6)

• Now the required number of loops can be calculated by subtracting the outermost
spiral intersection point (Pn ) with the second to outermost intersection point Pn−1
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(see also figure 5.17):

∆rout =| Pn − Pn−1 |=

f (R)
b

 1c

 n−1
−

n

· f (R)
b

 1c
(5.7)

• Solving equation 5.7 for n gives the required number of loops:
n =

1
1− 1−


∆rout c
R

(5.8)

• Construction of semi-circles
– Semi-circles in quadrant 1,2 are concentric to the origin
– Semi-circle in quadrant 3,4 are shifted on the r-axis in negative direction
Beam motion following the spiral geometry is executed in a continuous motion. Therefore,
the spiral path begins at the origin and circles in counterclockwise rotation out until
it reaches the outmost spiral point. As can also be seen in figure 5.18 the final spiral
segment which should consist of a spiral section in quadrants 3 and 4, and should also
have a counterpart in quadrants 1 and 2. Here the spiral motion also leads to a full stop
if the geometry would be executed as given and a sudden galvanometer jump of both axis
towards the origin would be necessary. This behavior can be avoided by mirroring the spiral
geometry on the horizontal axis, therefore the spiral path is closed and beam motion can
be continuous throughout the spiral without inverting motion direction at any given point.
This is shown in figure 5.19. By firstly mirroring and secondly rotating the spiral geometry,
a homogeneous ablation crater with constant line spacing characteristics can be achieved.
A spiral geometry is not rotationally symmetric by its given behavior of continuously
enlarging the outer radius while rotating around the origin. This assymetric behavior can

Figure 5.18: Power factor influence on line density on user defined spiral geometry; (a) 0 < c < 1; (b)
c = 1 and (c) c > 1.
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Figure 5.19: Mathematical transformations of the spiral geometry such as mirroring or rotation; (a)
mirroring of the original spiral about the horizontal axis; (b) mirroring and 3 rotations about the origin;
(c) mirroring and 6 rotations about the origin.

be reduced by using higher rotation numbers. A limiting factor on this behavior is total
scan length and therefore necessary scanning time. Since the given hatch is overlayed by a
5-axis CNC System, not only a pulse to pulse overlap between singular laser pulses needs
to be taken into account, but also an overlap factor between the execution of singular
hatch patterns. If this is not achieved, a non-uniform ablation crater and waviness along
the kerf length, i.e. cutting edge is generated. Due to the faster scanning speeds of the
hatch, which is in the following examples vf,scan = 2000 mm/s, and a slower CNC-feed
rate which is in the range of 20 < vf,CN C < 120 mm/min, the beam transfer motion
vf,scan
= 1000 to 6000.
ratio at the workpiece surface is calculated to be vf,CN
C
5.3.1.3

Cutting edge radius control by spiral parameter variation

The development of the cutting edge radius can be controlled by using the given user
defined parameters for the generation of the spiral. The main advantage of this approach
is fast implementation without changing the main ablation properties or workpiece translation. The outermost edge of the hatch and therefore the outermost set of spiral lines
are in final contact with the cutting edge. Focal spot diameter of the processing beam
is about df oc = 30 µm and the dependency on cutting edge radius development when
varying the outer line distance parameter on PCD are shown in figure 5.20. The depicted
values are for one roughing process step. It can be seen that when holding the density
distribution parameter c is kept constant and the outer line distance ∆rout , calculated by
(5.7), is enlarged, the resulting cutting edge radius is increasing. With respect to a density
distribution value of c ∼
= 1 small line spacing values lead to a large number of required
spiral loops. A large value, such as c = 3 on the contrary leads to high energy input
in the outer region of the spiral, therefore a high amount of the incident laser energy is
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Figure 5.20: Cutting edge radius control by outer line distance variation by applying one roughing process
on PCD with three density distribution parameters. With increasing outer line distance the cutting edge
radius is enlarged and for higher outer line density and small density distribution parameter it is reduced.

directed onto the cutting edge contour. If smaller cutting edge radii values, then the ones
given are to be achieved, multiple processing steps are necessary, then target edge radius
values in the range of 3 µm < re < 25 µm are achievable. Such results are shown in
the following experiments when actual cutting edge geometries for experimental validation
series are presented. For now the target is to generate a homogeneous ablation pattern
in order to be able to reach high aspect ratios in terms of cutting depth, controlling the
clearance angle α and the resulting cutting edge radius re as well as keeping processing
times as short as possible for efficient operation.

5.3.2

Experimental setup

This part of experimentation is conducted by modifying an industrial prototype machine from the company EWAG AG. The machine layout has been modified by replacing
the standard equipped laser system with an integrated optical table and a laser system
that provides a pulse duration of τP = 10 ps, a repetition rate range of 200 kHz <
fP < 8.2 MHz, a maximum average output power of Pavg,max = 50 W, a beam quality of M 2 = 1.1 and a fine tunable burst pulse generation module at a wavelength of
λ = 1064 nm. Furthermore, the beam path is modified for polarization control using a λ/2
and a λ/4 wave retardation plate set, therefore polarization direction is freely adjustable
from linear to circular polarization direction. The axes setup of the system is based on a
5-axis CNC System, consisting of four direct drives (X,Y,B,C) and a ballscrew drive (Z).
Overall positioning accuracy at the workpiece is below 2 µm. Furthermore, the system
is equipped with a 3-axis optical setup, which consists of a motor driven movable lens
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and a 2D-scanhead. Positional errors within this system are generated by thermal drift of
the employed galvanometers, dynamic deformations of the mirror substrates due to high
acceleration dynamics and by thermal heating due to partial absorption of the reflected
laser beam. In terms of on-machine measurement technology, a beam-path integrated
CCD-camera and a 3-axis tactile measurement sensor are installed. Furthermore, three
gas jet nozzles are available using auxiliary process gases. The used experimental layout
and an image of the axes configuration of the CNC- and of the optical system is depicted
in figure 5.21. Measurement procedures include using 3D optical microscopy, SEM, profilometry and Raman spectroscopy in order to validate the generated cutting edges and
clearance flank face qualities. Cutting edge radius measurements are determined using a
3D microscope and a profilometer to record the actual cutting edge profile geometry. In
a further step, a robust circle fitting method by Wyen et al. [62] is applied for all used
cutting tool inserts in order to achieve reproducible cutting edge radius values.

5.3.3

Geometrical boundaries on workpiece generation

With respect to feature size generation such as chip breakers on cutting tool inserts, which
are often realized by 3D-cavity generation in the ultrahard substrate, efficient and accurate
grinding depends on the smallest achievable tool feature size. Flank face processing is often
done by peripheral grinding. If the tool demands inner radii geometries with feature sizes in
the range of a few hundred microns, this can be technically challenging. Another problem of
grinding is machinability in terms of poor economic efficiency if average diamond grain sizes

Figure 5.21: Experimental setup user defined spiral processing, shown in Dold et al. [108,109]; (a) machine
layout: (1) laser system, (2) beam expander, (3) bending and flip in mirrors, (4) power measurement,
(5,6) wave retardation plate set, (7) focus shifting unit, (8) CCD-camera, (9) neutral density filter, (10)
2D scanhead, (11) 5-axis CNC translation stages, (12) 3-axis tactile measurement sensor, (13) workpiece,
(14) auxiliary gas jet nozzles; (b) image of the machine axes layout, in white are CNC-driven and in red
are scanhead and focus shifting axes.
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larger than 10 microns are used. Due to the microcracking removal mechanism that is used
in diamond grain grinding, feed rates need to be slow in order to achieve a smooth cutting
edge with low waviness. Using laser based tool geometry generation processes such that the
utilized focal diameters lie in the range of 10µm < df oc < 50µm, much smaller geometrical
features can be generated. When laser processing, the diamond grains are also directly cut
to the desired grain protrusion, therefore grain sizes do not need to be considered when
process layout considerations are made. Manufacturing additional features such as shown
in figure 5.25 (c) often leads to a tool change in grinding processes due to the type of
geometry. Mostly cup-shaped grinding tools are employed limiting geometrical flexibility
in chip breaker design. Chip breaker geometries can be characterized as 2.5D geometries.
In terms of laser processing, this kind of geometry can easily be achieved by applying a 3D
scanhead. Often, no workpiece translation is necessary and the geometry is subdivided into
sliced ablation profiles in z-direction. Here, the fine focal spot diameter enables generation
of very small features such as inner radii.

5.3.4

Parameter studies

Parameter combinations and process relevant interdependencies are depicted in figure 5.22.
Firstly in order to manufacture workpieces in a 3D environment, the resulting layering in

Figure 5.22: Parameter dependencies on combined 3D CNC and scanhead ablation with respect to determination of z-step size. Color green shows four influence factors, grey shows chosen parameters, white
are calculated values.
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z-direction must be evaluated. This is dependent on four influence factors, one being
fluence, which is calculated by (4.2), representing the amount of energy per pulse incident
on the workpiece, given by:
Pavg
(5.9)
eP =
fP
The beam diameter after the focusing lens is calculated by (4.3), hereby a beam quality
factor of M 2 = 1.3 is used. The peak power is calculated by:
Ppk =

eP
τP

(5.10)

Secondly, the applied incidence angle of the laser beam is applied by addition of two
angular values, the targeted final clearance angle on the workpiece αF and a compensation
angle αA . The latter corrects the angular offset generated by the kerf wall angle using
an inclined laser beam relative to the workpiece surface. Thirdly, pulse to pulse overlap,
which depends on the scanning speed of the galvanometer system and laser repetition rate
settings by:
vf
∆xpulse =
(5.11)
fP
The fourth factor is hatch overlap, which is given by the total scanning time of one hatch
pattern including all scanner delays and the CNC feed speed, calculated by:
∆xhatch = vCNC · thatch

(5.12)

The hatch overlap value is dependent on the total scanning time of one hatch pattern run,
which is given by spiral parameters such as hatch radius R, number of spiral loops n and
the spiral exponent c. The total scanning time of the hatch is calculated by:
thatch

n
1 X
=
π ( ri,l + ri,u )
vf i=1

(5.13)

Here, ri,l and ri,u denote the lower and upper semi-circle segment of one loop within
the spiral geometry. For experimental evaluation of ablation profile patterns, PCD and
carbide layers are processed using a total of six passes over the same kerf in order to get
a fully established cutting edge radius and a flank face geometry. Especially the applied
power factor c in (5.4) defines the line density and therefore controls the applied energy
distribution into the workpiece. This leads to distinct ablation profiles which are exemplary
depicted in figure 5.23. Within each series, only line spacing is varied by adjusting the
number of loops to the given power factor. A workpiece inclination angle leads to a nonsymmetric ablation profile. Homogeneous line distribution with a power value of c = 1
to the radius ”r” (see figure 5.18 (b)) leads to large taper values at the ablation kerf walls
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Figure 5.23: Spiral geometry influence on ablation profile for coarse grain PCD substrates at different
spiral exponent values after six ablation passes (a) orthogonal to the workpiece surface and (b) under an
angle of 20.5 degrees to the surface normal.

and a V-profile shape is generated. If such a profile geometry is ablated, total reflection
mechanisms of the laser beam on the ablation pattern leads to a process halt because
the incident laser energy is spread onto an area too large to reach the required ablation
threshold of the workpiece material. For c = 2, the observed ablation profile becomes
broader and generates steeper kerf walls due to an increased line density in the outer
diameter region of the hatch. For c = 3, line density in the center is not sufficient in order
to achieve a flat ablation ground profile. For c = 4, such behavior is even stronger and
therefore an ablation profile in the shape of a donut geometry is generated. If more passes
are executed, this leads in section view to a similar V-shape geometry generation as for
c = 1 and therefore stops the ablation process for larger depths because of the steep side
angles of the kerf walls. The general ablation shape of the ablated profiles is preserved,
although slanted, if the workpiece is inclined relative to the incident laser beam by an
angular offset, in this example of αAOI = 20.5 ◦ . By controlling the exponent c, the ablation
profile shape can be controlled. In order to control the cutting edge radius, the number
of loops n is altered given a fixed power c. The outermost lines of the spiral geometry
are in final contact with the resulting cutting edge, therefore line spacing of the spiral
geometry at this region strongly influences the edge properties. The formula to estimate
the necessary number of loops n by defining the outermost line distance ∆rout is given by
(5.7). In order to estimate the influence of process parameters, various experimental series
are carried out. Unless otherwise noted, processing is done using a single material removal
pass over the entire PCD and carbide geometry, no secondary finishing pass is applied,
therefore every experiment is executed on unprocessed bulk material; the resulting flank
face is not precut. Target values are cutting edge radii in the range of (3µm < re < 25µm)
and clearance angle values of (α = 10 ◦ ). In figure 5.24 (a) a pulse energy variation is
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carried out by controlling applied average power in a range of 33 W < Pavg < 43 W.
Therefore, fluence on the ablated area is varied by 3.26 J/cm2 < F < 4.25 J/cm2 .
Cutting edge radius values are between 9 µm < re < 12 µm and clearance angle values
are 7.5 ◦ < α < 8.9 ◦ . In a second series shown in figure 5.24 (b, d), a reduced focal
length f = 100 mm and a repetition rate variation is used. A further reduction in focal
diameter is not applied due to Rayleigh range considerations when processing material
thicknesses in the order of 1.6 mm. The focal diameter is reduced by a factor of 0.7 and
the repetition rate is varied between 0.2 MHz < fP < 2.5 MHz. Cutting edge radius
values are in a range of 2 µm < re < 12 µm and therefore the lowest edge radii are
achieved throughout the entire parameter study. In series figure 5.24 (e-g), processing
path dependent studies are carried out. Here, roughing and finishing is applied. In the
case of figure 5.24 (e), the finish hatch pattern overlap over the cutting edge is varied, the
cutting edge radius is around re = 7.5 µm and the average clearance angle is α = 10 ◦ . A
CNC-path based approach (results are shown in figure 5.24 (f)) to influence cutting edge
radius geometry is done by executing tilting steps away from the generated cutting edge
geometry. Hereby, during the first few steps in Z-direction, the focal spot remains on the
desired final surface contour, but with each laser pass a rotary motion about the B-axis,
as well as a compensating movement in X- and Z- direction is carried out. This leads to
minimal interaction of the final resulting cutting edge radius and the incident laser beam
since the laser spot is gradually moving away from the final cutting edge and into the
flank face geometry. Cutting edge radii within this series are 5.5 µm < re < 6.2 µm
with little deviation and the clearance angle is set to α = 7 ◦ and the measured values
are between 6.9 ◦ < α < 7.9 ◦ . This series shows very little variation in achievable
cutting edge radius and achieved acceptable clearance angles throughout the generated
three-dimensional geometry. In figure 5.24 (g) a roughing and a finishing cycle are carried
out and the latter is executed by applying one laser beam pass over the final cutting edge
geometry. Cutting edge radius values are larger and the average clearance angle is again
α = 10 ◦ .

5.3.5

3D laser processing of cutting tool inserts

Laser processing of cutting tool inserts mostly requires three dimensional processing strategies. In figure 5.25 the different geometrical elements and processing objectives are depicted in a sectional view. Processing steps are shown for PCD on a carbide substrate
layer. In a first roughing step the flank face geometry is generated and excess material
on both materials is removed by generating a slot geometry, shown in red, with a corresponding width to that of the hatch diameter. This is also shown in figure 5.26. An
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Figure 5.24: Parameter study results; (a) pulse energy variation; (b) reduced focal length of F-theta
objective; (c) defocussing study; (d) repetition rate variation; (e) roughing and finishing with varied
finishing overlap settings; (f) radial stepping over the contour; (g) roughing followed by 1-pass finish
without hatch pattern

Figure 5.25: Cutting edge geometry generation steps; (a) excess material removal and rough cutting edge
generation; (b) secondary cut (finish), generating the effective clearance angle αF and cutting edge radius
reF , ∆x is the finishing cut overlap; (c,d) depicted are optional geometry elements such as rake angle γ
and rra , lra or chip breaker geometry or negative chamfer geometries αnc , lnc

initial clearance angle αS and cutting edge radius reS are resulting feature characteristics,
as shown in figure 5.25 (a). Material processing is achieved by using an inclined incidence
angle between laser beam and the surface normal to the target material, such that ablation
is carried out in multiple steps in z-direction. Generated geometrical features in this step
are the final cutting edge radius reF and clearance angle αF as shown in figure 5.25 (b).
Cutting edge radius control with respect to application of the previously developed user
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Figure 5.26: Cutting edge generation steps (flank angle); (a) section of unprocessed workpiece section; (b)
PCD cut as first and (c) carbide cut as second processing step; (d) final flank face geometry with alpha
representing the flank angle.

defined spiral geometry is discussed in section 5.20. Further process steps can be executed,
depending on the field of application of the resulting cutting tool insert. These steps involve generation of rake angle or chip breakers. Both of these examples are shown in figure
5.25 (c) due to similar processing conditions for both features with respect to the required
workpiece dynamics while processing. These features are often cut into a planar surface,
and therefore no movement of the CNC-axes is necessary. Ablation with the desired geometrical features is achieved by applying a scanhead operating in three dimensions. A
rake angle γ, a certain feature length lra and an inner radius rra is generated, as shown
in figure 5.25 (c). Again the geometry to be removed is layered into slices in z-direction
and ablated in steps with an orthogonally incident laser beam. Another optional element
is negative chamfer geometries as shown in figure 5.25 (d). These can be generated by
ablating a pocket into the the rake face and starts at the cutting edge under a certain
angle αnc and a certain length lnc . This step can also be carried out by only using the
scanning system without involving any CNC-axis motion. Due to highly complex geometrical shapes required for these elements which do not exhibit undercuts, conventional
3D-processing using just the 3 axis of the scanhead can be applied. The geometric model
is therefore created in 3D-space and the ablation paths are generated by slicing the model
into a series of cross-sectional layers. Each layer is then scanned by overlapping laser beam
paths which can be directed unidirectional or in any arbitrary cross pattern and angle,
dependent on the ablation geometry. The processing step size for PCD and carbide depends on the ablation characteristics of the two materials, therefore different laser fluence
is necessary, which leads to different step sizes in Z-direction, these are shown in figure
5.22. Another characteristic feature in order to produce the flank angle is the inclination
angle of the laser beam relative to the workpiece. This is achieved by rotating the workpiece relative to the workpiece. In order to produce the flank face geometry the CNC- and
the scanhead are moving simultaneously, as shown in figure 5.13. The resulting ablation
crater on PCD after six passes is also shown in figure 5.23 (b). The processing steps for
the entire flank face generation are then shown in figure 5.27 (a). The hatch overlap over
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Figure 5.27: Flank and rake face generation schemes; (a) Flank face generation steps using a scanning
hatch pattern such as the user defined spiral with an edge offset of ∆x, an inclination angle of the laser
beam relative to the workpiece of αtot and two step sizes ∆z1 and ∆z2 respectively; (b) schematic detail
drawing of rake face generation, corresponding to figure 5.25 (c), using an orthogonal laser beam and
processing the volume in slices (shown as dashed white lines). Z-layering steps define surface roughness
in rounded corners by uncut excess material (shown in red).

the resulting contour is ∆x, the total inclination angle, consisting of sum of the desired
clearance angle αF and an compensation angle αA and the two step sizes ∆Z1 and ∆Z2
for processing of the PCD and the carbide layer respectively. Resulting surface roughness
values are dependent on the choice of the z-step size. If surface roughness values below
Ra ≤ 0.2 µm are to be achieved a roughing and a finishing step is applied. In this case the
entire cut, depicted in red and green is executed twice with reduction of the overlap value
∆x in the finishing step. Figure 5.27 (b) shows a detail of a typical rake face generation
scheme, depicted in figure 5.25 (c). If rake faces or chip guiding geometries are generated
a typical 3D-scanhead ablation technique based on modeling a positive of the material to
be removed, which is sliced into multiple z-layers and a hatch pattern for each z-layer is
generated. With respect to surface roughness on the chip breaker walls a z-step size which
leads to ablation depths in the surface roughness range is required. This is shown in the
given detail view in red within the grey ablation crater with the z-layer slices shown in
dashed white lines. On the bottom surface of the chip breaker the hatch scanning line
distance defines the resulting surface roughness value. Within this study a focal diameter
of dfoc = 30 µm and a scanning line overlap of 2 to 4 µm is used. Surface roughness values
with respect to the chosen hatch geometry in flank face generation is presented in section
5.3.1.1 and the surface roughness evaluation in figure 5.15 (b).
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Comparison between conventional and laser treated cutting tool inserts on CFRP

Conventional and laser treated cutting tool inserts are compared when processing carbon
fiber reinforced composite material. CFRP is highly abrasive and leads to rapid cutting
edge degeneration. PCD based cutting tools are often used in processing such highly
abrasive materials. Most important cutting tool properties are cutting edge radius, which
is in the range of re ≤ 6 µm in order to be able to cleanly cut the carbon fibers and cutting
edge long term stability to maintain cutting conditions constant over the tool lifetime.
Cutting edge generation can be efficiently done via grinding processes when PCD grain
sizes are in a fine grain regime and therefore below 10 µm in average. For the presented
comparison study, 2 − 4 µm grain sizes as well as coarse grain PCD with an average grain
size of 25 µm are used. Turning experiments using different fiber orientation angles Φ,
relative to cutting direction are conducted in an orthogonal cut. This is depicted in figure
5.28. Applied fiber orientation to cut direction angles are Φ = 30 ◦ , 90 ◦ , 150 ◦ . Due to
different fiber cutting conditions, different cutting edge wear behavior occurs. The general
laser processing procedure is shown in figure 5.26. The depicted strategy is executed twice,
the first set of process steps is used to remove excess material on the PCD and the carbide
substrate layer. The second set of process steps is applied with minimal hatch pattern
overlap values with regard to the cutting edge geometry of about ∆overlap ∼
= 100 µm
and the incidence angle between incoming laser beam and the workpiece is increased by 2
degrees. The working steps are named (S) for roughing and (F) for finishing. Using this
two-stage approach, a finer cutting edge geometry in terms of surface roughness values
and cutting edge radii can be achieved and a reduction in processing time is possible. In
order to produce the required cutting edges, two spiral geometries with the parameters
given in table 5.2 are used. A larger spiral radius is used for efficient bulk material
removal and to achieve a higher aspect ratio between the kerf width and the ablation

Figure 5.28: CFRP turning scheme, shown in Dold et al. [109]. Cut direction vc and fiber orientation φ
relative to cut direction; (a) φ = 30 ◦ ; (b) φ = 90 ◦ ; (c) φ = 150 ◦ .
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depth. Due to the inclined position of the laser beam relative to the workpiece, the
total ablation depth is increased. Furthermore, the inclination angle leads to a wedge
angle below 90 degrees shown in figure 5.23 (b). The material is stepwise removed in
multiple process layer steps until the entire PCD and carbide layer is cut. In a second
step, another full material removal cycle is executed, representing the finishing and final
geometry generating step. Edge generation is achieved by firstly processing the PCD layer
with a given spiral hatch and a layer step size of ∆z,P CD = 40 µm. In a following step, the
carbide substrate material is cut using a step size of ∆z,carbide = 80 µm. In the presented
study, cutting edge radii after laser processing and grinding are similar and fall in the
range of 4 µm < rK < 8 µm, this is shown in figure 5.30. The lower value in each column
represents the cutting edge radii after laser processing and grinding. Similar geometrical
properties in terms of cutting edge radius, surface roughness in the range of Ra ≤ 0.2 µm
and flank angles of α = 7◦ ±.1◦ are achieved on all cutting tools. SEM analysis after cutting
edge generation is depicted in figure 5.29. Cutting edge radius geometries are shown on
fine grain PCD samples in images 5.29 (a-d) and coarse grain PCD samples in images 5.29
(e-h), the former is ground, the latter is laser treated. Experiments are performed on an
EWAG ”Compact Line” grinding machine using a grinding wheel by Tyrolit D15 with a
diameter of dw = 145 mm and a cutting speed of vcG = 10 m/s. Processing is firstly
executed in a roughing process with a feed rate of vf G = 4 mm/min, oscillation activated
and a rotational feed speed of vf Gr = 800 ◦ /min. Secondly, a finishing process is applied
with a feed speed of vf Gf = 2 mm/min and a rotational feed speed of vf Grf = 600 ◦ /min.
The cycle time is about 10 minutes per insert and both processing steps. A typical ground
cutting edge geometry as shown in the images 5.29 (a-b,e-f) exhibits grain break outs on
the cutting edge due to the manufacturing process. Similar to conventional single grain
diamond processing, the individual grains on the cutting edge geometry are processed by
introducing microcracks into the workpiece diamond, therefore low feed rates need to be
applied. If the binder material holding the diamond grain is damaged, the grain can also
Table 5.2: Laser parameters for cutting tool insert processing; general parameters (top table); parameters
for roughing (S) and for finishing (F) (both bottom table)

(S)
(F)

fP
kHz
800

f
[mm]
163

df oc
[µm]
35

F
[ cmJ 2 ]

vf
mm
[ s ]

5.53
4.15

2000
2000

vf,CN C
[ mm
]
min
80
60

zR
αtot,S
[mm] [deg]
0.73
15
Pavg
[W]
44.7
33.6

c
[−]
1.8
1.8

αtot,F
[deg]
17

polarization
[−]
circular

n
[−]
20
10

R
[mm]
0.25
0.15

∆xpulse
[%]
93
93

∆xhatch
[%]
93
96
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Figure 5.29: SEM images of fine (FG) and coarse grain (CG) cutting edges ground and laser treated, top
image is new, bottom image is used state of the cutting tool, partially shown in Dold et al. [108, 109];
(a),(b) ground fine grain; (c),(d) lasered fine grain; (e),(f) ground coarse grain; (g),(h) lasered coarse grain
cutting edge; in images (a) and (e) grain breakouts on the cuttinge edge geometry are visible, in case of
fine grain (a), these breakouts are about 1 to 2 µm in size and the cutting edge contains voids, in case of
(e), the grain breakouts leave voids of about 10 to 15 µm, therefore no continous cutting edge geometry
is visible. Laser treated cutting edges are always cleanly cut.

be broken out of the binder surface. This is clearly shown in image 5.29 (a) for fine grain
structures. The generated void is in a size range of 1 to 2 µm for fine grain structures.
If PCD grain sizes are enlarged to an average size of 25 µm, grain break outs occur in
a size range of about 10 to 15 µm. This can be seen on the ground coarse grain PCD
sample depicted in image 5.29 (e). In comparison, laser treated PCD edges do not exhibit
any grain break outs because of direct laser cutting through the grain, the binder and
the carbide substrate material; independent of fine or coarse grain sizes. As a result, a
homogeneous cutting edge along the entire processed cutting edge geometry is generated
with low waviness below 1µm. A defined three dimensional cutting edge and face geometry
is established with surface roughness values of about 0.2 µm and a flank angle deviation
below 0.05 ◦ . Processing times for ground cutting tool inserts is about 8 minutes and for
the laser treated cutting tool inserts about 6.5 minutes. These times are independent of
the used diamond grain size of the PCD only when laser processing is carried out. Grinding
of such grain sizes is inefficient and time consuming due to small in-feed steps. Turning
experiments are carried out using ground and laser treated cutting tool inserts which are
composed of fine and coarse grain PCD inserts. The CFRP material consists of multiple
layers of unidirectional fiber orientation and a nominal thickness of 5 mm. Applied test

5.3 Geometrically defined cutting edges - Development of a novel user defined spiral path
or movement strategy
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conditions and turning parameters are shown in table 5.3. Due to the chipping behavior
of CFRP, no chip breakers on the rake face is necessary and α is the flank angle, γ the
rake angle, vc is the cutting velocity, f the applied feed rate, vf the feed velocity, ae is
depth of cut. After a total specific volume removal of Vw0 = 47124.0 mm3 /min the test is
finished. A cutting edge radius evaluation of each cutting tool insert after manufacturing
the tools and after the turning test is depicted in figure 5.30. The graph is subdivided
into three section. Each section represents a different fiber orientation angle relative to
the cut direction of Φ = 30 ◦ , 90 ◦ , 150 ◦ . The bottom value for each column is after tool
manufacturing, the top value represents cutting edge radius after completing the turning
experiment. As can be seen for a fiber orientation angle of Φ = 150 ◦ the lowest wear
characteristic for all cutting tool geometries are achieved. For fiber orientation angles of
Φ = (30 and 90) ◦ much higher cutting edge radii in the range of 29 µm < re < 37 µm are
reached. In comparison laser treated to ground cutting edge radii only small improvements
in wear behavior can be seen. The rapid cutting edge radius increase for fiber orientation
angles of Φ = 30 ◦ , 90 ◦ is due to the fiber cutting layout in these cases (see figure 5.28).
Before the cut takes place, the highly abrasive fibers are deformed in the cutting direction
prior to breaking. This leads to a spring back motion of the remaining fibers, while keeping
contact with the cutting tool. If cutting conditions lead to better cut behavior as in the
case of Φ = 150 ◦ , then much lower wear on the cutting edge can be achieved. This is
due to a fiber orientation towards the cutting direction and to a stiffer response of the
individual fibers to the cutting force. Therefore, spring back motion dynamics are much
weaker and the fiber cut mechanism performs better. Cutting forces are shown in figure
5.31 (a). Laser treated coarse grain (CG) tools exhibit similar or lower, in the case of
Φ = 150 ◦ even significantly lower cutting force values than ground cutting tool inserts.
Most other curves present similar cutting force values. Figure 5.31 (b) shows feed force
results of the turning experiments. Here, laser treated coarse grain tools compared to
laser treated fine grain tools exhibit a significant force reduction in the case of Φ = 30 ◦
and a moderate improvement for the two other cases. Compared to ground cutting tools,
coarse grain laser treated tools show similar to slightly better wear behavior. In conclusion,
laser treated cutting tool inserts using picosecond laser pulses with pulse durations in the
range of τP = 10 ps in combination with the presented spiral hatch pattern strategy
and a 5-axis CNC subsystem can be used to manufacture cutting tool inserts with better
Table 5.3: Constant cutting parameters used for all turning experiments (Okuma LB15-II)
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[deg]
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γ
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Figure 5.30: Cutting edge radius evaluation on turning of CFRP material, discussed by Dold et al. [109] ,
using ground and laser treated fine (FG) and coarse grain (CG) cutting cutting tool inserts with varying
relative angles between cut direction and carbon fiber orientation (Φ).

Figure 5.31: Dold et al. [109] show coarse grain processing of CFRP; (a) Cutting forces for all experiments.
Cutting forces for laser treated cutting tool inserts are slightly better than conventionally processed cutting
tools inserts; (b) Feed force comparison between laser treated and conventionally manufactured cutting
tool inserts.

total processing times, similar cutting edge radii and much lower cutting edge waviness in
the field of coarse grain PCD. Furthermore, small geometrical features on the cutting tool,
such as small inner radii or 3D features like rake angles, chip breakers or chamfered cutting
edge geometries can be manufactured without graphitization or other deterioration on the
generated structures. With the ongoing development to higher repetition rate, availability
of higher average powers and therefore higher pulse energies and fluence values, further
processing speed improvements are possible.
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Chapter 6

Considerations on material removal
modeling using picosecond lasers
In the following a plausibility study regarding various aspects on ultrashort pulse processing of diamond are presented. Ultrashort pulsed laser ablation as a research field is
currently broadly discussed by many groups, as previously explained in chapter 2.4. For
the case of femtosecond laser pulses, in the ultrashort and nanosecond pulses in the short
pulse width regime, extensive research has been done. The interaction phenomena between such a femtosecond laser pulse and the material are highly complex, due to different
ablation mechanisms and nonlinear processes, which are dependent on pulse width and
intensity of the laser pulse. Especially at pulsewidths between 1 ps < τP < 10 ps,
which marks a transition zone between the ultrashort and the short pulse width regime,
the ablation characteristics are far from being well understood. The application of ultrashort laser pulses leads to a non-equilibrium in temperature of the electron- and the
lattice-system; these can be described by two coupled heat equations. Within the scope of
this thesis, the development of a full simulation model, incorporating all aspects of ultrafast laser ablation on metals and dielectrics is not possible due to the complexity of the
problem. Nonetheless, some modelling considerations with the aim to gain some insights
into the characteristics on the application of the two-temperature model (TTM) on metals
and also an extension to dielectrics is presented. The former case and especially the base
equation structure is based on a thesis from Gsell [110]. The latter case is based on a
theory, such that at high enough irradiation intensities, a dielectric can be brought into a
state with metallic-like behavior at the near subsurface region of the workpiece. This has
been reported by multiple authors, e.g. Brenk et al. [111, 112] or by Kautek et al. [18],
with simple to highly advanced models for free electron generation in dielectrics. In the
given case this can be achieved by multiphoton absorption and avalanche ionization. In
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order to evaluate the results, a comparison between simulation and experimental results
is presented on copper and CVD diamond. In a last step, an experimental proof of the
pulse width dependency with respect to heat input into the material is demonstrated on
a bulk metallic glass structure.

6.1

Model setup

In order to build the model, the finite-element package COMSOL multiphysics is used,
which allows the modelling of the entire system of equations. The presented model consists of two main parts, the electron- and the phonon-system (lattice-system) which are
described by two heat equations and are inter related by a coupling term. The term
phonon- and lattice-system will be used synonymous within this study. This model is
originally dedicated to ablation of metals, therefore a model on copper as sample material is built. The model is then extended to dielectrics, diamond in particular, and an
additional energy loss term which calculates the amount of energy necessary for free electron generation within the material is included. In case of multipulse modeling, a moving
source is passing over the area of one focal spot diameter of df oc = 30 µm, this is shown
in figure 6.1 (a). The time necessary to travel over the area of one focal spot is calculated

Figure 6.1: Simulation geometry; (a) the laser beam travels with velocity vf passing over one focal spot
area (red circle), the start and end laser pulse location is denoted. A 2D section plane at location A-A
perpendicular to vf shows the r-z plane; (b) Section (A-A). Axial symmetry about the given line is used,
therefore the laser pulse is modeled only on half the focal area section; (c) Applied boundary conditions.
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which is defined by the focal spot diameter and the scan speed of the laser beam vf :
tsim =

d0
vf

(6.1)

The ablation characteristics at the focal area of a circular focal spot are assumed to be
rotation-symmetric, therefore calculations are performed on a two-dimensional r-z plane,
which encloses half the diameter of the focal spot, orthogonal to the moving direction of
the laser beam. The laser spot is modeled to propagate in the z-direction (see figure 6.1
(b)). Geometrical symmetry about the center axis of laser irradiation on the workpiece
is utilized in order to reduce calculation time. The simulated area is 60 µm in the rand 100 µm in z-direction depicted in figure 6.1 (b). The width corresponds to twice the
width of the beam diameter. With regard to the COMSOL multiphysics environment,
the heat conduction module is used. The first calculation solves the heat equation for
the electron- and the second calculation for the lattice-system. The two equations are
linked by applying an energy coupling term between the two modules. All other presented
equations are either calculated as variables or as analytic functions. Initial conditions
for the given system are ambient temperature T0 = 293 K and ambient pressure p0 =
1 bar. Boundary conditions are applied by applying adiabatic conditions on 3 sides of the
geometry whereby the fourth side is the axisymmetric line, depicted in figure 6.1 (c). This
boundary condition requires that the sample size is chosen in a way that local temperatures
at the boundary will not influence the ablation behavior. The given sizes are determined
iteratively from succesive simulation runs and an optimal sample size is determined. The
energy input of the laser pulse is not affected by this boundary condition, but heat leaving
the bulk material is constrained. Discretization of the geometry of the two-dimensional
plane is achieved by subdivision into rectangular elements of finite size and a linear element
formulation is applied, therefore the temperature field is calculated at the four corner points
of the subdivided elements and a linear mesh deformation behavior is applied. Accuracy
requirements of a linear mesh are increased by execution of mesh convergence trials prior to
calculation of the solution leading to a fine distribution of the mesh elements in the ablation
crater region. Computational cost by a higher order element definition is decreased by
this approach at the cost of a finer mesh discretization. The time-dependent system
of equations is solved using an implicit solver using a BDF (backwards-differentiationformula) algorithm with intermediate time stepping, which is based on predefined time
steps but will, in case of convergence problems refine the necessary time step. The BDF is
set to an order of five, which evaluates the previous five solutions in order to calculate the
current solution [113]. From the absorption characteristics of the laser beam, the thermal
penetration depth is in the range of a few tens of nanometers per pulse. Therefore an
elementsize in z-direction a fine mesh subdivision in both, the r- and the z-direction at the
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left top boundary, at which the center of the laser pulse will hit the surface, is necessary.
Therefore, in both directions, a mesh refinement towards this area is applied, both of them
in form of a geometric sequence, which results in a logarithmic increase in field size. In
r-direction 30 elements with an element ratio of 1000 and in z-direction 80 elements and
an element ratio of 10000 is applied. The given ratio describes the difference between
the smallest and the largest element. Away from the interaction zone the temperature
gradients are rapidly decreasing due to a highly confined laser irradiated volume and
minimal heat input to the surrounding structure, therefore the element size away from the
center of the laser beam is exponentially enlarged. The modeling approach is based on
four modeling steps. The first step is the calculation of the intensity distribution follow
by solving the electron system and the lattice system, finally, material removal is modeled
based on an arbitrarian Lagrange-Eulerian model. With regard to time stepping within
a simulation run, time resolution during a laser pulse is set to 60 fs and into a short and
a long cooling interval between subsequent laser pulses. A first cooling time period with
the same time step interval of 140 ps is followed by a secondary interval of approximately
2.5µs, in 500 ns steps. Time stepping in COMSOL multiphysics is defined as intermediate,
which gives the solver the option to refine time step intervals if necessary.

Figure 6.2: The calculation routine and the sequence of evaluation of the individual subset of equations
is shown. Black arrows define information flow between two calculation blocks. Red arrows visualize
information flow between the heat equation output and implicitly on the calculated temperature dependent
calculation blocks.
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Calculation routine and modelling steps

The model consists of four main parts, this is shown in figure 6.2. Firstly, evaluation
of the main laser parameters and the laser intensity for a moving laser source over the
focal spot area are explained. Furthermore, the calculation routine for generation of free
electrons within dielectrics is given in the scheme for clarity, although this step will be
executed within the calculation block of the source term for the electron-system heat
equation. In a second step, the electron-system heat equation is solved and the source
term, the necessary material optical and electron-system properties are derived. After
the temperature distribution of the electron system is calculated, the lattice-system heat
equation can be calculated. Necessary data for the heat capacity, the thermal conductivity
and the source term for this equation the material properties of the lattice-system and the
calculation of the electron- / lattice-system coupling term is shown. In a fourth step,
the ablation mechanism especially the input values for the COMSOL multiphysics module
based on an arbitrary Lagrange-Eulerian approach is shown.

6.1.1.1

Step 1: Laser parameter and intensity model

When a laser beam, described as an electromagnetic wave, interacts with a material, the
absorption characteristics are primarily dependent on peak intensity and its spatial and
temporal shape. In the given model, the laser beam is always assumed to irradiate the
material at the focal plane. In order to approximate the spatial and temporal pulse shape
along the processing direction in figure 6.1 (a), three Gaussian functions are defined and
multiplied with peak intensity Ipk . These are the spatial gspace (r), the temporal gtime (t)
and another temporal shape gmod (t) describing the moving source. These three terms are
multiplied with the peak intensity, leading to:
Imod = gspace (r) · gtime (t) · gmod (t) · Ipk

(6.2)

With this modulated intensity profile, every pulse travelling over the simulated focal spot
area is modelled with the given repetition- and feed-rate, thus the required intensity level
for each time step of the simulation can be derived. The intensity profile of a TEM00 beam
is defined by its intensity profile at the center, multiplied with the spatial beam shape of a
Gaussian beam given by Ready et al. [114]. The beam radius w0 is defined as the distance
between the beam axis and the radius where the intensity drops 1/e2 , which corresponds
to ∼
= 13.5 % of the maximum value. The beam waist at the focal plane is denoted by
w(z) as a function of the propagation distance z. The spatial beam shape is described as
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a function of the radial position r of the laser beam:

gspace (r) = exp −2

r
w0

2 !
(6.3)

The temporal beam shape is also calculated by applying a Gaussian function, which in
the case for ultrashort pulses from modelocked lasers (see Paschotta [115]) can be approximated by:

gtime (t) = exp −4 log(2)

t − tpos
τP

2 !

∼
= exp −2.77



t − tpos
τP

2 !
(6.4)

Here, tpos defines the peak location of the first laser pulse. The pulse duration τP is defined
I
as the full width half maximum (FWHM), where the intensity is IFWHM = pk
. This is
2
also depicted in figure 6.3. The third Gaussian function describes the beam motion:

gmod (t) = exp −4 log(2)

t−

w0
vf

w0
vf

!2 



 ∼
= exp −2.77

t−

w0
vf

w0
vf

!2 


(6.5)

The peak laser intensity based on the laser peak power (5.10) and the focal spot radius ω0
is calculated by:
Ipk =

2 Ppk
π w02

Figure 6.3: Temporal shape of the Gaussian laser pulse.

(6.6)
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Step 2: Electron-system heat equation

The temperature in the electron-subsystem in the TTM is calculated by solving a first
heat equation [22, 116–119]:
∂Te
+ ∇ (−ke ∇ Te ) = fe
∂t

∂ ∂
∇ =
,
∂r ∂z

da,e

(6.7)

The term da,e = ce · ρmat represents a damping or mass coefficient and consists of the
specific heat capacity of the electron-system of the material ce multiplied by the material
density ρmat . The term ke is thermal conductivity of the electron system and fe represents
the source term. The result of the first heat equation is the electron temperature Te .
Electron-system / material properties
In a first step, electron-system properties are derived in order to calculate the specific heat
capacity and the heat conductivity of the material. The electron system heat capacity
calculation is based on a model for pure metals presented by Baheti et al. [117], which
again is based on a model study of electron heat capacities by Chen et al. [120]. Previous
authors have described the electron heat capacity as being linearly proportional to the
electron temperature, but this is only valid for a temperature range of Te < 0.1 TF ,
with TF being the Fermi temperature. Therefore, a piecewise function over the the entire
temperature range of the ablation regime is defined by the authors:

CeO Te ,
Te < TπF2


 2 CeO Te Ce0 TF

+ 3 , π2 ≤ Te < 3πT2F
3
ce =
(6.8)
0

N KB + C3e , 3πT2F ≤ Te < TF


 3 N kB
Te ≥ TF
2
with:
Ce0

CeO TF
+
=
π2

3 N kB
2

CeO TF
π2
TF
TF − π2

−



TF
Te − 2
π

(6.9)

and the constant expression:
π 2 N kB
2 TF
The Fermi temperature of the electron gas can be calculated by:
CeO =

TF =

EF
kB

(6.10)

(6.11)

EF denotes Fermi energy which is calculated from:
EF =

2
~2
3 π2 N 3
2 me

(6.12)
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Here, me is electron mass, kB is the Boltzmann constant and the number density of atoms
is derived by:
NA
N =
(6.13)
V
NA denotes the Avogadro number and V the molar volume. In a next step, the heat
conductivity of the electron-system ke , based on the kinetic gas theory is calculated (see
Rethfeld [77]):
ce vF2 τ e
(6.14)
ke =
3
Here, ce is specific heat capacity of the electron-system and vF the Fermi velocity, which
can be calculated by:
r
2 EF
vF =
(6.15)
me
The term me denotes electron mass. The average velocity of the electrons within the
electron gas can be calculated by the kinetic gas theory by:
τe =

R0
ve

(6.16)

1
Here, R0 = N1 3 describes the average distance between two electrons and N is number
density of atoms. The term v e gives the average velocity of the electrons within the electron
gas, this is also calculated based on the kinetic gas theory:
r
kB Te
ve =
(6.17)
me
Electron-system heat equation source term
Energy input into the electron-system is given by absorbed laser energy Qabs and by
outcoupling a part of the energy to the lattice-system Qe,ph . In the case of a dielectric,
another energy term describes the amont of energy required to generate free electrons
within the material, denoted by QeGen , otherwise absorption would not take place. The
source term for the electron-system is then derived to be:
fe = Qabs − Qe,ph − QeGen

(6.18)

The amount of absorbed energy of a material can be calculated using the absorbed energy,
the modulated intensity distribution and the material absorption behavior described by
the Lambert-Beer law (see Dahotre [44]):
I(z) = I0 exp(−α · z)

(6.19)

Here, I0 is the incident intensity, I(z) is the intensity as a function of the propagation distance z, and α denotes the absorption coefficient. In order to calculate the total absorbed
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volumetric energy by the material, the reflected part of the radiation is subtracted and
the inverse of the absorption coefficient α leading to the optical penetration depth is used
(see Weikert [26]):
Qabs = (1 − R) Imod α exp(− α z)
(6.20)
In doing so, the amount of energy reflected at the sample surface is calculated by evaluating the Fresnel formulas of refraction. The electrical conductivity of the electron gas is
evaluated using the Wiedemann-Franz law for metals, given by Nolte et al. [79]:
σ =
2
Te π3

ke


kB
eel

(6.21)

2

Here, ke is thermal conductivity of the electron gas, Te is the electron temperature, kB
is the Boltzmann constant and eel is the electron charge. Next, the damping constant is
calculated, based on Pedrotti [121]:
γ =

0 ωp2
σ

(6.22)

The formula for the damping constant γ is given by (see Pedrotti [121]):
s
N e2el
ωp =
0 me

(6.23)

Here, relative permittivity 0 in a vacuum, N as number density of atoms, eel as electron
charge, and me as electron mass are used. The laser angular frequency is calculated by
(see Hopkins [122]):
2 π c0
ωL =
(6.24)
λ
Here, c0 denotes speed of light and λ the wavelength of the laser beam. Now, the reflection
at the surface of the material, with the real and the imaginary part of the index of refraction
n and κ can be calculated, based on Pedrotti [121]:
(n − 1)2 + κ2
R =
(n + 1)2 + κ2
By using the real part of the index of refraction:
s
n = Re

ωp2
1 − 2
ωL − i γ ωL

(6.25)

!

And also by using the imaginary part of the index of refraction:
s
!
ωp2
κ = Im
1 − 2
ωL − i γ ωL

(6.26)

(6.27)
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In the case for metals, both parts are used. This is not the case for dielectrics, such
that only the real part must be calculated. Since in this study, diamond is treated like a
metal in a subsurface layer, the imaginary part is nonetheless calculated. The absorption
coefficient can now be calculated (see Pedrotti [121]):
4πκ
λ

α =

(6.28)

An additional energy for free electron generation is included into the source term fe of
(6.7) as additional loss term. In the next step, the term for coupling energy from the
electron- to the lattice-system is calculated, which is also the only energy input into the
lattice-system (see Rethfeld [77]):
Qe,ph = αk (Te − Tl )

(6.29)

Here, Te is the electron- and Tl is the lattice temperature and αk is the electron-phononsystem coupling constant. The coupling between these two systems has a large influence on
ablation behavior. The value of the coupling constant is reported by different researchers
for a variety of metals, e.g. Qiu et al. [119] and Wellershoff et al. [123]. This data is
shown in figure 6.4 (a). The latter describes the role of electron-phonon coupling with
respect to laser damage of metals when using ultrashort laser pulses in the femtosecond
range. Furthermore, it is derived that the electron-phonon coupling constant governs the
diffusion length of hot electrons to be proportional to the square root of the electronphonon coupling constant, leading to the determination of the energy density near the
surface of the material. Within this study, the initial model runs are executed on copper
to provide a baseline of model functionality. In case of diamond, no such value is found

Figure 6.4: (a) Various electron-phonon coupling factors for metals found in literature by Qiu et al. [119]
and Wellershoff et al. [123]; (b) Sensitivity analysis for the electron-phonon coupling factor αk for the
diamond case.

.
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in literature, therefore the characteristic time behavior, shown in figure 2.5, based on
Poprawe [17] and Kautek [18] are evaluated on copper and found to be accurate when
copper is simulated. Electron-lattice interaction or lattice heating starts at approximately
1 to 10 ps and electron-lattice balance is achieved after approximately 1 ns. The value of
10 ps describes the transition point between equilibrium and non-equlibrium behavior of
the electron- and the phonon-system, therefore a sharp cut between the two regimes is
not found. Within this thesis the electron-phonon coupling constant for diamond is based
on assumptions regarding characteristic timescales, therefore the coupling factor is varied
until this characteristic time behavior is achieved and a value of αk = 2 · 1018 W/(m3 · K)
is found. A sensitivity analysis for the coupling constant shows that for a value of αk =
1 · 1016 W/(m3 · K) the melting temperature of carbon cannot be reached and for a value
of αk = 1 · 1019 W/(m3 · K) the non-equilibrium between the two systems is not present
and the behavior is like in the standard thermal case, this is depicted in figure 6.4 (b). For
a coupling factor of αk = 1 · 1016 W/(m3 · K) the melting temperature is not reached,
which is proven through an experiment that ablation takes place, therefore this cannot be
correct. For an electron-phonon coupling factor of αk = 1 · 1019 W/(m3 · K) the electronand the lattice-system are fully coupled, which is not correct due to different characteristic
time scales of electron- and phonon-system excitation. The characteristic time scale found
for copper with the given timestep is used for refinement of the found value, which leads
to the given electron-phonon coupling constant. In literature calculation of the electronphonon coupling constant are based on free electron theory and only found for metals, e.g.
Qiu et al. [119] and Jiang et al. [118].
Free electron generation in a dielectric
Laser energy irradiated on a material is directly absorbed by free electrons in a metal. In
case of a dielectric, free electrons need to be generated previous to laser absorption within
the material. This can be achieved, if the irradiated laser intensity level is sufficiently
high and the valence band electrons either absorb sufficient photon energy to shift such
valence band electrons into the conduction band or if a multiphoton absorption process
takes place. In the case of diamond, the band gap between valence and conduction band is
Eg = 5.5 eV. The incoming photon energy at the given laser wavelength of λ = 1064 nm
only provides Ephoton = ~ ωL ∼
= 1.16 eV. Here, ωL is the laser angular frequency, given in
(6.24). If a valence band electron within the dielectric absorbs the energy of one photon, it
cannot cross the bandgap energy. Nonetheless, if the electron can absorb multiple photons,
which is the case when the photon-density is very high, therefore a high intensity in the
order of I > 1014 W/m2 is necessary. Additionally, some free electrons can also be
present since the full dielectric condition with no free electrons in the conduction band
is fulfilled only at a temperature of 0 K. As soon as an electron reaches the conduction
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band, it can absorb further photons from the incoming laser irradiation and in doing
so gaining kinetic energy. If such a free conduction band electron has gained enough
kinetic energy, it can transfer a part of that energy to a valence band electron, which can
therefore possibly also move into the conduction band. This has been reported by multiple
authors [21, 78, 124–130]. If a critical free electron density level is reached, the dielectric
turns totally opaque. Brenk et al. [112] describe the free electron generation with a multiple
rate equation model (MRE), but also state that for a basic estimate of the number of free
electrons, it is often assumed that the critical electron density is reached, when the laser
angular frequency and the plasma angular frequency are identical. Here, this assumption
is adopted. The described process is illustrated in figure 6.5. Bloembergen [124] starts by
already presenting free thermal electrons in the conduction band. The model is extended
by multiphoton ionization which takes places at the occuring intensities in the range of
1014 to 1016 W/cm2 . In order to reach the critical electron density, the electron- (6.24)

Figure 6.5: Material ablation scheme, using a basic assumption, that thermal free electrons are already
present, Bloembergen et al. and Rudolph [124, 131] (dashed area); Blue blocks: Extension by the author
with respect to multiphoton ionization, which leads to a shift from valence band electrons to the lower
energy region of the conduction band.
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and the plasma angular frequency (6.23) must be equal. This is given as an estimate by
Brenk et al. [112]:


2 π c0
(6.30)
ωL = ωp → nfree = 0 me
eel λL
The amount of energy required to generate the minimum amount of free electrons is assumed to be dependent on the volume, which absorbs the incident laser energy. Therefore,
thermal penetration depth multiplied with the focal spot area as volume and the bandgap
energy level of diamond is used to give an estimate by:
QeGen = nfree δth Afoc Eg
The thermal depth of a laser pulse is defined by:
r
κmat τP
δth = 2
Mmat cP,mat ρmat

(6.31)

(6.32)

Hereby, material specific parameters are thermal conductivity κmat , molar weight Mmat ,
specific heat capacity cP,mat and laser pulsewidth τP . Using this approach it is assumed
that all free electrons must have transversed the bandgap and that all electrons are on
a conduction band energy level. Further absorption of photons from electrons in the
conduction band is available for further processing steps, such as electron-phonon energy
transfer mechanisms.
6.1.1.3

Step 3: Lattice-system heat equation

The temperature in the lattice-system is calculated by solving a second heat equation
given by:
∂Tl
+ ∇ (−kl ∇ Tl ) = fl
∂t

∂ ∂
∇ =
,
∂r ∂z
da,l

(6.33)

The term da,l = cl · ρmat represents again a damping- or mass coefficient, which consists of
the specific heat capacity of the lattice-system of the material cl multiplied by the material
density ρmat . The term kl is thermal conductivity of the lattice-system and is much smaller
than the heat conductivity of the electrons, therefore in the majority of cases this term
could be neglected (see Rethfeld [77]). Since a pulse width of τP = 10 ps is defined as the
threshold between ultrashort and short laser pulsed ablation mechanisms, it is left within
the model. The term fl represents the source term. The result of the heat equation is
the lattice temperature Tl . Since this study is only interested in the overall temperature
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distribution of the phonon system the term phonon- and lattice-temperature is treated as
identical and does not distinguish phonon vibration direction aspects.
Lattice-system- / material properties
The specific heat capacity cl is calculated by using an internal energy value for the solid
and the liquid phase of the material. It is based on the well known QEOS model of
More et al. [88], which can evaluate the thermodynamic properties of a material based
on its free Helmholtz energy. This model is also described in chapter 2.4 and a detailed
description of the QEOS and an implementation named ”FEOS”, with which computer
software calculates the necessary material parameters, is described by Faik et al. [132].
The model assumes that the separate values of the individual subsystems, the electronand the ion-system can be added up and it also incorporates an empirical correction
term to be able to correct temperature dependent offsets, e.g. binding energy aspects at
very low temperatures. This theory is based on the application of the ideal gas theory for
temperatures above the melting temperature T > Tm and is based on the Debye-Grüneisen
law below the melting temperature T < Tm in the solid phase. Furthermore an analytic
model consisting of the Cowan equations of state, partially published by Cranfill et al. [133]
which consists of a structural and a phenomenological part is used. The calculated and
the experimental results match very well for the case of carbon and the following equations
based on the Cowan model are evaluated at each timestep:
bQ + 2

kB θD

Q
1.68
=
Z + 22 (1 + Q )2
2b

+

10

Q Q 3
kB Tm = 0.32
(1 + Q )4
θD
uQEOS =
Tl
Tm
wQEOS =
Tl


u2Q
3
K
B Tl

1
+
−
ma
20

U =
1
 3 kB Tl 1 + w 3
Q
2 ma
cl =

dU
ρmat
dTl

(6.34a)
(6.34b)
(6.34c)
(6.34d)
u4Q
1680



, Tl ≤ Tm

(6.34e)

Tl > Tm
(6.34f)

The factor bQ is a constant, dependent on atomic number, Q defines density over reference
density, for large values this represents strong interatomic interactions and therefore high
melting temperatures, uQ and wQ are scaling factors for Debye and melting temperatures
respectively. The index ”Q” indicates that the parameter value stems from the aforemen-
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tioned software. In order to evaluate the Cowan formulas for a high-temperature solid
and liquid, the Debye temperature (6.34a), and the melting temperature (6.34b) is evaluated. Both results are then used for evaluation of two scaling variables given in (6.34c)
and (6.34d). The internal energy levels U for solid and liquid states can then be evaluated
(6.34e). If the internal energy levels for these temperatures are known, the specific heat can
be derived by calculating the derivative of internal energy given by (6.34f). The heat conductivity value for the lattice-system is evaluated based on the Drude model, which states
the transport of charge in metals by electron collisions of the electrons with the crystal
lattice ions in an electron gas by application of kinetic gas theory (see Drude [134]):
kl =

1
cl v l f
3

(6.35)

The average electron speed v, with RG as ideal gas constant is given by (see Halliday [135]):
r
8 RG Tl
v =
(6.36)
πM
Here, Tl is the lattice temperature and Mmat is the molar mass of the material. Furthermore, the average distance between two electron collisions is calculated by (see Halliday [135]):
1
lf = √
(6.37)
2 π d2atom NVA
Here, datom is the diameter the atom, NA is Avogadros number and V is the molar volume.
Lattice-system source term
The last missing factor for evaluation of the phonon system temperature is the source
term, which is given by:
fl = αk (Te − Tl )
(6.38)
The energy input into the lattice-system is only dependent on the electron-phonon coupling
constant αk , the electron- and the lattice-temperature Te , Tl , respectively. This factor
describes the energy exchange between the hot electrons and the initially cold lattice. Due
to the temporal regimes of the individual processes in the electron- and the lattice-system
as shown in figure 2.5, a phase lag between the two systems is expected.
6.1.1.4

Step 4: Material removal simulation setup based on an arbitrary
Lagrange-Eulerian (ALE) method

Material removal is based on an arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian formulation, which is a
combination of a fixed mesh in an Eulerian description combined with a moving mesh
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system, based on a Lagrangian description, which follows the physical material motion.
In the following a short description of the Lagrangian and the Eulerian, as well as the
arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian description is given based on Donea et al. [136]. Within a
Lagrangian description, which is often used as linear FEM with no plastic deformations,
the mesh nodes are attached to the material. This allows for an accurate description of interface layer motion but is limited with respect to large deformations. Within the Eulerian
description in contrast, the material is moving through a mesh with fixed discretization
and therefore large deformations can be handled. Since the mesh nodes and the material
particles are separated, also convective effects are present due to relative motion between
the computed grid elements and the deforming material. The ALE approach combines
the advantages of both descriptions by using a referential mesh coordinate system, which
is linked via mapping functions to the Lagrangian- and to the Eulerian-mesh. Therefore,
the nodes can be moved with the continuum or be fixed in space or in any arbitrary way.
This allows for larger mesh distortions than in a purely Lagrangian description and higher
accuracy with respect to the Eulerian description and the deformed material layer. In
order to move the surface boundary in the given case a velocity term is applied. The ALE
module in COMSOL multiphysics allows the deformation of a given domain by applying a
defined deformation velocity. A limitation based on [137] of the ALE description in COMSOL multiphysics hinders topological changes in the geometry by keeping the connectivity
of the mesh unchanged when the mesh is deformed. Mesh deformation is realized by calculation of two different mechanisms, both of them contribute partially to a total mesh
deformation velocity. Firstly, an evaporation interface speed vHK is determined, using the
Hertz-Knudsen equation, based on a model of Bulgakov et al. [74]:
r
m
0.82
ps (T )
(6.39)
vHK (T ) =
ρ
2 πkB Tl
Here, ρ is the material density, m is the atom mass of the material, kB is the Boltzmann
constant and Tl the lattice temperature. Evaluation of this formula is only valid when an
equilibrium pressure is achieved on the strongly heated solid. Therefore the evaporation
interface speed based on this equation is set to an evaporation speed of vHK = 0m/s during
the duration of the laser pulse and applied afterwards. The saturated vapor pressure at
the surface is calculated using the Clausius-Clapeyron equation (see Xu [76]):
 

L 1
1
ps (T ) = pb exp
−
(6.40)
R Tb Tl
Here, pb = 105 P a is ambient pressure, L denotes the latent heat of evaporation, R is the
ideal gas constant, Tb defines the material boiling point under reference value conditions
and Tl is the lattice temperature. Due to the very short timescale in which the laser pulse
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takes place, the amount of material removal is expected to be small in comparison to the
amount of material removed by critical-point phase separation (CPPS). Secondly, another
velocity is calculated and applied, this is based on CPPS, which is assumed to be the main
material removal mechanism for short and ultrashort laser pulses based on investigations
by Wu et al. [89], Mingareev [73] and Vidal et al. [86]. This ablation mechanism only
occurs when ultrashort laser pulses are used and their definition of CPPS is presented in
the following. Within this study, CPPS is assumed to be the main ablation mechanism.
In the p-T diagram, depicted in figure 6.6, CPPS can be explained. The material is
initially at ambient pressure p0 and temperature T0 in point A. Then the thermodynamic
trajectory behavior can be described with two different mechanisms. Firstly, the material
is very rapidly and therefore isochorically heated to a maximum temperature (from A
to C). Secondly, the density level of the material follows approximately the adiabat for
2
perfect gases (T ∝ ρ 3 ) towards the critical-point, where the binodal and the spinodal
meet. Between the binodal and the spinodal the liquid and the vapor state coexist at
equilibrium, either as a superheated liquid or in form of supercooled vapor. Within CPPS
it is assumed that the spinodal region is entered, where
 the overall pressure- and density
∂p
gradients lead to a phase and a spatial separation ( ∂ρ
< 0). Nucleation of bubbles
T
and droplets occurs by formation of a transition layer, which is unstable and which will at
the least disturbance move to either side towardsthe spinodal and binodal region, where
∂p
= 0). Both lines, the binodal
pressure and density are in equilibrium again ( ∂ρ
T

and the spinodal cross at one point, the critical point. Mingareev [73] describes this as
the point where explosive boiling occurs, since a high enough nucleation rate is reached.

Figure 6.6: Temperature-density diagram typical for metals by Mingareev [73]. The dashed line represents
the binodal, the dotted line the spinodal. Solid lines represent possible transition pathways from the cold
solid to the superheated liquid or the vapor state.
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The heated mass is then transformed explosively into liquid- and vapor droplets. The
separation temperature can be calculated by relating it to the critical temperature and
critical pressure, this proportionality is previously explained and is described by Wu et
al. [89], and the given formula is:
2

ρmat 3
(6.41)
Tsep = Tc
ρc
Tc denotes the critical temperature, ρmat is the density of diamond at room temperature,
ρc is the critical density. The parameters Tc and ρc describe the conditions at the critical
point. Within the model, the isothermal line with this separation temperature Tsep , is
calculated. In order to realize surface deformation according to the calculated temperature
field, the desired ablation depth at the isotherm representing the separation temperature
is used. An analytic function is implemented, which will move the surface layer of the
material to the isothermal at Tsep in line with the material specific sonic speed. The
sound speed within the material changes when the two-phase regime (when crossing the
binodal) is crossed to a lower level as stated by Linde et al. [138], nonetheless within this
model a constant speed of sound is used. The values for Tc and ρc can be derived by
using the QEOS model of More et al. [88]. These parameters for evaluating the model for
both materials under consideration, copper and diamond, and the values for the critical
temperature and critical density are given by the QEOS model in table 6.1. The material
removed from the bulk by CPPS is modeled by calculating an isotherm with the separation
temperature from (6.41) and applying a step function that deforms the surface with the
materials sound speed to that isotherm. Therefore the thermal gradient development is
correspondingly moving with the calculated ablation front.

6.2
6.2.1

Model results and experimental data comparison
Results on copper

Modeling of a metal is done by neglecting the term for free electron generation in (6.18)
by setting that value to QeGen = 0 W/(m3 · K), given in the source term of the electronsystem in (6.18). The simulation model is evaluated in two steps. The first study consists
of an interpretation of a standard heat conduction model against the TTM as developed
in the previous section using single pulses on copper. The solution of the standard Fourier
heat conduction is modeled by solving only one heat equation (6.7) for the entire system,
without the distinction between electron- and lattice-system, this is depicted in figure 6.7.
The solid line shows electron-, the dash-dotted line shows lattice- and the dotted line shows
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Table 6.1: Material specific model data, Tc,QEOS and ρc,QEOS are taken from the ”FEOS” package, described by Faik et al. [132]

Description

Symbol [unit]

Cu

C (diamond)

Atomic number
Density
Molar mass
Atomic radius
Atomic mass
Melting temperature
Boiling temperature
Latent heat of fusion
Latent heat of vaporization
Sonic speed in solid
Debye temperature
Fermi velocity
Critical temperature
Critical density

Z [−]
ρ [g/cm3 ]
M [g/mol]
datom [pm]
Aatom [u]
Tm [K]
Tb [K]
Hm [kJ/g]
Hv [kJ/g]
vsound [m/s]
θD [K]
vF [cm/s]
Tc,QEOS [K]
ρc,QEOS [g/cm3 ]

29
8.92
63.55
135
65.55
1358
3200
0.205
4.796
4700
345
1.58 · 108
8280
1.04

6
3.52
12.01
140
12.01
3823.15
5100.15
8.75
59.24
18000
1860
9.79 · 105
10600.6
0.79

the calculated temperature distribution when solving the standard heat equation. The four
graphs show identical temperature axis scaling and they are fitted to the maximum case,
which corresponds to a pulse width of τP = 100 fs. This results, for a pulse width of
τP = 20 ns, to very low temperatures. Nonetheless, for the latter case, it can be seen
in figure 6.7(a), that the prediction of surface temperature between the standard heat
equation and the electron- and the phonon-temperature of the TTM are not separated.
At this pulse width both, the electron- and the lattice-temperature are in equilibrium as
previously shown in figure 2.5. Therefore, both models predict identical results. In figure
6.7(b), a pulse width of τP = 100 ps is applied, the electron- and the lattice temperature
start to separate and additionally a time-lag between the two curves can be observed. This
is due to the fact that the laser radiation is absorbed by free electrons, which transfer a
part of the absorbed energy towards the lattice-system. This process needs some time
due to electron-heating, -diffusion and -thermalization processes, before electron-phonon
relaxation can take place (see Kautek et al. [18]). Also, the standard heat equation leads to
an even higher temperature prediction than is the case for the electron-temperature in the
TTM. A pulse duration of τP = 10 ps, depicted in figure 6.7(c) leads to clearly separated
temperatures between the electron- and the lattice-system. The time lag of the latticesystem compared to the electron-system starts to increase. The standard heat equation,
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Figure 6.7: Simulation of various pulsewidths using a Fourier heat conduction model and the TTM on
copper; applied laser parameters are λ = 1064 nm, fP = 200 kHz. Analyzed pulsewidths are (a)
τP = 20 ns, no distinction between the standard and the TTM can be made, (b) τP = 100 ps, electronand phonon-temperature start to separate, (c) τP = 10 ps, clear separation between electron-/phononsystem is given, standard heat conduction is over estimating the lattice temperature, (d) τP = 100 fs,
electron-/phonon systems are completely separated, the standard heat equation follows the trend of the
electron-system. The temperatures are normalized with T0 = 293 K as ambient temperature.

which describes the equilibrium case of the electron- and the lattice system is strongly
overestimating the lattice-temperature and is closer to the electron-system temperature
prediction of the TTM. The fourth case, which applies a pulse width of τP = 100 fs depicted
in figure 6.7(d), shows the strongest deviation in electron- and phonon temperature with
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respect to the TTM. Qualitative aspects of this system behavior for τP = 20 fs laser pulses
using a Ti-Sapphire laser are also reported by Itina et al. [22]. The standard heat equation
strongly overestimates the lattice temperature and follows the trend of the electron-system
temperature of the TTM.
The second study consists of a comparison between modeled and experimental data for a
moving source, which emits multiple laser pulses on the materials surface. The samples
are mounted on a 3-axis translation stage. The laser beam is directed onto the sample
via a 2D-scanhead, through an F-theta lens with a focal length of f = 163 mm. Each
experiment is repeated three times, experimental data are measured at three independent
sections using a Profilometer (Taylor Hobson PGI 1240) and the results are then averaged
over each series. The pulse width is chosen to be fixed at τP = 10 ps. Experiments are
carried out on a polished copper sample with a focal spot diameter of dfoc = 35µm, different
fluence values of F = 3.12 to 10.4 J/cm2 at a fixed repetition rate of fP = 200 kHz,
as well as three processing speeds vf = 100, 500 and 1000 mm/s. This corresponds to
a series of 70, 14 and 7 laser pulses that irradiate the focal spot area when the laser
beam is traversing that area (see figure 6.1(a)). The results of both, the modeled values
and the measured values with respect to maximum ablation depth reached are depicted in
figure 6.8. Experimental data are evaluated using a Profilometer with a depth resolution of
12 nm and three values per applied parameter set are averaged and the standard deviation
is calculated. Then both, experimental and simulation data are plotted and a linear fit,
throughout each fluence series versus ablation depth, is applied to each set of data points.
At the slowest scanning speed of vf = 100 mm/s the model shows qualitatively a good
fit with respect to ablation depth behavior with increasing fluence. Nonetheless, an offset
between the experimental and the calculated ablation depth is present. When going to a

Figure 6.8: Experimental and simulation results on copper, laser parameters are Pavg = 6 to 20 W,
fP = 200 kHz, vf = 100, 500, 1000 mm/s with 1 repetition per experiment.
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higher scan speed of vf = 500 mm/s, the experimental and calculated series shows a much
better fit. This is assumed to be attributed to a dependency of decreasing the number
of laser pulses that are simulated and a longer cooling period between the individual
laser pulses is applied, which leads to less heat accumulation effects, due to preheating
effects of previous laser pulses, partially incident on the same focal spot area between two
consecutive pulses. This effect is also reported by Eaton et al. [139] for laser pulses with
high repetition rates (fP > 200 kHz) and by Luther-Davies et al. [140] for τP = 13 ps
pulses and repetition rates fP > 1 MHz. This gets even more clear when comparing the
results for a processing speed of vf = 1000 mm/s. Here experimental and calculated data
match very well over the entire applied fluence range. The material has 10 times more
time than when the slowest scanning speed is applied. Each laser pulse acts on a much
lower initial surface temperature of the material and therefore heat accumulation due to
rapid energy input into the material becomes less important.

6.2.2

Experimental verification of pulse width dependent thermal influence

An experimental study related to the non-equilibrium behavior in the single pulse analysis
shown in figure 6.7 is presented. Thermal influence of short- and ultrashort laser pulses
is studied by processing of bulk metallic glass (BMG), an amorphous metal, which was
previously introduced in the discussion of ablation threshold determination in chapter 4.1.
This type of material exhibits a glass transition temperature at TG ∼
= 651 K, followed
by a supercooled liquid region up to a temperature of TX ∼
= 768 K, which defines the
recrystallization temperature. The materials amorphous state is metastable, e.g. when
the TX is reached, the material looses its amorphous properties. During manufacturing
the BMG is poured into a mold and then rapidly cooled at a cooling rate in the order
of 102 K/s. This leads to solidification without buildup of a crystalline phase and the
atomic arrangement is ”frozen” in its amorphous state (see Inoue [141]). With respect
to laser processing, which is done just above the ablation threshold at about 1.5 × Fth
for the respective pulse widths, the crystallization behavior can be studied. The thermal
penetration depth of a laser pulse (6.32) is proportional to the square root of the pulse
duration. Within the range of applied pulse widths in this study, the thermal penetration
depth nearly vanishes in the range of femto- and picosecond laser pulses. X-ray diffraction
analysis on the processed sample surface is carried out by Wortmann et al. [142], depicted
in figure 6.9, hereby the X-ray diffraction penetration depth into the material surface is
about ∆z = 1µm. It can be seen that for a pulse width of τP = 410 fs, the material remains
unchanged to the as-cast state. If a pulse width of τP = 12 ps is applied, crystallization
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Figure 6.9: Experimental results on bulk metallic glass using different laser pulse widths using X-ray
diffraction [142].

effects become visible and when treated with a pulse width of τP = 125 ns, the sample
surface is already fully crystallized. This supports the results shown in figure 6.7 with
respect to the discussed pulse width dependent modeling approaches.

6.2.3

Results on CVD diamond

With respect to diamond, the free electron generation term QeGen as stated in (6.31)
is included into the model. The experimental setup of these experiments is identical
to the moving source experiments in the previous section for copper. Again, a moving
source with different processing speeds and fluence values is evaluated and compared to
experimental data. In order to achieve a fully established ablation crater and a measurable
ablation depth in the range of 1 to 2 µm, multiple passes with a defined processing speed
over the sample geometry are carried out. Samples consist of type Ib CVD diamond
plates with dimensions of 10 × 5 mm and a polished surface. Here, laser parameters
are a repetition rate of fP = 400 kHz, average powers in the range of 5 < Pavg <
20 W , which corresponds to fluence values of F = 1.93 to 7.73 J/cm2 and a focal spot
diameter of df oc = 30 µm is achieved. Furthermore, three processing speeds of vf =
600, 800, 1000 mm/s and four repetitions per pass are carried out. Within the model, a
cooling period between the consecutive passes over the material is set to ∆pass ∼
= 1 ms.
The graph in figure 6.10(a) shows the ablation depths, measured at the center of the
laser beam, in the form of experimental and calculated data. The experimental case
follows an exponential decay in ablation depth just above the ablation threshold of the
material which is followed by a flattening of reachable ablation depth at higher fluencies
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Figure 6.10: Experimental and simulation results on CVD diamond; (a) Experimental laser parameters
are F = 1.93, 2.9, 3.86, 7.73 J/cm2 , fP = 400 kHz, vf = 600, 800, 1000 mm/s with four repetitions
per experiment. Similar curvature characteristics are found by Christensen [143] in Kautek et al. [18],
shown in figure 6.11; simulation data is represented in dashed lines; (b) Simulated curve characteristic of
higher fluencies, ablation depths and fluence are both overestimated by a factor of ∼
= 7 with respect to
experimental results.

for all three tested processing speeds. For the three given processing speeds and the given
repetition rate 12, 16, 20 pulses reach the target material. Qualitatively speaking, the
observed ablation behavior for diamond corresponds well with data given by Kautek et
al. [18], which is also shown in figure 6.11, for different bandgap energies of 3 to 9 eV,
therefore, the characteristic behavior for diamond with a bandgap of 5.5 eV can also be
estimated. The ablation curves do show a characteristic behavior. In a first regime no
ablation takes place, then a rapid rise followed by an exponential flattening of the curve,

Figure 6.11: Kautek et al. [18] show a detailed study of different bandgaps at λ = 1060 nm and a pulse
width of τP = 100 fs. Analyzed ablation depths are for 3 eV (circles), 5 eV (squares), 7 eV (diamonds)
and 9 eV (triangles) based on work from Christensen [143].
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leading to no further reached ablation depth when fluence is increased. Furthermore, the
authors show strong dependency on wavelength, bandgap and fluence values. Figure 6.12
(a,b) shows a simulated and a experimental result of half an ablation crater respetively.
The ablation depth in the simulation case is less than in the experimental case, but the
ablation profile is very similar in terms of shape and form. But results from the proposed
model do not exhibit a good fit to the achieved experimental values. After very small
ablation depth values for low fluences, a strong rise in ablation depth occurs when a
fluence of F > 4 J/cm2 is surpassed. If higher fluence values, than the ones used in the
experiments are used in the model, the onset of flattening of the curve for F > 20 J/cm2
can be seen in the graph depicted in figure 6.10(b). If the curves of both experimental
and modeled ablation depths are compared, the modeled data strongly overestimates the
ablation depths especially at higher fluencies. A deviation in fluence dependency is present,
if fluence values, as well as achieved ablation depths are downscaled by a factor of 7,
the experimental and the simulated curve show a similar curvature. Qualitatively, but
with much smaller devitations Wu et al. [89] the same effect of overestimation of the
simulation compared to the experimental results on copper for increasing pulse widths
70 fs < τP < 22.4 ps are shown and it is concluded that this may be to inaccuracies in
used thermophysical properties or also in the application of CPPS theory. In the case of
copper, the qualitative ablation behavior was predicted correctly with respect to multipulse
ablation and a shift of the calculated ablation depths leads to a good fit between modelled
and experimental data, this is not the case for diamond. This behavior results from
some strong assumptions made within the model. Firstly, the two-temperature model is
developed and validated on metals, providing free electrons in the conduction band. With
respect to modeling of dielectrics using the two-temperature model, no reference data can
be found. Another critical aspect, related to the application of the TTM on dielectrics,

Figure 6.12: Experimental and simulation ablation crater form on CVD diamond, laser parameters are
F = 7.73 J/cm2 , fP = 400 kHz, vf = 1000 mm/s with four repetitions per experiment; (a) Simulated
and (b) experimental results. The ablation crater profile form is very similar.
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is the electron-phonon coupling constant for diamond. As previously explained in chapter
6.1.1.2, no literature values can be found and an estimate of αk = 2 · 1018 W/(m3 · K)
is applied, so as to follow the behavior stated in figure 2.5. The assumption that free
electrons can be generated and therefore the dielectric can be transformed to a metal-like
behavior in a subsurface layer, described earlier in section 6.1.1.2, has been proven to be
applicable. Nonetheless, only an assumption of the amount of free electrons is taken into
account within this thesis. With respect to the metal-like behavior, an unsolved question
is the behavior of the material if the ablation is not entirely without heat input into the
lattice-system, which is never the case, and the generated heat dissipates outside of the
subsurface layer into the bulk of the material. Then the heat would spread quickly due
to the covalently bonded structure of diamond. With regard to the model assumptions
related to the ALE module of COMSOL multiphysics, the ablation process is simulated by
defining a velocity. This is achieved by superimposing two separate physical mechanisms
and their part of ablated volume, resulting in two velocities as input parameter described
in section 6.1.1.4, one being an evaporation speed, which accounts only for a small portion
of material removed, and the second being related to ablation via critical-point phase
separation (CPPS). In order to model the latter ablation mechanism, an isotherm at the
separation temperature, calculated by (6.41) is determined, then the material removal
process is modeled in a way that the surface layer is moved with the speed of sound in
the material. The deforming ALE mesh is merely attached to the materials surface and
is not an actual Lagrangian mesh, which would be bound to the material. Therefore,
ablated material elements, including their respective energy content is not lost, but rather
passed into the diamond, which is physically not correct. Therefore, the internal energy
of the system is not changed. This leads to a strong increase in thermal energy within the
bulk material and will lead to much higher ablation rates when multiple laser pulses and
additionally multiple passes are carried out.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion and outlook
In this thesis, some questions regarding laser processing of diamond cutting tools, using
picosecond laser pulses can be answered. However, some new questions have arisen and further discussion, such as measurements and simulation on this topic is necessary. Achievements and further research challenges are listed below.
• Different strategies for cutting edge processing, namely Laser Touch Dressing (LTD)
in the case of stochastic diamond grain layers, and a strategy for planar structures,
based on a user defined spiral geometry, on PCD is presented.
• In order to be able to process cylindrical grinding and dressing wheels with a picosecond laser source, a prototype setup has been built. It consists of 4 CNC-axes and a
polygon scanner wheel attached to one of the CNC-axes, which can deflect the laser
beam onto the workpiece with high accuracy (i.e. overall positional accuracy below
2 µm). Especially long term processing is possible. Processing of stochastic diamond
grain layers can be subdivided into two main strategies. The first process strategy
is used to cut the diamond grain tips to a defined grain protrusion level, which leads
to a homogeneous grain protrusion level around the circumference of the wheel. In
order to evaluate the performance of such a laser dressed grinding wheel, a comparison study between conventionally and laser dressed grinding wheels with D181 sized
diamond grains against SiC grinding wheels has been carried out. Normal and tangential processing forces from the dressing operation of the laser touch dressed wheels
could be significantly reduced and overall wheel roughness values could be kept to a
comparable level to ground dressing wheels. The second process strategy deals with
transformation of an initially stochastic diamond grain layer into a cutting tool with
defined cutting edges, based on introducing rake and flank angle geometries into the
diamond grain layer, over the entire circumference of a grinding wheel. Further stud-
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ies into process behavior when comparing such grinding wheels with defined flankor with defined flank- and rake-angle geometries need to be carried out in the future
in order to evaluate the full potential of the described geometries. Especially cutting
wedge stability aspects, as well as wear and force considerations, in the grinding
operation due to weakening of the grain by introducing rake angles into the wheel
geometry need to be studied. With respect to the ratio of normal- and tangential
forces throughout the grinding operation, the interpretation whether it behaves as a
grinding- or a milling-tool is open to debate. The grinding wheel is still stochastic
in geometry, but behaves in between a grinding and a milling tool.
• Processing of planar geometries of PCD layers on carbide substrates in terms of
cutting tool generation is achieved, using a highly precise 5-axis CNC grinding machine. Additionally three beam guiding axes as beam delivery system are integrated.
A scanning strategy to achieve high form accuracy on cutting edge generation, low
roughness values on the flank face on the manufactured PCD and carbide structures,
and a high material removal rate is achieved. Analyzing different scanning strategies
for cutting edge generation, based on geometric and mathematic control functions,
has lead to the development of a user defined spiral geometry. Advantageous are
sinusoidal movements, which lead to smooth amplitude variation for both deflection
axes, eliminating movements with a high jerk; a behavior commonly found when
using such deflection systems. This enables precise control of kerf geometry with
respect to the form of the generated ablation crater and precise control over the
energy input location within the kerf geometry, especially at the outermost edge of
the spiral, which is in final contact with the manufactured cutting edge. As a result,
cutting edge radii in the range of 2.5 < re < 25 µm and flank face surface roughness
values down to Ra < 0.2 µm are achieved. Further questions with regard to the
application of the described user defined spiral geometry are concerned when thicker
materials (> 1.6 mm) are to be processed. Flank face deviations such as curved
face geometries, have not been tested. Another topic of interest is small feature generation, such as inner edges, which would be a clear advantage compared to other
processing strategies such as grinding or wire EDM. With respect to the deflection
unit and the small processing area of the user defined spiral with a diameter smaller
than 1 mm, alternative deflection units, such as a system based on electro-optic modulators, could gain an advantage due to non-moving parts. Further developments in
CAM-strategies, based on the found ablation behavior is necessary.
• Modeling considerations with regard to laser ablation using a pulse width of τP =
10 ps on metals and dielectrics and some details about building such a model are
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given. The model is based on the two-temperature model (TTM), applied to copper
and extended to diamond. With regards to copper and single laser pulse modeling, various aspects of the non-equilibrium state of the electron- and the phonontemperature are studied. Furthermore, a comparison to a standard heat conduction
equation solution for pulse widths from the ultrashort to the short pulse width regime
is made. An experimental proof of the transition zone between processing athermally
in the ultrashort and processing thermally in the short pulse width regime is shown
on a thermally sensitive amorphous metal. Multipulse ablation characteristics on
copper and CVD diamond are presented. On copper, single runs, using multiple overlapping laser pulses, are modeled and compared to experimental data. Experimental
results at low scanning speeds fit well with modeled results. At higher scan speeds,
the model still fits qualitatively, but predicted ablation depths are underestimated
and the modelling still poses open questions. By applying material parameters for
diamond and including a term for generation of free electrons, an attempt of applicability of the TTM on a dielectric is made. The model is evaluated by doing
similar multipulse ablation depth experiments on type Ib CVD diamond. The ablation behavior of the modeled and experimental data are not in good comparison.
Predicted ablation depths are too small until a critical ablation depth is reached,
then the model quickly overestimates the values compared to experimental results.
When studying characteristic curves for experimental data when processing a large
bandgap material, i.e. diamond, a sudden and nearly linear rise in ablation depth
occurs, followed by a flattening out at higher fluences. This ablation behavior is also
found in the given case. One of the main issues is related to the non-existence of
an electron-phonon coupling term for diamond, which is crucial to heat input into
the lattice-system. Problematic is the application of an ALE module for modeling
ablation, being dependent on a material surface layer interface velocity. When the
critical separation temperature is reached, the mesh elements are deformed. The
mesh in the given case is connected to the material surface, instead of the material (as in a purely Lagrangian mesh). Therefore, the material elements and their
respective amount of energy cannot be removed, this needs to be improved.
• Diamond cutting edge generation on stochastic grain layers reduces cycle times, due
to an always sharp laser tool without wear and a direct cut at the desired final geometry, while maintaining high topography accuracy. On planar diamond structures
such as PCD the spiral based strategy is patent pending, leading to improved cycle
times, improved cutting edge radii and very low surface roughness values. Implementing the given strategies into CAM software can lead to a competitive alternative
to conventional processes.
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